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INTRODUCTION 

(i) The Background and Rationale for the stud:[ of In-service 

Training in Zimbabwe. 

To a greater extent.than many other industrialising countries, 

Zimbabwe has sought to ensure that externally funded research and 

study be pursued in ways that relate directly to their own 

development concerns. If a study is worth permittil~g. then it 

should seek as far as possible to address itse~f to priorities 

that are consistent with national needs and interests. This 

iaplies that if a ~tudy is in some measure to serve these needs, 

there aust be a process of renegotiation with the authorities so 

that the research agenda can be localised. An essential result of 

this process of localisation must be a reporting back both to the 

policy community and to the re~earch community during the course 

of the study. 

In the case of this present research, this reporting took two 

forms. At the end·of the first three weeks of work, during July 

1987, a seminar on results was arranged at the Zimbabwe Institute 

for Development Studies (ZIDS), and copies of the preliminary 

paper were provided to the Ministry of Labour and Ministry of 

Education. At the end of the second short trip of two weeks in 

July 1988, two ~eminars were arranged. One involved key train ;.n.i 

directors and training experts from the private sector, including 

several of the largest enterp~ises in Zimbabwe. The second was a 

meeting organised by the University o! Zimbabwe's Faculty of 

Education, to:which the Ministry of Higher Education1 had invited a 

number of its: senior personnel concerned with the area of in-
' 
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service education and training. 

As far as the content and focus of the study were concerned. 

several issues became clear in early discussions within Ziababwe. 

The first. and aost obvious point was that several of the most 

critical policy instruments related to ~n-service training did not 

have very much data available in the public domain. There was. 

for example, profound ignoraJ1,ce in .any quarters about the 

workings of the Zimbabwe Manpower Development Fund( ZIMDEV), which ! e 
had been levYing industry and commerce. Virtually no material 

was available on who was deriving benefit from the fund, or what 

were some of the policy dilemmas f aci.ng decision-makers 

responsible for setting forth regulations. Yet this was clearly 

a prime instrument for the encouragement and support of in-service 

training. It was accordingly thought useful to look at the 

workings of the fund, and set forth some of the options that might 

be relevant to its playing a more public role. 

Another area which was clearly also in need of close examination 

was the operation of one of the main modes of in-service training-

the apprenticeship system. The workings of this traditional 

system baa required some major surgery at Independence in order to 

allow it to operate as an instrument of African advancement in the 

seven gazetted apprentice fields. But there was again a stark 

lack of information about what had happened to apprenticeship over 

tt:ie a: years since independence. Who was using the system? Could 

i~ be: expected to accommodate large numbers of young people? Who 
I 

w~s a~piring to enter apprenticeship? Was it true that despite 

2 
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state support apprentice nuabers were actually continuing to fall? 

All these questions were current, but there was little or no 

available data on 1•h=tt was driving apprentice numbers. 

These two concerns appeared sufficiently central to in-service 

training in Zimbabwe that it was thou~t valuable to concentrate 

soae attention on examining the data. This meant a certain 

aaount of primary research in inspecting registers of 

~ apprenticeships, analysis of the enterprises who were using the 
J 

\, 

system, as well as understanding the arguments of those 

criticizing the system. Equally, with the ZIHDEV fund, it was 

important to research what categories of trainees were receiving 

rebate, and to try and· understand why so few firms appeared to 

.have applied for rebates, apart from those getting it 

automatically for apprentice and skilled worker upgrading. 

Neither of these two areas has been examined in a comprehensive 

aaDDer, given the shortage of time, but at least an attempt has 

been made to put them both or.i.to the policy map, and· initiate a 

debate about relevant options. 

A third area of focus commanded some significant attention, and 

that was the relationshir between the public and private traininc 

worlds. Again, this was a field where very little work seemed to 

be available, and yet it was clear that to a degree unusual in 
I 

Sub-Saharan Africa, a significant element of in-service education 
I 

and training was being met by the large correspondence 

institutions and by the growing 'network of private tutorial 
I I I 
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colleges. Some effort was accordingly aade to get soae sense of 

how these different kinds of institutions were providing for the 

in-service needs of those already working_ And because there was 

some hint that even those working in the informal sector 

occasionally to0k advantage of these facilities, it was thought 

worthwhile to pursue the possible rele~ancG of these institutions 

to the many people who could no longer expect to achieve a job in 

the formal sector of the econ(J9T. -• 
i\ fourth area of concentration was very generally the vocational 

education and training system itself. The system was clearly 

central to any understanding of in-service training policy. The 

difiiculty was that vocational education and training was a system 

in tran-;ition. New instiwtjons were being established. but there 

was no knowledge, naturally, of how they would relate to other 

older parts of the system. In several cases the new ir.itiatives 

were running on a very different set of assumptions from the old. 

But ·there was not easily available ·any account of how the various • pieces fitted together. Thus in the area of vocational skill I 

development, there appeared to be two forms of in-service training 

{apprenticeship and up-grade training) and there were emerging 

several new forms of pre-service, direct entry training from the 

school systet~. There clearly were some interactions amongst these 

various forms, both at the level of the firms and trainees, as 

well as at the policy level, but time was needed to so.rt out what 

might be the: potential of th~se different modalities, and in what 

' sense they fprmed part of anf' unified '!iYstem of vocational 

' preparation., 
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An additional coaplication in reviewing these aechanis11S of in-

serTice education and training was that although many of them were 

in 1981 the responsibility of the Ministry of Labour, l~anpower 

Planning and Social Welfare (hereafter Ministry of Labour), there 

was already some expectation that several institutions would be 

shifting into the Ministry of Educatio~- In particular, it was 

expected that the technical colleges and the pol}-tecbnic would 

aove. What was less expected was the move of the directorate of 

1
9 industrial training into the Ministry of Education. However, 

early in 1988 these shifts were announced, and by July 1988, the 

.e , 

institutional training (technical colleges) and the industrial 

training were both relocated within the new ministry. But to make 

things more complicated, the old Ministry of Education was itself 

split.into the lfil;lis"t:ry of Primary and Secondary Education, and 

the lfinistry of Higher Education. It was to the latter that the 

institutions from the Ministry of Labour were relocated. 

However, there was already an important element of the complex of 

vocational initiatives that was within the then Ministry of 

Education. This was a concern with a widespread vocationalisation 

of secondary education, ~nteaided to deal with the problematic 

transition from school ·~o work. Once the Ministry of Education 

split, this initiative was not in the same ministry as those 

eleaenta coming from the Ministry of Labour, but was within the 

Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education. This may prove a 

ainor disadvantage since the school-based 1vocational initiative 
I I I 

will be planned somewhat separatf'ly f roin tihe othe1r sec:tions of 
I 

vocational elducation and training. This ¥ocati1onal sc;:hool1 element 

5 11 I 
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is still very iauch at a pilot stage, and it is far froa clear what 

iaplications the recently selected pilot schools aay have for the 

very large number of regular secondary schools. 

In a situation where responsibilities for vocational and 

professional preparation were shifting jrom minist~y to ministry 

and from section to section, this study was also able to perform 

in a very small way a briefing function. It was not just a 

question of visiting Zimbabwe and clocuaenting an in-service 

training system that existed, but rather there was possible a 

minor formative evaluation role, as the various options for 

training were being discussed. The result of such a perspective 

is that study partly plays the role of an issues paper, and it 

partly seeks to put on the agenda for debate questions that have 

not thus far been openly discussed in any detail. 

(ii). Towards greater co-operation in in-service training. 

In concluding this ~ection on background and rationale, it may be 

fitting to make some remarks about the climate for in-service e . 
training. By its very nature, in-service training requires a 

degree of co-operation amoncat different institutional actors. 

This is not exclusively the case, for there are examples of 

enterprises where relatively hi.ii quality in-service training is 

handled almost entirely in-house. But in perhaps the majority of 

cases in-service training demands the co-operation of several 

parties beyond the firm. Frequently, it involves access to some 

part of the 'technical, and professional courses in further 
' 

' education'. 'Equally, it may involve agreement between professio11ial 
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associations and governaent about access to courses. and even 

pa7aellt in foreign exchange when fees have to be remitted outside 

the country. Ideally. also there should be agreement amongst 

trade unions and management. with government, about the shape of 

in-service training. 

It would be no exaggeration to say that until relatively recently 

there has been an adversarial quality to much of the discussion 

about in-service training, and this is reflected in parts of the 

following paper. A commitment to more in-se:rvice training at all 

levels has been widely expected of industry by government as part 

of an indication that industry is serious about indegenous advancement. 

Several of the initiatives of the Independent government were· 

founded upon the view that industry and commerce would need to be 

persuaded by regulations and legislation to take African in-

service training more seriously. Some of these measures will be 

examined in the paper, and notably the new apprentice and ZIMDEV 

regulations. 

But over the last several months, there are indications that 

greater cooper<ttion between the private and public sectors is 

envisaged in ways that would assist policies for in-service 

training. For one thing, there is a new urgency about getting the 

technical colleges and the polytechnic in Harare furnished with 

the staff they have lacked for man~ years. Since one element in 
I 

1 in-service training was vften release to, the, colleges, this had 
I I 

'been a weak link in the cha,in of in-service provision. A,nother 
I 

'area where it. is being reco,gnised t.hat educat.ion-industry, 

7 



cooperation has weakened over the years has been the various 

advisory carrittees concerned with ~culua and with general 

policy matters in the colleges and pol.yteclmic. These have been 

meeting much too infrequently, with the result that industry has 

been out of touch with what provision is possible. and the 

colleges likewise. With new aanageaen~ shortly arriving in the 

colleges, this too may prove an area for renewed cooperation. 

At the national level, with the Rational Manpower Advisory Council 

(NAMACO)and its 9 specialist COBl9ittees. there is again room for a 

move forward in government-industry liaison. The whole framework 

had scarcely got underway on a regular basis before the changes in 

ministry responsibility were taking place. Now that these are 

settled, it seems possible that the committee structure can be 

revitalized. However, it should be noted from the experience of 

many other countries that representatives ·from industry and 

commerce at a high level cannot be expected to continue attending 

meetings that are merely talking-shops. and have little impact on • the training policy environment. 

More generally, it seeas clear that the Ministry of Higher 

Education is anxious to develop an active dialogue with industry. 

There is a mood of readiness to discuss industry's concerns about 

training, and to put on the t~ble several of the matters that have 

' 

been troubling both sides. A, number of occasions are being 

' planned that are intended to produce an o~n debate about options 

for the way ahead. 

' ' 
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Some of this is doubtless duo to the relocation of vocational and 

technical institutions in a different setting, but if '\.here is a 

new openness to be detected, it may stea f roaa a realisation on 

both sides that the politics of large-scale educated unemployment 

( &t Jie post-fora 4 level) are likely to become a permanent 

feature of the country_ As we shall se_e in a moment, the numbers 

of young people now involved in transition from secondary school 

to Yery Wlcertain futures is very large, and it cannot be expected 

that a saall scheme here or there will make any dent in the total 

problea. During the rest of the 1~80s and early 1990s, education-

and-employment is certain to move into centre stage as a political 

issue. Zimbabwe's aspirations to be considered a modern state 

with the welfare of its young people at stake will not allow th~ 

phenc:aenon of educated unemployment to be disregarded. It can be 

anticipated, therefore, that many foi"Dls of pre-service and in-

service training will be reviewed for their scope in meeting this 

challenge. 

( ' (iii). Essential Economic Background. 

This section can be very brief since fortunately there are 

available very recent data and analysis on the national economy, 

the manufacturing sector in particular, and patterns of 

employment. The focus here will more be on those aspects of the 

work already done on the economy that have particular relevance to 

our topic of in-service training. Of moGt direct value to the 

present study is the ONIDO monograph, The Hanuf acturing Sector in 

Zimbabw~ (November 1986). 

9 



There will also becoae available in later 1988 a country caE~ 

study of Zimbabwe. by Roger Riddell. which will examine Zimbabwe•s 

Industrial Future, as part of a larger ODA study on 

Industrialisation in Sub-Saharan Africa. In 1987 the World Bank 

has also produced An Industrial Sector Memorandum on Zimbabwe. 

These documents along with other valuab~e work produced by the 

government affords a very full picture of the crucially important 

role of the manufacturing sector in the country. The sector 

produces 24X of GDP, very muc;h higher than the average in sub- .e 
Saharan Africa. It is also responsible for 16X of formal sector 

employment. It grew very rapidly -.uring the period of enforced 

p.r.otection CODI), and developed during that time a reputation for 

ingenuity in adaptation. repair and maintenance, much of wh5rh has 

sur,,.ived till the present. Indeed it could be argued that the 

severity of the foreign exchange crisis over the past years has 

reinforced these te~dencies acquired prior to Independence. 

Even though the industrial sector and within it the role of • manufacturing has been relatively major in Zimbabwe compared 

with other sub-Saharan African countries, outside South Africa, 

the contribution of manufacturing to total industrial activity is 

not a sufficient condition to consider a country industrialised. 

As Ndlela has pointed out, the crucial additional factor must be 

what proportion of the population are actually involved in the 
' 

industrial sector. Nor is it enough just 'to look at the forma'l 

s~ctor labour market, where we ~ve already noted that 
' 

m4nuf acturing alone is responsi~le for 16~ of modern sector jobs. 
I 

I~ t~e criterion of the total labour force engaged in indu5try in 

'10 
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used, Ziababwe scarcely seeas industrialised at all. 'Between 

1919 iand 1982, industrial employment was only about 4% of total 

population'. (Ndlela, 1986, 141) 

The reason for emphasising these very basic figures at the 

beginning of a study on training is to. _make the rather obvious 

point that industry as presently organised is scarcely in a 

position to make a major further contribution to formal 

\ , employment. There is in some quarters in Zimbabwe the view that 

industry is somehow a resource that can be cajoled, influenced or 

e 
I 

even ordered to ao things dramatically differently, whether in 

human resource development, employment policy, training or 

whatever. The reality is a good deal more constrained than the 

popular image, and it is clear that there are very significant 

limitations upon rapid restructuring. 

Another characteristic of industry that is germane to the 

question of altering any of its basic mechanisms, especially in 

the area of training, must be the Jwnership ~tructure. 

Government desire to intervene in the industrial sector and make 

it more responsive to national priorities is commonplace the 

world over. But in the Zimbabwe context the f~ct that Central 

Government and the Parastatals have an influence in just three 

sectors, - foodstuffs, textiles, and metals and metal products 

(contributing 25%, 38% and 17% respectively to total turnover, 

doe,s mean that there are inevitably limits to government 
' ' 

inf,luence. Compared to the relati~e ease of government manoeuvre 
' 

' ' ' 

in ,the expansion of schools and co,lleges, the ,private character 
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of i~dustry stands in stark contrast. 

A further obstacle to any very draaatic attempt to make industry 

follow particular pathways in human resources policy is the very 

significant foreign diaension of ownership. Recent figures 

suggest auch lower proportions for fore~gn control than previous 

estiaa~es, but these still indicate that for the manufacturing 

sector as a whole, some 48% is foreign owned and 52% domestically 

owned. And of the sector that is domestically owned, a very 

small proportion indeed is OWlied by African capital. But what 

this sugges~s for a majority African government is a situation 

where it can have a very significant impact on the supply of 

schooling, but very much less influence over the demand for 

educated workers. t"hi.s too is not ~ unusual situation in many 

countries whether in Africa or Europe, but there is no doubt that 

the degree of f reedo~ available to government is even further 

constrained by the influence of foreign capital, the dominance of 

private companies, and the very small numbers of African owners 

of large and medium sized companies. 

Our principal concerns in this present account must be with the 

implications for training and employment of the present character 

of industry. The first point must be that however important 

industry may be to the country, it has made little additional 

contribution to employment over the IndepeDdence period. Indeed 
I 

I 

there, was decline in productive employment 'over most of this 
I 

I 

period. What little addition to formal em~loyment there was came' ' 
I 

almost entirely from growth in the area of 'service employment. 
I 

12 
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Secondly, the fact that industrT is not working at full capacity 

is not attributable to-hwaan resource constraints, lack of 

trained 11a11power or particular skills' shortages. On the several 

occasions when employers have been asked about their constraints 

to full capacity, they have pointed to shortages of imported 

materials, lack of domestic demand, lac)t of export demand, lack 

of machine spare parts etc. The :aho.t"tages of specialised skills 

have com~ very low down their lists. (ONI:OO, 1986, 201) 

When the questions directly concern their ability to take on more 

employees, industry then turns to some of the legislation relating 

to security of tenure, the rates to be paid for the employment of 

casual labour, and the tendency for government to dDDounce across 

the board wage increases. The requirement of prior ministerial 

approval before the dxsmissal of any employee has probably meant 

that employers have been loth to take OD fresh workers during 

upturns in their business. They have tended to use overtime, or 

short term fixed contract workers instead. We ment.ion later OD 

that there has been a very significant rise in the use of contract 

workers, but it is not clear whether such workers are necessarily 

counted in the estimates of formal sector employment. 

From the point of view of in-service training policy, there are 

several aspects of these labour laws and wage decrees that may be 

held to have possibly negative effects upon training. First, it 

could be argued that a policy of statutory wage increases not only 

undermines the system of collective bargaining (~s the employers' 

confederation would say), but it may also act as' a disincentive 

I 13 
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for training P~ -~cies within the enterprise. One reason that 

individuals aa.y invest_tiae and energy in i.aprovi.ng their 

k:nowledge and skill aay to increase their earnings (and promotion 

prospects). It is just possible that across the board wage 

increases could interfere with training policies which are 

predicated upon rewards for the successjul completion of in

service courses. This would require careful investigation at the 

enterprise level. 

It is much more likely that in-service t~aining may be restricted 

by the policy of taking on short term contract workers. This 

practice bas grown up in recent years as a way of dealing with the 

problem of high rates of pay for casual workers, and the 

relucUµice to take on permanent employees, because of the 

dismissal proeedures. It seems likely that one of the perquisites 

denied to those who are on a series of short term contracts will 

be access to training or the reimbursement of training paid for by 

the employee. Again, it has not been possible to pursue in any 

detail some of these conditions of contract labour, but, given its 

prevalence, this would be an important field of study. It is 

worth noting that the Minister of Labour, Cde John Nkomo, in an 

intervention at the Confederation of Zimbabwe Industry congress in 

July, mentioned that 'consideration was being given to relaxing 

some of these regulations about casuals because the unemployment 

cri~is ~as appreciated, and there could be ways of making more 

casual jobs available.' (Herald, 14-7-88) 

Huch of the paper that f oll'ows is concerned with the mechanisms , 
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and policy instruaents used by-governaent and the enterprises to 

iaprove the quality of existing labour. but it should be 

underlined at the outset that govermaent is bound to be 

incr.asingly interested in how to expand the nuaber of new jobs 

rather than how to alter .arginally the shape of skills within 

the existing faraal sector labcur aarke.t. Ind~ed o.ew and 

wideranging plans were announced in January 1988 intended to 

encourage eaployaent creation through a variety of means. 

(iv). The Stark Relationships between Schooling, Training and 
jobs 

Before looking at the increa5ingly stark relations between the 

numbers of educated young people. the availability of training 

places and the chances of a job. it may be useful briefly to 

sketch out the rapidity with which the Zimbabwean education system 

made the transitio~ froa a discriminatory .policy regime offering 

secondary school oppertunities to the few towards a system of mass 

entitlement where primary education was free, and all pupils were 

encouraged to aspire to secondary 4:tducation. In the decade just 

before Independence in 1980, there was a marked contrast between 

the progress of the 5, 400'non-African children fro• grade I of primary 

in 1968 to the fuurth year of secondary in 1978, with almost no 

dropouts, and the progress of the African school children over the 

same period. Of these latter. only 75~ entered the first primary 

~rade, unlike 100~ for their counterparts. Of the 75% enterintt. some 45% 

d:roPP"d out without completeing primary. And only 19% of the age 

cphort entered secondary, from which, also, some 40% dropped out 

' b,efore getting to form IV. Interestingly, the snassive 

' c,ompeti tiveness of the African system produced eventually a tiny 

'15 



group of! African school leavers who as a group used to achieve same 

of the highest pass rates of all countries taking the ea.bridge 0 

level. Even with these very small nuabers. !African secondary 

school leavers encountered some difficulty in gaining jobs in the 

foraal sector of the econOll.)". except in specific occupations such 

as teaching. 

At ~ndependence. Ziababwe was one of the few countries to 
-

encourage the whole cohort of ;lrillary leavers to expect to enter 

secondary; unlike the 19% which had been entering secondary in 

the late colonial period, all children would now have the right 

and the opportunity. to avail themselves of secondary education. 

In other words:Afcican pupils would have the same entitlement as 

had been coamonplace forlnon-African children for years. It was a bold 

step, and was the result of reflecting on the experience of other 

countries such as Tanzania which had throttled back the 

transition from primary and secondary to as little as 3 - 4 % of 

the children completing primary schools. Zimbabwe's view was ~ 

that exposure to secondary education bad been prevented during 

the colonial era. and that universal entitlement now was a 

natural consequence of the belief that a would-be modern nation 

awst educate all its people. 

Of course one of the cruellest paradoxes of the relations between 

education and jobs is how relatively simple it is (especially in a 

country with a colonial tradition of severe restriction) to expand 

the educational infrastructure. This is not to down~lay the coat 

to government,' and the individual sacrifices of parents and 

16 
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coJm11UDi ties in physically proriding hundreds of new schools. But 
-

within a few years, froa 1979 to 1985, priaa.ry enrol.aents bad 

increased by about 16C percent and secondary by about 650 per 

cent. By contrast, in the emplo~t sector, the expansic-n of 

available jobs is certainly not se.ething that can be aerely 

announced by the appropriate lliaister, whether in a developing 

country or an industrialised 'Diltioi1. 

We have talked of the manuf aduring .-ctor as being large by sub-

Saharan standards, con~ining •o.e l&s of the approximately 1 

aillion people in foraal sector eaploJ'1181lt. Under the very 

restricted secondary school policy regiae prior to Independence. 

those reaching fora 4 were a rather small proportion of t~ose in 

fo~l jobs. This underlined the fact that form 4 achievement 

equated with a job. By early in the Independence period, form 4 

was growing, but it was still as low as 24,000 in 1983. However 

as soon as the first effects of the campaign to universalise 

secondary access began to move through the system. numbers had 

shot up. - to 92. 000 in 1985. Once the f oraa 1 cohort of over 

250,000 in 1988 has reached fora 4, the numbers will have more 

than doubled again in a 5 year period. When an annual figure of 

1/4 of a million school leavers is placed beside the total 

employees in manufacturing of 180,000, the scale of the imbalance 

between formal school and formal work becomes clear. 

Of course, many things can hai)pen to the estimates of school 
' 

leaver cohorts. One possibili:ty is that there will be a rather 
' ' 

signi:ficant drop out from sch~ol, a~ pa:rents reflect on their 
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investaent in school fees and the absence of t.he kind of work that 

fora .( qualifications used to be able to co-and. But the shape 

of the population pyraai.d is certain to maintain large nuabers 

going through school, even if dropout and wastage do increase. 

One tiae-honoured political reaction to this kind of aritbaetic of 

unemployment has been to develop a rationale for the partial 

vocationalisation of secondary educ3tion. The thinking on this 

line within Zimbabwe has been recent - July 1986, and has been 

termed the •new structure and content of education'. The initial 

pronouncements about i~s character indicated that each child in 

the first two years of secondary would be encouraged to take at 

least two technical/vocational subjects. Then in the secoad two 

years, children specialising in technical and vocational education 

would still take some academic, as would those following academic 

courses take at least one technical subject. The result would 

eventually be that no child would leave secondary without being 

exposed to a major or minor form of technical/vocational 

education. The Task Force working on the details of this proposal 

in the once unified Ministry of Education has recently been 

relocated within the Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education. 

But at the moment, only a small number of pilot schools have been 

identified who could pursue a serious measure of 

vocationalisation. 

Even though a great deal has not yet happened on the ground to 

illustrate the 'impgrtanc~ of this ne~ vocationalism in practice, 
' ' 

there has already 'been some considerable discussion about the 
' ' 
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advantages and disadvantages of school-based versus industry

based patterns of vocational training. The discussion about 

these options within Ziababwe has been made more public by the 

perception that the World Bank in several of its recent papers 

has been urging caution on prevocational training in schools, and 

a preference for locating training on the job itself, or through 

inservice training off the job. The Zimbabwe reaction to this 

e counsel bas coae both froa the Ministry of Primary and Secondary 
. 

Education and from the Ministry of Higher Education, but there 

bas been substantial common ground in their responses. By 

making industrial needs the determinant of training places, there 

is a great danger, it is argued, that vocational training is 

narrowed to the very small number of trainees industry actually 

wants. Fay Chung, Minister of Primary and Secondary Education, 

has attacked the criticism of school-based training, as recently 

as 1988: 

... if you say training aust be done b7 employers or on
the-job, you iamediately narrow the number of people who 
can be train~d. For example, in this country industries 
are a very small sector of the economy, and if we were 
to say the existing industries could recruit the number 
they wanted, we would be training about a thousand a 
year or so that would lock us into a system of 
maintaining the present size of industry. This is 
particularly so in Ziababwe where you have got a lot of 
job protection. (Chung, 1989, 38) 

A similar argument against vocational training predica~ed on 

industrial needs is made by the Minister of Higher Education, 

Dzingai Hutumbuka, with particular reference to parts of the 

country that don't have any industries: 

I II I 
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In developed countries, where you have developed 
industry etc, it is unnecessary (to have a lot of 
school-based training) .... but if you were to say all 
t.echnical and vocational education including carpentry 
must take place after school, what will happen to the 
children in Hurewa, because there is not a single 
factory there? Does it loleaD. that Murewa will not be 
expected to produce carpenters for the next 200 years? 
(Hutumbuka, 1989, 58) 

In their own way both these eloquent statements about the 

problems of letting industry be the determinant of the amount of 

training undertaken are emphasising the same point about manpower 9 
planning_ It would have been possible at Independence to have 

tried to plan the expansion of secondary education in relation to 

the likely jobs available. In which case there would certainly 

have been no move t~wards universal secondary education. 

Similarly, expanding the number of pupils with some measure of 

vocational skill must be seen as something of an article of faith. 

Children imbued with a level of basic skill are, it is hoped, in a 

position to be more productive. The minis~ers are not really 

arguing that ordinary schools must be turned into vocational 

training centres, nor are they proposing that a vocational 

curriculum will somehow automatically produce vocational jobs. 

Rather the asswnption is that an elementary knowledge of 

technology should be an ordinary accompaniment of schooling. Fay 

Chung's argument for considering technology as part of everyone's 

general education is also, interesti.ngly enough, a very powerful 

underlining of the fact that the maintenance ~entality is not 

something to be learnt by a handful of people in industry, but 

must be acquired by the cenerality of the population: 

I would say it is possible to democratize the basic 
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leV81 of .vocational training as is done in other 
countries. There is no reason to say Africa or Ziababwe 
should be different from. say, what is comaon in western 
Eurape and the United States. Let• s take the Uni tad 
States -- at the end of secondary school a student knows 
that he has to put water into an engine and oil and 
clean it, as part of his education, but a person in 
Africa who has received secondary education does not 
know that_ I have seen this: I have been to a co-op 
where the tractor was not working and I asked these co-op 
members who had '0' levels, 'What's_ wrong with your 
tractor?' and they said 'It's tired', as if the tractor 
was a horse or a human being. Really the problem was 
that they didn't have the vocational training to clean 
the engine. So I would say that a basic level of 
vocational training must be there and I don't think it 
needs to cost 10 tiaes more (than general education)_ 
(Chung, 1989, 37). 

Even though there i~ a coherent philosophy for technology as a 

part of general education, and for all childrP.n routinely to have 

exposure to some practical subjects, the implementation of these 

plans is still, as we have said, at the pilot stage_ 

Effectively this means that there is very little 

prevocational training available in the school system in 1988, and 

ti that therefore pupils must still look to the post-school 
' 

institutions for their training if any. We show later on in this 

account that the government training system has not so far 

experienced any of the draaatic expansion associated with the 

school system. Partly this was because the major form of training 

for industry was apprenticeship, and this was predicated upon in-

service arrangements with employers. And partly perhaps it was 

because training was located in a quite different ministry. 

Whatever the reason, the number of training places, just for 

vocational skills, has remained very saaall up, to the present. 

In point of fact there has not yet b~en a great deal of 
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discussion in Ziababwe about the role of po.it school vocational 

preparation, either in the in-service or pre-service aocle. But 

there has been a strong tendency to continue to think of the 

urban vocational and technical institutions as connected to the 

urban industrial sector, and some of the rural vocational centres 

(such as the 14 belonging to the Ministry of Youth, Sports and 

Culture) as being oriented to cooperative-or self-employaent in 

the rural areas. 

However, now that much of formal sector training once associated 

with the Ministry of Labour, bas moved within the ministry 

responsible for the planning of post school education and 

training, there is likely to be much more consolidated planning 

of the post-16 sector. It may also be that there will be more 

resources available. One crucial policy issue may turn out to be 

the n&ed to i~volve local community funding in the provision of 

post-school training, just as such funding has been essential to 

the massive expansion of schooling itself. Without the provision It 
of these local resources, it is likely that post school 

vocational training will continue to develop rather slowly, 

dependent upon the several external donors prepared to respond. 

But with the best international will in the world, these external 

bodies are only going to be able to provide a fraction of the 

places demanded, and the1·e will be a tendency for them to 

concentrate on urban formal sector skills. 

' 

The absolute shortage of pi.aces in the traditional in-so,rvice 

training mod6 (such as apprenticeship) may need to be re:placed by 



relatively low cost CO!llllUllity-based skill training centres. 

These will operate essentially in the pre-service mode, but 

evidence f roa other parts of Africa would suggest that such 

centres can tap non-governaental funds, and play an important 

role in providing both employment and self-em.plo}-ment skills to 

school leavers. 

In 1988, however, these debates about post-school training are 

just beginning. What follows is principally concerned with 

existing mechanisms, their operation, strengths and weaknesses. 

But the underlying theme of this introduction runs throughout 

this account ~ that relatively small nUD1bers of skilled workers 

are being taken on by industry. We shall show that there are 

several alternatives to train~ng in the apprentice mode, and that 

some of these are organised entirely within the enterprise. The 

indications certainly are that the state will find it difficult 

significantly to raise the numbers in skilled manual 

apprenticeships. But the message of this report is that there 

may well be several ways to reach the same end - the provision of 

more skills to more people. Many less conventional methods may 

be needed if the clienteles in growth centres, in the informal 

sector, both men and women, ,-re to be reached. 

Before concluding this introductory section, we pay some 

attention to the historical context of skill acquisition in the 

in-service mode, and we note that this history is essential to 

understanding a certain legacy of suspicion and misunderstanding 
I 

about the purposes' of training workers .or industry. A 
I 
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aore detailed disel:.Ssion of the history of the apprenticeship 

system and other training aethoc:ls in the period to Independence 

is contained in the valuable aonograph by Ben Mothobi, Training 

for Development.(1978) 

(v)ln-service Training in Historical Context* 

In a country that was so recently run on the basis of European 

skill and Africa:i semi-skill, in-service training is at the 

centre of many debates and political initiatives. High statbs 

in-s~rvice traini;:ig was available in colonial Rhodesia, but was 

disproportionately so for European workers. Rhodesia's 

depEsndence on a very significant cadre of immigrants with fully 

f ormsd ~kills undermined any major national planning of 

upgrading, professional development, or worker improvement. 

Quite suddenly in 1980, with Independence, the terms of the 

discussion were changed. European skills and knowledge left the 

country at every level, from apprentice, to journeyman. 

supervisor to junior manager. This affected very directly the ~ 

world of production, but it also removed whole secments of skill 

and experience from the public service. Vacancies were filled in 

the public sector quite rapidly, often on the basis of very 

considerable educational qualifications, but inevitably with very 

little working experi~nce. There has been virtually no attention 

given to how industry made good its losses of skill, but what is 

clear is that it followed a very different pati1 from the public 

sect~r. At the lower levels it sought to upgrade and promote 

many of those who had been semi-skilled (with strong 

'encouragement from the government); at higher levels, recruitment 
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was much less rapid, but industry and comaerce profited from a 

second hemorrhaging of high level skills and knowledge from the 

public service just a few years after Independence. This 

internal migration, froa poblic to private sectors, carried over 
1 

both Europeans and Africans - the foraer with years of experience 

in administration, and the latter with at least several years of 

responsibility in the exercise of authority. While this 

migration did not aake good industry's losses of technological, 

engin~~ring and management skill, it did allow it in a small way 

to profit from skills and experience for whose training it bad 

not been responsible. In the process, the public service had to 

sustain a double shock, losing significant numbers of those who 

had just begun to offer it some continuity. 

These movements very directly affected the main instruments for 

government provision of in-service training - the technical 

colleges - but they have also affected the government departments 

.~ and sections responsible for the planning and execution of many 

measures touching on in-service training. At the very point when 

the govermDent has wanted to stake out a much greater area of 

policy responsibility for itself in the area of in-service 

provision, it has had to acknowledge its very real difficulties 

in delivering effective teaching, supervision, and control. 

Several factors have to make the discussion of in-s~rvice 
I 

training much more: than a tephpic,al or a pedagogical matter. 

Unlike t~e school ~ystem whiph: h~s been directly in the hands of 

the Stat~, local cp111111unities: apd :the voluntary bodies, ~nd which 



, L 

it bas been possible dramatically to expand in line with popular 

aspirations, the training system had traditionally been very 

closely linked to the production system, with the technical 

colleges having very few students who were not directly sponsored 

by firms. With apprenticeship traditionally dependent on the 

needs and the sponsorship of the employers, governaeat found 

itself confronted by a training system that was actually 

continuing to contract, while the education system expanded at 

alaost exponential rates. The expansion of in-service p;l'OVision 

appeared to depend on a private sector that was predominantly 

foreign-owned. Even though it was appreciated that numbers could 

reflect the serious recession in industry, this close linking of 

training positions to the fortunes of the private sector only 

served to confirm the view that national manpower development 

policies could not afford to be so dependent on the interests of 

private capital. 

·From this viewpoint two approaches developed. First, there was a ~ 

much more interventionist policy pursued by the State in respect 

of apprenticeship as well as a search for other instrwaents to 

encourage in-service training by industry. And second there was a 

realization that as such measures seemed unlikely to dramatically 

increase numbers under training it would be necessary to develop 

new and imaginative pre-service policies. Such initiatives could 

be much more directly controlled by government, and would 
I I 

therefore potentially ~llow greater freedom :of manoeuvre than 

policies dependent on the goodwill of the private sector. It is 
I I 

essential to recognize: that the policy shift from in~service'to 
I 
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pre-service training is fuelled by the auch larger politics of 

educated une11plo)'llent. With apprenticeship nuabers (new sta.--ts) 

at just over 1,000 in 1986 (and still falling), and other 

initiatives still numbered only in hundreds of trainees, the sheer 

arithmetic of Fora Four (96,000 in 1986) has made many policy 

oaalters examine the transition from education to training. No less 

than 110,000 young people applied for apprenticeships in 1986, and 

just over 1,000 got taken on, for what bas traditionally been seen 

as the main fora of in-service training in Zimbabwe. 

We shall note later on how these pressures have made the Ministry 

of Labour examine pre-service, institutional training both in the 

technical colleges and in other settings. But it should also be 

noticed that the Ministry of Education has recently become aware 

that if the numerous products of the secondary schools are to 

fare better in this transition from schooling to employment, then 

they should seek to anticipate some of the skills of industry and 

9; commerce within the schools. What this means is that both 

ministries have been rather actively exploring the various 

options and models for pre-employment, pre-service and pre-

vocational education and training. These developments may appear 

to be conceptually distant from a study of in-service education 

and training; in reality they are intimately connected. Once 

the State had decided to be responsible for an expanded programme 

of pre-employment vocational training (and education), it is not 

impossib~e that employers, presented with an abundant supply of 

both app,entice applicants and vocational school/college trainees 

of varioµs sorts, will opt for the latter, for whoF.e training 
I 



costs the goverD11ent or parents have been responsible. In

service training, in the form of apprenticeship, may further 

decline in that situation. 

From a policy·perspectiv.a, it must be appreciated that ;_f the 

numbers of positions in industry at a skilled artisan or skilled 

worker level are finite and are growing very slowly, then the 

applicants in the apprenticeship mode are in fact likely t.o be in 

direct competition with applicants in the vocational school or 

prevocational training mode. The same ministry llla7 turn out to 

be offering industry two rather different f orJDS of post-fora four 

leavers -apprentices and institutionally trained young workers -

and to be allowing ~ndustry to decide which it prefers. Then, 

once the Ministry of Education bas brought on stream its own 

versions of pre-vocationalization, the choice will be even wider, 

since both the apprentice applicants and those being 

institutionally trained by the Ministry of Labour will have had 

some additional orientation to the practical. 

In addition t.o sketching out the various models of preparation 

with which government is involved (and these include several 

ministries other than labour and education), we must also be 

aware that industry and commerce have not necessarily been 

waiting to see what developments government would come up with. 

There is evidence that industry has been, in some sectors, 

exceedingly active in developing its own training capacities. 

There have been very significant investments in traininc 

managers, training systems and trainine centres. The scale of 
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these developaents is not easy to quantify. and it has been 

particularly difficult for governaent to follow and understand 

the dynaaics of these changes, such have been the demands of 

their own ell&rgent systeas. But it is probably an appropriate 

aoaent to recognize what has been atteapted by the private 

sector, and to seek to understand the extent to which industry's 

contribution coaplaaents that provided by governaent, or is 

attempting to provide a substitute that is coapletely within the 

control of industry itself. 

In this arena. there is very considerable room for suspicion and 

distrust. Government ~s frequently characterized as desiring to 

control all vocational preparation, classifying and registering 

all workers according to a national system of categori~s- While 

the historical justif icatioli for this was the need to break the 

bond.between skill and race, and to reclassify those cadres who 

were downgraded during the late colonial period, the image of 

.~ government to many employers continues to be that of a body 

determined to take under its control and regulation more areas of 

training than it can possibly oversee. On the other side, there 

remains with soae sections of eovernment a fundamental distrust 

of the training policies and activities of the private sector. 

Industry is conceived to be deliberately obstructing the 

expansion of apprenticeship, partly by refusing to take on more 

than a few candidates, and partly developing alternative systems 

of skill development. As part of the internal brain drain to 

which we referred, lecturers that were once staff inc the 

technical colleges of the public sector, or even administering 
I 
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parts of the Ministry of Labour. are seen to be rmmi.ng the 

private sector's training centres or aanaging its COllpa.Dies. 

Again, there has been no serious research on this trend, b.lt it 

only takes a handful of well -knOWD cases to support an iaage. 

(On the general issue of internal brain drain. see footnote 1). 

In summary, there see915 on both sides (industry and govenmentJ to 

be an inadequate understanding of what the other's motives are. 

To soae extent the tecbni.cal colleges illustrate aspects of this 

distrust. If they are satisfactorily to be responsive to 

industrial and comaercial needs, colleges in Ziababwe as in other 

llixed economies aust havelan intillate sense of their clienteles -

in the hotel industry, electroni~s, building, auto.otive and 

engineering, as well as in business, banking, accounting etc. 

Representation on curriculwa planning committees by industry and 

commerce needs to be frequent and r~utine, and the aechanisas for 

encouraging new courses and getting reiabursement for their costs 

have to be open and well understood, It is widely held that the 

only problem with the legesl is that their salaries are 

insufficient to attract or retain staff. This is certainly true, 

but behind this obvious cause is the deeper question of who the 

colleges are serving and who should be consulted on their 

development. 

Before closing this introductory section, it is worth pointinc to 

a third cruclal factor in the whole area of in-service traininc 
I I 

~nd educatio~ - apart from government and industry. And that ia 

~he individu~l client, the student or aspirinc trainee. Zimbabwe 
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has a quite extraordinary tradition of interest in professional 

and educational iaproYWnt. There are part-thie students from 

the very highest off ice holders in the land down to the operators 

of band-aade aachinery in the inf oraal econ0117 of Mbare and 

Hagaba on the outskirts of Central Harare. Despite one of the 

aost rapid and coaprebensive extensions of foraal pri.aary and 

secondary education in the third world, this tradition of self-

i.aprovet1e11t throogb education and training survives, and is 

possibly getting even stronger. It is an essential eleaent in 

any understanding of in-service training, for the great aajority 

of these tens of thousands pursuing part-time professional 

development are actually working, as employees or on their own 

account. The mechanisms that are used to satisfy these 

-educational and professional aspirations are the correspondence 

colleges and the Independent education and training centres which 

offer direct tuition. These networks of correspondence and 

tutorial colleges are almost as extraordinary a tradition of 

' Ziababwe as the aspirations of their clients. Several of the 

better known ha•re the very powerful credential of having enrolled 

thousands of indigenous Zimbabweans for examinations that the 

stratified schooling of colonial Rhodesia made inaccessible, as 

well as for vocational qualifications that allowed some progress 

in the workplace. They now cater for a much wider range of 

professional qualifications, and serva a much wider range of 

clients. 

But here too there have been suspicions (on the college and the 

gqyernment sides) of each other's intentions. Tha colleges are 
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sometiaes characterized as preying on the gullible, while the 

govenment is perceived s011eti.aes to be aore concerned with 

control and regulation than with understanding the population the 

colleges are serving. There are however in the heart of this 

matter some very powerful issues of policy, and not least in the 

area of educational financing. Private and comaunity initiatives 

have been crucial to the expansion of basic education in 

Zimbabwe, as have NGOs to the whole reala of non-formal skills 

training. At the level of the private tutorial and 

correspondence colleges. a service is offered to many areas 

beyond the reach of government provision without putting further 

burdens on the strained education and training budgets of the 

State. 

In subsequent sections, we shall examine some of the most 

significant aspects of the world of in~service education and 

training. Hore attention will be paid to the areas of technical 

skill than to management expertise, and some industrial sectors 

will be given more space than others. The issue of the in-

service training for industrial maintenan~e will be ref erred to 

wherever it is relevant. But, like the term in-service training, 

industrial maintenance is not a technical matter in Zimbabwe. 

Historically, industrial maintenance was predicated upon European 

skill and supervision and upon African semi-skill and unskill. 

With the collapse of that equation a whole series of expedients 

have underli~ed how fragile was the systematization of 

maintenanc~ ~ : But researching the role of maintenance ti·aining in 
I 

the economy' is made extremely complex by the fact that the 
I I I I 
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emigration of those who bad played a crucial role in the 

organization of aaintenance coincided almost precisely with the 

foreign exchange crisis, the consequent impossibility of 

iaporting spare parts, and the arrival of large numbers of 

inexperienced artisans and technicians in position of significant 

authority. These eleaents continually come together in any 

discussion of the economy in maintenance, and nowhere aore 

clearly than in the analysis of the crisis in the Central 

Mechanical and Equipment Department (CHED) which seeks to 

maintetin and provide no less than 12,000 items of equipment to 

Zimbabwe's government ministries and departments: 

The two major probl~ facing CMED were the lack of 
foreign exchange, particularly affecting the level ·of 
availability of spare parts and preventing the effective 
repair and maintenance of the fleet, and the continuing 
critical shortage of experienced and skilled staff at 
all levels.2 

A.GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES IN IN-SERVICE TRAINING, 1980-198i 

The rationale for government intervention in the sphere of 

vocational preparation has already been alluded to, and it ·is 

nowhere more forcefully set out than in volume I of the National 
3 

Manpower Survey 1981 (July 1983). Most of the instruments in the 

government araoury are anticipated in that document, and these 

include the centralization of apprentice recruitment, the bonding 

of ap~rentices, the developmen~ of (regional) vocational training 

cen~e~s, the up,rading system ~nd the trade testing of those 

cJassified offi~ially as semi-:skilled, the interest in regulating 
I I I 1 

p~iva~e secto~ ~raining institµtions, the development of (pre-
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eaployaent) institutional traininc and the DOtiOll of a national 

grading systea, comprising within it a new cateaoriaation of 

skilled workers. A new National Manpower Council (RAtlAOO) was 

proposed and lastly, the existing le,,,. system Oil employers was 

consolidated and the rate raised to one per cent of the wage 

bill. The Manpower Survey remains a ra:•arkable document, and is 

essential reading for a.D70ne wishing to understaDd the original 

basis of the State's concern with vocational preparation. This 

is not to sq that the explicitly socialist and political economy e 
analysis of labor and capital is necessarily sbarecl by the 

agencies charged with iapleaeuting soma of the policies charted 

by the NHS. Indeed, it could be arcued that in. some instances 

the concern is aore with extending the role and regalatory 

functions of the State than with the alteration of the relations 

of production. Iaplicit in the NHS is an anxiety that vocational 

training (including in-service training) predicated upon the 

Af ricanization of the existing relations of production will 

eventually reproduce a pattern of eaplo~t, salaries and wages 

that will not be dr-tically diff e.rent frc. the colonial 

dispensation. ~For exmaple in the public service the ratio 

between the hiehest paid (the PeraaneDt Secretary) ami the lowest 
4 

paid (the .. ssencer) is 75:1'. By i.aplication, it would be a 

rather different fora of in-service traininc that would challenge 

the existing wace differentials. 

There is no space here to develop sO.. of these larger issues 
I 

raised by the Manpower Survey, but ~ne area may be relevant for 

historians and social scientists to pursue. And that is' the 
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qaestioo of what particalar elements in the larger sch- of 

national ~ cleYelopment were actaalb iapl8118Dted, and 

whether the State has taken on board a n••ber of roles and 

responsibilities ill ~tional preparation whose ori.ci.nal 

rationale l~ in a vision of socia1ist transforaation. 

We shall tarn now t:o look at just a few of the 98chanisas that 

llalm up in-~rri.ce training policy of goverD88Dt. In particular, 

A we shall •x-ine the c:levelopment of apprenticeship, new fonas of .J-
institutioaal preparatioo, and the inst11D181lt which the NHS hoped 

would act aa an add.eel i.Dcentive to those private sector 

organizatiooa that are undertaking progressive training 
5 

levy for training. 

(i) In-service training in the apprenticeship aode 

In teras of the attention paid to it, there seems E .. tle doubt 

that the apprenticeship systell has been one of the priority areas 

for the Ministry of Labour. Historically, apprenticeshii- bad 

been predomin•ntly European in 110st of the seven desipated 

trades; it bad alao meant that, because of the tight linkage 

1NrtweeD apprenticeship and college attendance, the technical 

wi~ of the existina colleges were also European. 

Apprenticeship se .. ed the obvious gateway to skilled manpower 

develoP119Dt and ~ond. Bence the aeasurers mentioned in the 
I 

Hanpower Survey. : Solle of these were to ensure: that young peopfe 

who were likely tP emigrate did not simply ava~l themselves of 

Zimbabwe's limite~ faailities for in-service training, only to 

leave and work in: another country. This was effected by bondi~g 
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apprentices for four years after the t ' , . •nation of their four 

years of training. Another concern was to 'trJ' and break the 

exclusive right of the eaployer to take apprentices of his 

choice. This had resulted i:J the predominantly European 

apprentice profile to which we have referred. As a matter of 

historical fact, .it ~hould probably be .stressed that it was 

organized labo-.ir aore than the employers who were responsible for 

these particular patterns of recruitment; it could be argued for 

a number of industries that employers were in the colonial period e 
actually seeking to weaken the stranglehold of these European 

unions by encouraging Africans to enter f ragnwmted skill 

positions. The motive was not so much manpower· development as 

profit, but it will be worth noting a possible parallel with this 

colonial trend in the post-Independence period. 

In any event, with the Manpower Planning and Development Act of 

1984 a number of these measures anticipated in the Manpower 

Survey of the previous year were put into effect. The 

centralization of apprentice recruitaent meant that, in future, 

applicants would apply to the registrar of apprentices. 

Applications would be screened and then pre-selected. groups would 

be sent to interested employers for the final selection to be 

done at the level of the firm or: establishment,. This measure may 

have initially been thought of aa an instrument to break the 
I 

colour line in apprentice recruitment; in fact', by t!ie time it 
I I 

was implemented. the ratios of Europeans to Af 'ricans had already 
I • I 

I 

dramatically altered. In 1982 t~re were five' Africans to one 

European. 
I I 

, If the racial issue was no longer the dominant factor, 
I I 
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the centralization procedure was ju..~tif ied on other criteria. It 

was felt that urban dwellers and particularly those who lived 

near the aajor industries taking apprentices had an undue 

advantage over young people in the rural areas. MaDT employers 

in steel towns f roa Scotland to USA to Ziababwe have pref erred to 

take on the sons of the fathers who hav.:e worked in steel. In 

terms of the adversarial relations between government and 

industry, this practice can ·be characterized as nepotisa by 

government, but from the point of view of industry, it brings 

into the workplace someone who is socially conditioned to 

industrial life. 

With the centralization of recruitment, the State felt it might 

be able to make apprenticeship a more national provision, by 

sending to employers not only young people from rural areas but 

also girls. Employers still had the right of refusal. Even 

though the practice was to send along to interested employers at 

least twice as many candidates as there were places, it was not 

uncommon for large numbers to be rejected. Again this made for 

poor relations between government and employers, especially when 

:employers in some cases insisted on actually testing the 

:candidates whom the ministry was already meant to have screened. 

:However, standing back for a moment from the actual procedures of 
I 

,recruitment, it is worth noting that of the approximately 
I 

,1,000,000 people in the formal sector of the economy in the mid 
I 

I 

,1980s, new apprentices across the entire country (populatiop & 
' ' 

,mi 11 ion) made up just about 1, 000 . In other words the Stat~ had 
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taken on an extraordinarily -::omplex task to deal with just a one-

thousandth part of the formal economy. As we have already 

mentioned,_no less than 110,000 young people applied to the 

registrar of apprentices in 1986, and yet there were onl:r just 

over 1. 000 apprentices actually taken on. The sheer size of the 

applicant body meant that with the best. will in the world, it 

would have been an enoraous task to sort °'1t aaJU1ally (no 

computers were involved) small groups froa the aountains of 

applications and send thea along to eoaployers, according to th~ ~ 

criteria of rural origin, sex, excellence etc. In the event, the 

volume of applications meant that very large numbers simply conld 

not be processed at all. 

We shall return to the issue of rec:cui:taent later, but arguably 

there are several much more significant matters that emerge from 

a close study of this key group of future in-service trainees. 

These concern the pattern and number of establishments that are 

actually involved with the apprentice .mode of training. Very 

little work has been done in Zimbabwe on which firms are taking 

on new apprentices, and it seemed therefore worthwhile to get 

some sense of the population of establishments involved wit.h the 

apprentice mode of training. Against a pattern of overall 

shrinkage in apprentice numbers from some 2,000 new entrants in 
6 

1981 and in 1982 down to around 1,000 by 1986, it can be 

anticipated that the numb~r of firms involved in this form of in-

service training was also shrinking. It may be useful to 

indicate the order of magnitude of involvement of firms in this 

training across the mai~ seven designated trades: 
I 
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Nuaber of establisbaents taking 2!l rum apprentices in 1984-86 

Trade 1984, 1985, 1986 

Printing 15 11 15 
Hairdressing 20 36 10 
Building 13 4 12 
Automotive 72 58 49 
Electrical 67 81 63 
Mechanical 133 128 107 
Aircraft 4 3 4 
Total of firms 324 321 260 
Total rum apprentices 
in these firms 1,166 1,394 1,164 

e 
I .jeveral points need to be made about the patterns that underlie 

these figures. The first is that the apparent total of 260 firms 

involved in taking new apprentices is misleading; the individual 

total of firms involved in each designated trade is fairly 

accurate, but a significant number of firms and e~tablishme.nts 

take apprentices in each of the three areas automotive, 

electrical and mechanical. This is particularly the case in the 

firms in electrical and mech?nical. Hence the actual number of 

firms involved in taking apprentices is well beneath the apparent - total. 
! 

A second issue is more important for the overall picture. Within 
' ' 

most of the designated trades a very small ,number of 
' ' 

establishments is responsible for a large number of the 
' 

apprentices·. For instance, within electri~al trades, just six 
' 

firms have over the three years - 1984 to 1986 - taken on more 

' than 50 per cent of the 1,000 odd new apprentices. And what ~re 
' these six establishments? Zi,sco Steel, Zimbabwe Electrical Su~ply , 
' 

Authority (ZESA), National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ), ,Harare, 

City Council, the Army, and 'finally the Registrar cf Apprentices 
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itself. In automotive trades, one insti'tution, the CHED, took on 

c. third of the entire new apprentice body in the saae three-year 

period. In aech3nical, three institutions took aore than a third 

of the entire new intake - NRZ, ZISCO, and the Registrar of 

Apprentices. In the building trades, just three institutions 

were responsible for 184 out of the 22~ apprentices taken on in 

this period. These institutions were NRZ, the Registrar of 

Apprentices and the Ministry of Construction. What is striking 

about the pattern is that it is the public and parastatal 

ir~titutions that are taking the large numbers of newcomers. 

If we look across the trades in the most recent year, 1986, for 

which figures can be found, the pattern is even more clear. Just 

four bodies in the public or parastatal sector are responsible 

for half of the entire intake of 1,164. These four are CMED, 

ZISCO, the National Railways, and the Registrar of 

Apprenticeship. It is worth noting the significance of the role 

of the Registrar of Apprentices, which in 1986 took on no fewer 

than 216 new apprentices. What this iaplies is that given the 

continuing shrinkage of appre:itice numbe~s the State itself has 

taken on the role of the employers, and has proceeded to register 

apprentices in the expectation that they could be placed after 

training. In: other words, with the reluctance of regular 

employers to 'recruit (especially given the recession of recent 
I 

years)' the s:tate has felt it should intervene to continue the 

production of' skilled labour in the event of a later recovery of 
I 

demand. In the process, however, we can observe a shift from the1 

I I I I 

older pattern of in-service tr'aining to something much nearer a 
I I I 
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version of pre-service training. This pattern has been clear in 

the building trade& for quite soae tiae where the Registrar bas 

been responsible for alaost 3/4 of the new recruits for the last 

two years. Another version can be detected. in the National 

Railways Training School. The very large nuabers of apprentices 

taken on by NRZ in the last three years_ (over 500) points to the 

fact that there has been a gradual shift within the railway 

training system from training for their own needs exclusively 

~ e towards a form of training for the nation. In fact the Railways 

Training School is already formally an annex of Bulawayo 

Technical College, and with this latest developm6nt, it is really 

becoming a new kind of vocational training centre; it is taking 

on apprentices that are clearly surplus to the requirement of the 

railways, but it is exposing them during their training period to 

a much wider range of skilled trades than could be found in many 

o"ther small establishments. Just how these arrangement~ work out 

in practice has not been examined, but it would be valuable to 

monitor this form of training. It could.be argued that through 

the close association to a working enterprise, trainees might 

benefit in a way that they might not in an ordinary vocational 

training centre. On the negative side, it may be worth noting 

that in institutions ~aking on a very large number of apprentices 

such as the Railways and the CMED, the ratio of artisan (or 

master) to trainee is likely to be significantly diluted, with 

deleterious consequences for learning on the job. 

The other aspect ,of the apprenticeship mode of in-service 

training is that'it is meant to involve release to the technical 
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colleges, ideally during the first year. The ataffilag 

difficulties which have continued to plague the college since the 

early 1980s do aean that in aany cases t~r si.apl.7 cannot 

accC>lmOdate and teach the apprentices off the job. Soaeti.-s, 

apprentices a.re being offered their related period of theoretical 

training at the college two or three yttars late. Soae have even 

finished their training before they can get access. 

Reviewing the status of apprenticeship in the late 1980s' we can e 
see that there are a number of trends pulling it in different 

directions. From the gove.rmaent side, a great deal of thongbt 

(and much legislation) bas gone into an atteapt to secure this 

form of training, change its composition, and bolster the numbers 

of young people who get an opportunity to •3Dter. Even though 

rebates from the levy fund are automatically available to cover 

the first two years of training, the numbers are still running at 

about half of what they were in the early 1980s. And without the 

Registrar of Apprentices taking on almost 1/5 of the entire 

cohort in 1986, numbers would have sunk well below 1,000. With 

the very iaportant role played by public and parastatal bodies, 

also, it means that the completely private sector is really only 

taking on something like 500 new apprentices a year. There is 

evidence that the retreat from apprenticeship is still continuing 

in the private sector. Several firms have stopped ta.king them, 
I 

and others are contemplating doing so. The major issue is the 
I I 

complexity and:time-consuming nature of the recruitment process. 
I 

The question p~rhaps needs to be asked whether the situation could 
I I 

I 

really be turn~d around by the government 'abandoning the 
I I 
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centralized recruit.ant systea, or perhaps modifyinc it so 

that the emphasis is on monitoring the training being offered in 

industry rather than attellpt.iag to recruit and llDllitor _ With the 

staff that are currently on hand, it llOUld appear to be difficult 

effectively to do both. On the other band. experience f roa other 

countries (including industrialized) WQU].d suggest that once the 

State has begun to intervene and take on the task of taking 

trainees under its own wing. 911Ployers IU7' be content to let thea 

~ · do so. and select those they want at the end of the training 

period. 

(ii) Upgrade training of skilled workers y in-service 
training 

The second model of in-service for industry also has its origins 

in the National Manpower Survey. It was mentioned earlier that 

due to the obstruction of European dominated trades unions, the 

employers had actually encouraged Africans to undertake a number 

of fragmented skilled tasks. This trend became more widespread 

, - during the war years at the end of the 1970s, when Europeans were 

called up. -There was a case to be made for'a systea that would 

allow for a re-categorization of some of the semi-skilled. A new 

set of skilled worker grades was developed, and people could apply 
I 

to b~ trade tested and be graded, if successful on a scale from 

ski~~ed worker grade 4 to skilled worker grade 1. The highest 

gra~~ (class 1) was deemed to be equivalent to an apprentice who 
I I 

had ,~uccessfully completed his full term of training. This trade 

tes~~ng and upgrading system camd into operation in late 1982, and 
I I 

has ,qontinued to play a role in re-categorizing some 2,500 workers 

each,year since then. 
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Initially, a relatively high proportion of those applyinc·vere 

actually awarded class one (55 per cent in 1982), which possibl.7 

testifies to the accuracy of the HHS in analyzing the existence of 

this groap_ Since then however the numbers reaching class one by 

trade testing alone have progressively fallen, and in 1986 only 13 

per cent of the applicants were awarded this clasli. 

Trade-testi.nc (and on-site assessment which bas also been 

iapleaented) aay encourage training, but they clearly are not a 9. 
fora of in-service training by themselves. At a certain point, 

however, a connection was made between the grading systea and the 

notion that the grading might.be taken as a starting point for in-

service training that could carry a worker up to a higher grade. 

Interestingly, the motor industry bad started doing operator 

training (at skilled and semi-skilled levels) in 1981 at two 

sites, Hsasa in Harare and Westgate in Bulawayo, and it was these 

which were taken over in 1983 to become the focus of the in-

service training component of the upgrade programme. With the 

takeover, the new vocational training centres (VTCs) were to • 
branch out into other trades, greatly assisted by French and 

German bilateral co-operation. But in terms of tracing -+:.he 

development of in-service training of employed workers, it is 

instructive to see how, within a five year period, the conception 

shifted from an industry initiative designed to meet the skill 

shortages within their own categorization of labour to one with a 

much broader orientation towards multi-skilled training. 

' 

In its first incarnation, the m~tor industry's concept was linked 
' 
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to their system of seai.-sld.llecl operators (grades 5, <&, 3) and 

skilled operators (grades 2, 1) all of which vere beneath the 

skill of the journeyaan. In an attellpt to acca-odate the <& 

skilled worker classes of the gove.rDllellt, a conversion exercise 

was carried out which aade grade 5 into a workshop hand, aade the 

.Otor trades grade 1 into a skilled worlcer class 1, and squeezed 

the others in between. The detail is only worth attending to 

because it relates to a auch larger discussion about the industry

based systea of job categories and their implications for mobility 

and training; and to these we will return. 

But to continue the progress from an industry-based training 

centre to a government centre used by industry. We should note 

the lengthening of the training cycles. The old semi-skilled 

operator grade 4 had received 1 week training; the conversion to 

skilled worker grade 4 had altered the training manuals to 4 

weeks; and finally with the bilateral co-operation the 

systematization and lengthening of training had gone further, with 

..... , ~ each training year comprising two ~raining cycles, and with a 

growing concern that the centre-based training should also become 

part of a more general understanding with the employer about what 

kinda of experience need to be acquired on the job. 

The upgrade training, however, once it had acknowledged that 

trade-testing by itself, while useful, would not develop the 

skills of people in industry, soon turned into a scheme which 

wo•1ld carry a worker from class 4 right up to class 1, ' over a 

period of four or more years. In other words the VTC model as it 
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developed in Hsasa aust be seen as properly a dual sy&tea in which 

a worker. once identified as able to profit froa the scheae. will 

routinely stick with the project till he/she reaches class 1. 

During classes 4 and 3, two blocks of 6 weeks are spent in the 

VTC. and during classes 2 and 1, two blocks of 12 weeks are spent 

there. What this aeans is, inevitably,_ that there bas to be 

soaetbi ng of an understanding with the employer. The employee is 

engaged in a really major piece of in~service training that 

stretches over four to five years. This is something 

fundamentally different from being sent for a week or two of 

upgrading. It is for this reason that there has been discussion 

of formalizing the whole process through a series of •traineeship 

contracts•, so that the employer is aware of his side of the 

bargain. 

Taking the long view of the VTC mode and comparing it with the 

apprenticeship mode is instructive. Both were born in a somewhat 

adversarial relationship with the employers - the one through the 

centralization of rP.cruitment, and the upgrade scheme through the 

encouragement of the individual worker to come and get him/herself 

trade-tested, regardless of the wish of the employer. However, in 

the case of upgrade training, there is obviously no way that it 

can continue over the full cycle without the active commitment of 

the employers to their side of the bargain. In effect this means 

that for a parallel system of vocational training to 

apprenticeship the employer is given a great deal more say in the 

cas~ of the ,VTC mode than in the other. Admittedly, no one can go 

to'tho VTC ~ithout first being trade-tested or assessed on site, 
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and then being registered with the re&istrar in the Ministry of 

Labour. But it seems now quite likely, as -ployers get a sense 

of the quality of the VTC training, that they will be even trying 

to get their own candidates accepted. 

Sevsral other points are worth making a.bout the VTC mode of 

upgrade training. Unlike the pool of applicants for 

apprenticeship, we have no sense of the size of the group who 

e would like to attend. We do have accurate figures on numbers who 

have been tested and assessed, and these run at about 2,500 each 

,. 

year (probably more a reflection of the manpower and facilities 

available for testing than of the real demand from industry). But 

we do not know how aaany of those tested actually wanted to proceed 

for upgrade training. Secondly, as the upgrade training moves 

towards a coherent scheme of traineeship contracts, the same young 

people will be attending the centre over at least a three-year 

period, with obvious consequences for the size of the total 

throughput. What this implies for the VTC system nationally is 

that two institutions.will only be able to cope with a small 

element of the potential market. Thirdly, there is some evidence 

that tbe.VTC system is becoming younger, and although the 

regulation period or attendance in industry prior to release bad 

been three years, a precedent has been aet for reducing this to 

just one. 

(iii)From upgrade training to pre-employment training in the 
VTC mod§ 

At the very point that the upgrade training model is just finding 

its feet in its new Hsasa premises (it moved from the old motor 
I 
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trade location), yet another aoc:lel of YTC is being born. On. the 

scme site as the headquarters of the Directorate of Industrial 

Training at Belvedere in Harare, a new fora of direct entry 

training will be started in early September 1988. The students 

have been selected, the preaises are ready, only the instructors 

are hard to ccme by. As we have iaplied at various points in this 

account, the shift froa an in-service to a pre-service mode bas 

tended in Ziababwe (as in other countries) to be driven by the 

politics of you-th eaployr ·t or rather youth uneaployaent. In 

addition,, it may appear that the direct entry mode is not 

dependent on employers, whether public, parastatal or private, in 

the way that apprenticeship and upgrade training are. 

In reality a very serious attempt has been made to conceptualize 

direct entry training (straight from school) in a way that accords 

with the principles being hammered out in the Msasa VTC. This is 

certainly facilitated by the same bilateral agency - the West 
8 

Germans - being involved with both. But it is a very different 

model: a one and a half year compulsory training phase can lead 

off either directly to the labour market, to a reduced 

apprenticeship contract or into a training process of four years 

(in all) will carry the young person through to the same goal of 

claaa 1 skilled worker as the apprenticeship or the upgrade 

training system. This four-year system is probably seen as the 

ideal option since it marries the initial institutional training 

to two periods of work on the job with release for advanced 

training in the second and the last year. However, like all 
' 

institutional training it places a much heavier burden ~n the 
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institution to locate the work placa•ant& in. induatz>-, and to 

ensure that the initial training carries industry al.ong with it. 

Once this new version bas cc:me on streaa, there will be no less 

than three versions of vocational preparation on offer to 

911.Ployers. all under the authority of the Directorate of 

Industrial Training. All will require the co-operation of 

911.Ployers to become viable. It therefore S8ellS ex.ceeclingly likely 

, 9 that employers will be encouraged to recruit freely froa the 

direct entry system. In this situation it 1187 11811 then appear 

anomalous for two of the systems to offer-a rather free band to 

employers in approval and selection. and the other (older) system 

of apprenticeship to be surro11:.ided by the complexities of the 

centralised arrangements. 

One thing is certain, and that is that the sheer novelty and 

diversity of options will imply a great deal of dissemination to 

employers, and the development of rather active systems of 

consultation on curriculwa, placements, rotation, etc. But as 

systems proliferate, it becomes increasingly important not to talk 

generally of employers but to have a clear idea of the specific 

patterns which employers are involved with. For exaaple, in the 

automotive industry we mentioned that a single institution - CHED 

- was taking no less than a third of all new apprentices over the 

past three years. The remaining apprentipes were being taken by 
' some 70 different firms. In the VTC Hsas~ by contrast, a sample 
' of some 160 different automotive,trainees, taken from the last 

' 
' ' 

several years suggests that almost 90 firms have been able to tap 
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into a SOll!'etlbat different part of the labour .arket than 

apprenticeship. For in-service training scheaes to flourish. it 

will be essential for the organizers and the instructors to be 

aware of the needs and interests of the particular employers' 

constituency. But even aore i.aportant, for in-service schemes to 

flourish. the instructors the11Selves have to earn the respect and 

confidence of the employers. We have already noted how the sheer 

absence of instructors in the technical colleges has threatened 

the very frallMIOrk of apprenticeship, and the saae could easily -

happen with 1ipgrade and direct entry VTCs if this does not get 

regarded as the single most vital component of the whole exercise. 

(iv)Otber versions of institutional training and their 
relationships with in-service tr~_ning 

Beyond the three models already discussed, there are further 

versions of vocational preparation in operation. These are worth 

briefly alluding to since they do illustrate something of the 

delicate balance that exists between the pre-service and in-

service medes of vocational preparation. They also exemplify some • 

of the issues and problems involved in developing a multi-level·, 

and multi-institutional form of vocational preparation that still 

retains a decree of unity and coherence. The first of these is a 

Vocational Training School (as opposed to a VTC) and the flagship 

of what was expected to develop into a series of these is clearly 

St. Peters Kubatana, just outside Harare. In the original 

blueprint for this kind of institution, it was conceived of as 

really a kind of post-school training system which would take some 

of the many drop outs at the end of form II and offer these school 

leavers an alternative education system with a practical bias 

so 
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hence providing pupils with a foundation :fro. which they can 

progress up the technical training ladder to artisan, technician 
9 

and professional levels. 

However, what was conceived and executed in the late 1970s by the 

Catholic Church as a three year full ti.Jae training ~ourse was 

later overtaken by the dramatic expansion of four years secondary 

education. By the time the Ministry of Labour identified it in 

1984 as a 'model vocational training school' it was having to face 

a different pattern of educational aspirations, and was in effect 

offering skill training in two years part time. The participants 

were no longer school leavers but form III and fora IV youngsters 

who were also trying to pursue "their 0-levels. The sheer speed 

with which institutions get overtaken by events is perhaps 

inevitable in situations where educational access is being 

democratized on the scale oi Zimbabwe, but it does mean that a 

skill training centre may well have to rethink its clientele, 

curriculum, and connection with national certification as much as 

three times within a decade. 

St. Peters has in fact been endowed (by Miaereor in West Germany) 

with the kind of equipment on which a very th~rough grounding in 

vocational and industrial skills can be acquired. It also has a 

level of trained instructor (and a level of commitment) that qould 

ensure the transfer of such competence. Where only a tkird of a 

student's time is being used directly with these facilities, it 

co~ld be argued that the~e is an under-utilizatio~ of the 

technological capacity o~ the available plant. Of the three 
I 
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crucial factors of production (plant, instructors and clientele), 

it aay be that St. Peters does have the first two, but could 

perhaps serve the needs of the high density areas around it more 

direct.ly at the fora IV leavers level. While plant and 

instructors of the quality of St. Peters are not going to be 

common-pl&ce at the school level in Zi.Jqbabwe for some time to 

coae, it does at least raise the question of whether this mod.el 

vocational training scb~l ought not to be following very closely 

the curricular and linkage developments underway in Belvedere and 

Msasa. 

On the question ~f whether there will gradually develop a network 

of such insti"t.utions around the country, it is still too early to 

say. There is apparently at least one other (in Bonde Valley) 
10 

also linked to the church , but a good deal wo~ld seem to depend 

on whether the VTS model shifts upwards to post form IV, or 

whether it remains in school, running ·n parallel with the 0-level 

classes. Of course, the latest set of events to overtake the 

possible future planning of any network of vocational training 

schools is the national initiative to vocationally orient all 

secondary ed11cation. To this we will return later. 

The second model of institutional training worth noting is at 

Hutare Technical College. This t.oo, like St. Peters, and all the 

other technical colleges, is under ··he Directorate of 

Institutional Training, as opposed to the Directorate of 

Industrial Training with which our first th::ee models were 

connected. What makes Hutare important in any discussion of the 
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balance between in-service and pre-service modes of vocational 

·preparation is that it is in fact direct entrJr craft level 

training. such as is shortly to start at Belvedere. After one 

year of solidly college-based training (in 1986 when the scheme 

started). the students can go different ways -trJring for 

apprenticeship, entering technician classes. or continuing with 

artisan training in the college. interspersed with, ideally, long 

sandwiches in industry. It bas not in fact been possible to visit 

~ this new model and assess how the crucially important links with 

local industry have developed, nor what is the patten of options 

that has finally emerged. But clearly because it does constitut~ 

another version of direct entry training, it is essential to be 

able to conceptualize it within the same framework of vocational 

preparation as the other options. 

It seems likely that the tensions between the in-service and pre

service use of technical college :acilities are going to take some 

time to settle do~n. On the one hand where plant has been bu~lt 

at considerable expense (whether with local or ·external funds) 

there will be pressure to fill up classes, and make use of the 

scarce lecturers, especially in situations where the college is 

new and industry not sensitized to its use. The same thing has 

actually happened in other colleges than Mutare, where small 

classes of sponsored students have been joined by 'in-fill' 

students not sponsored by any employers. This produces presumably 

a situation in which ,both pre-service and in-service students are 

being taught at the same time, the one group with guaranteed 

access to an industr)'I setting and the one perhaps having to,find a 
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location. by itself or with the help of the college. 

What needs to be aonitored in this situation of a shifting balance 

between pre-service and in-service training are obviously the 

actual quantities of students involved, and the new patterns of 

access to industry or commerce that they manage to develop. What 

also should be anticipated (whether at the craft level in Mutare 

or at the graduate level)is the need to involve the potential 

. employers in a .ajor consultative exercise- across the whole range ~ 

of new courses that are being piloted. Such has been the rate of 

development of new initiatives in the field of vocational 

preparation that it cannot be assumed that national employment 

councils of the various industries are aware or the implications 

for their membership of the following developments: 

- The emerging-patterns of functional, upgrade training at Msasa 
(and Westgate) 

- The September 1988 start-up of direct entry training at 
Belvedere 

- The 1986 start-up of direct entry training Mutare 

- The shrinkage in apprentice numbers (outside the public and 
parastatal sectors) 

- The distinctive quality of the St. Petercs Kubatana vocational 
training school. 

Summary comments 2D th~ configuration of alternative vocational 
training srstems within Zimbabwe 

The history of vocational training systems would indicate that 

time-honoured methods of training in different kinds of industries 

are slow to change, and the process, whereby these different 

approaches get digested and absorbe:d into something that is 
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recognisably a national systea of vocatj.onal preparation is also 

gradual. In the case of Zimbabwe, the various aodes of vocational 

training that we have briefly described are all with the exception 

of apprenticeship very recent, and even apprenticeship has been 

sufficiently altered in soaae respects to appear in a different 

form from that known in the pre in4e~dence period. The modes 

that we have identified - apprenticeship, up-grade, direct entry, 

and vocational ~chool-could not really be described as 

1 

4J constituting a system. They are more properly to be thought of as 

separate initiatives taken to deal with particular parts of a 

larger problem. They should therefore be seen somewhat as sub-

systems in transition. 

The principles that we have identified as catalys~ these 

separate initiatives are important. ~ these perhaps the most 

important is the distinction between pre-service and in-service. 

O! the two in-service approaches (apprenticeshi~ and upgrade 

training) there has been much more state intervention with the 

first, and yet the second would appear to have increased in 

popularity while apprenticeship has almost certainly declined. It 

has however in some ways been an unfair comparison to make, 

because the two training opportunities have been very different. 

Apprenticeship has been seen as a four year commitment, with 

reduced employer responsibility for recruitment. Whe~eas upgrade 

training has appealed to employers because it appears to be able 

to respond to a specific neP-d, for example to raise a person's 

skill level by a certain margin. In other words the latter system 

' 'is attractive to some employers'b~cause it looks like it can be 
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stopped and started dependent OD the Skill needs Of the fira; the 

other one runs for four.years regardless. In addition, eaployers 

are aware that the off the job training in upgrade centres is very 

closely monitored, and that there is a very strong technical 

assistance component attached to at least one of the centres. By 

contrast ralease of the craft apprentices to the polytechnic and 

technical college bas bad a history of inadequate staffing and 

management. The acquisition of the related theory, and the 

exposure to the new national craft courses has been bedeviled for 

years for the apprentices. So apprenticeship competes with up

grade training at some considerable disadvantage. 

The other two sub-systems are even more in transition. Direct 

entry training into one of the technical colleges is a subject on 

which very little information is· available, even though the 

trainees are in their third year. Direct entry training into the 

National Vocational Training and Developrent Centre at Belvedere 

has been delayed for a year and a half through lack of 

instructors, and is only going to start in September 1988. As far 

as the vocational training schools are concerned, their status 

remains still •ery uncertain in mid-1988, as they are involved in 

something of a doable transition. As vQcational training schools, 

they were p~ of the Ministry of Higher Education in 1988. But 

at the same time they are clearly relevant to the intended reform 

of secondary schooling towards greater vocationalisation. If they 

are to be seen as the flagship of the new vocationalism, then they 

are less appropriately located in Higher Education than in the 

Ministry of Primary and Secondary. 

I I I I 
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By J'ul.T 1988. a pilot group of 15 vocationally oriented secondary 

schools had been identified, and aeeti.ngs were being held to 

deteraine whether a ~oroughly vocational element in the 

curriculua, like the Zimbabwe National Craft Certificate (ZllCC) 

was compatible with the pursuit of a reduced nuaber of 'O•levels. 

Recollllendations for action resulting fr.ca these discussions are 

not available yet, but already a number or predictable tensions 

have emerged. The attempt to couple a full craft course with a 

good coapleaent of 0 levels aay encount~r parental opposition. 

Bat a aore important issue relates to the idea that a certificate 

originally designed for an apprentice to follow in college can be 

taken in school. The ZNCC is really an in-service certificate to 

be followed by young people who are being exposed to a trade on 

the job, but are temporarily on release to the college. The 

training on the job, and the experience of regular work are 

crucial elements behind the ZNCC. But when such !! certificate is 

transferred to 2 pre-service environment. it is !!Q longer the ~ 

course. It is not just a case of ensuring that the hours assigned 

in school parallel those for the college; it is a question of how 

to compensate for the lack of an industrial base upon which the 

certificate can be located. 

A.a for these pilot schools becoming a model for the rest of the 

secondary school system, that seems very unlikely. For these are 

pilot schools in a special sense of the word 'pilot'. They are 

some of the only schools in the Harare region already to have 

sufficient equipment to be considered vocational. So they have 

not been giyen a package of equipment; they are e,ndowed with 
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equipaent frcm their previous existence. So they do not pilot the 

cost of equipping other schools in a siailar fashion. Indeed it 

would seea that the other secondary school~ will only be able to 

afford a auch aore bare foot approach to voacationalisation. 

These pilots therefore aay not turn out to be charting a course 

for other secondary schools to follow. . 

The transition of these four different aodas of vocational 

preparation into the Ministry of Higher Education (or Primary and 

Secondary) is certain to alter the balance between in-service and 

pre-service approaches. On the positive side, it might be argued 

that a location within a Ministry of education would make for more 

continuity between the education and training functions. In 

countries· (possibly the aajority) where one ministry is 

responsible for education and another for vocational training, 

there is often a complete disjunction between schooling and 

training places. Once one.ministry is responsible for the whole 

operation, it might be thought that greater attention would begin 

to be paid to the post-school training opportunities for young 

people. 

We have already mentioned that form 4 and form 1 figures for 1986 

were 96,000 and 169,000 respectively, and they are estimated to 

have altered to 123,000 and 263,000 by 1988. By contrast with 

these numbers in form 4, the size of the formal vocational 

training system is miniscule: apprentice numbers are apparently a 

little under 1000 new starts; Belvedere will initially take about 
I 

100 direct entry youngste~s. And the upgrade training an~ 
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Vocational. schools are not of course open to young people leaving 

school. l'or a school system whose fora 4 output will be one 

quarter million young people by 1988, the provision of soae 1100 

training'places would suggest a major disjunction between 

education and training. 
I 

In point:of fact education and training are still partly in two 

ainistries, since the massive school cohorts are in the tanistry 
I e of ~ and Secondary and the v..x:ational and technical training 

places a.1:e with Higher Education. However, it would still seem 
I 

likely that the political pressure to democratise secondary 
I 

eclucatio~ would now extend to the democratisation of training. 

The ~ of aJl7' such expansion has been little discussed, but 
I 

increas~ly it would appear not to be dependent upon formal 
I 

industri~ apprenticeship. In the first five-year national 
I 

development plan (1986-1990 it is ment~~ned that there will be a 
I 

six-fold, increase in the output of vocational training centres, 
I 

with four new VTCs being built. What is not mentioned is whether 

there will be direct entry to any such new facilities. The 

description is noncommittal: 

Initially, training was provided only to persons who 
were, already employed in the trade in which the training 
was required. Belvedere will now of fer training to 
four1-year secondary school leavers who will be trained 
to be self-reliant and for subsequent employment. 
(FFNDP), 1988,Il,51) 

As pressure grows for something like a 'training entitlement' for . 

the large majority of s~condary school leavers who effectively 

'fail' their '0' levels, it would seem likely that new, centres 

will be 'dedicated to the direct entry (pre-service) mode. ,As the 
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enoraity of the task becomes clearer, it is not i.apossible that 

soae of the aechani.SllS used to expand :i;ecoodary education will 

begin to be applied to the training sphere, - i.e. comauni ty 

self-help. Failing the use of such financing strategies, the 

post-school training sector may continue to be marked by very 

heavy dependence on external donors. High cost, low access 

training centres, assisted by external finance, are likely to 

continue to be oriented towards the foraal sector of the economy. 

They will be able to acocmaodate only very small numbers of those 

who aspire to receive training. Other aspirants will turn where 

they can to find and even pay for their own training. These 

openings will include training through the private colleges, the 

correspondence colleges, (both of which are described later) and 

every other kind of training opportunity, whether on the job, or 

through less formal schemes such as the Youth Training Centres. 

It will be in this kind of climate of concern about the political 

impact of a quarter of a million new school leavers reaching the 

labour market each year in the late 1980s that there will be a 

readiness to consider radical alternatives to the existing schemes 

that we have described. Already the Confederation of Zimbabwe 

Industry (CZI) has been raisinc such possibilities in its 

discussion of employment creation at the July 1988 Congress: 

While it is desirable that any system of vocational or 
technical training should produce manpower of the 
required standard under a formal and regulated system, 
it is equally desirable that a less formal system should 
be allowed to operate side by side to cater for those 
who cannot be absorbed into the formal system. This 
affords an alternative way of preparing for future 
pennanent employment. Such a system could be a novel 
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in-house on-the-job training scheme designed for school 
leavers for a fixed period with the intention of 
offering the school·leaver permanent e11ployaent 
elsewhere. (CZI, 1988,4.) 

The young people pouring out of school in these present years will 

not be able to afford tbe luxury of waiting for a unified system 

of vocational preparation to be developed. They will do what they 

can to insert themselves in some kind of training or work 

~ experience. But before looking at some of their training and work 

( options, it will be important to examine one of the principal 

policy instruments for the expansion of good quality training in 

the post-independence period: The Zimbabwe Manpower Development 

Fund. 

(v)The Zimbabwe Manpower Development Fund (ZIMDEV) ~ ~ 
instrument of in-service training 

Although there had been a small levy operating in the late 

colonial period, it was again the h.,tional Manpower Survey and the 

~ new activities of the then Ministry of Manpower Planning and 

Development that brought in the notion of an expanded levy of 1 

per cent of the wage bill. This became effective in January 1983, 

and it was anticipated that the mon~y thus raised could be used a& 
I 

an added incentive for private sec~or firms undertaking 

•progressive training programmes'., By 1986 this levy, operating 

across a population of some 13,000 ,establishments, was bringing 

into ZIHDEV a levy income of just over 24,000,000 Zimbabwe dollars 

in one year. Crucial to any study ,of in-service training must be 

an understanding 1 of what leverage this rather large source of 

funds has proved 1 to have. 1 Is it possible to detect patterns of 
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'progressive training procr-s' iii industries which have 

received rebates as the National Manpower Survey anticipated? Can 

the ZIHDEV levy be held to have had any direct effect on 

apprentice nuabers? Bas Zi.aba.bwe aanaged to be any more 

successful than several other countries where it has been found 

that levy funds aount up, either because employers choose to 

regard it as a tax or the procedures to get the money back are 

simply too complicated? It is not intended here to make any 

serious evaluation of these matters, which would clearly require a 

major research inquiry, bUt just to give some indications of 

trends that are perhaps detectable from what data can be found. 

There is in fact little published work on the levy fund, but it is 

clear that in respect of certain categ~ries of training there is 

something approaching a standing obligation to reimburse. For a 

whole series of other courses, however, it would appear that the 

ZIHDEV 'list of approved training eligible for rebates', which is 

issued each year, can actUally be deployed as a manpower planning 
11 

instrument. Thus, apprenticeship and upgrade training are now 

automatically reimbursed wit'1ou.t the need for the employer to make 

much more than notification of the fact that workers are at Hsasa 

or Westgate. The fact that all apprentices and upgrade trainees 

are already registered with the ~irectorate of industrial training 

doubtless facilitates this. 

By far the largest part of the money that is actually paid out 

goes to the reimbursement of apprentice-costs in'their first and 

second years, during which time it is assumed that they arc 

learning to be 1productive. In 1986, the first and second year 
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apprentices cost the fund 11.2 ai.llion dollars. This presuaably 

covers the approxi.aately 2,500 who were in their first or second 

year of training. It is not known however whether the intention 

is eventually to cover the costs of other kinds of direct entry 

recruits such as those at Belvedere (in 1988) or even those doing 

craft training in Mutare. It could perhaps be argued that there 

is not 1111ch difference between the 25 per cent of the 1986 

apprentices who have no employer, but are under the umbrella of 

e the registrar of apprentices and those young people who are direct 

entry ~...ruits. But the issue could be put the other way round: 

Is there a rationale for some direct entry craft level trainees to 

be paying their own fees, while another group would appear to be 

being charged to ZIMDEV at approximately 4,400 dollars per person? 

With the possibility that direct entry training, initially 

unlinked to employers, could rapidly expand, these questions are 

worth raising. For instance, two years of direct entry at 

Belvedere and at Hutare could come close to 2,000 students, which 

reimbursed at the same rate, would take the bulk of the available 

moneys. 

' 

It thus becomes crucial to understand to what extent the ZIMDEY 

money is covering at the moment many of the other forms of 

training in industry and commerce, whether company training 
' 

schemes, supervisor training, development of junior management, or 

whatever. To this end, the available data for the last two years 

have been examined in respect of employers who applied for 

trai,ning rebates other than for VTCs and apprenticeship. In the, 
I I I 1 I I 

firs:t ye~r ~or ~hich data' is available ' ( 1984), the categorization 
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was insuff icientl.y precise t.O allow aDT judgement t.o be made, but 

the picture for 1985 is a·good deal.w.ore clear: 

Nuaber of firas successfully applring for rebates, 
and num.bers of trainees12 

Firms 
Trainees 

80+ 
663 

The first point that is rather startling is that apparently the 

total nuaber of employers who applied for any category other than 

those that are alaost automatic (VTCs and apprenticeship) was 

steady at around 77 out of 15.000 over a thre~ year period. It is 

possible that in earlier years perhaps more employers applied than 

finally were successful, but if the 1986 applications are an 

indication to go by, then the total may not have been much 

greater. 

Employers at any rate have not been applying in large numbers over 

this three-year period, and their readiness to do so must be 

attributed to combination of what is laid down in the details of 

approved training and to experience of earlier years. As far as 

the 1985 trainee numbers are concerned, employers will have been 

guided (or discouraged) by the 1984 and 1985 eligibility rules and 

by their earlier experience. It may therefore be useful in 

summary form to lay out thg broad categories which were intended 

to attract rebates for in-service training during that time: 

(a)Ex-combatants and ex-r:efugees engaged in apprentic~ship 
training 
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(b)Regular apprentices (this was handled automatically) 

(c)Recognized training to acquire ~ professional 
qualification in 11Bnagement courses offered by the 
following institutions\associations_ (Here followed a 
list of 20 professional institutes, societies and 
associations. Also one line mentioning government 
Institutions - Rational Intermediate Diploma, National 
Diploma and higher National Diploma_ And a further line 
mentioned aDT other courses with the approval of the 
Ministry of Labour. Hy underlining .added)_ 

(d)Post-qualifying practical training necessary to acquire a 
professional gualif ication or membership of a 
professional institute registered or recognized in 
Ziababwe. (Here followed: Engineering cadets (Society of 
Enci.neers); pharmaceutical cadets; Institute of the Motor 
Industry; City Guilds of London Institute; Learner Miners; 
and any other-technical training approved hy Ministry of 
Labour .. ) - [my underlining_] 

(e)Training given in the following trades and professions_ 
(Here followed a list of 4 technician: dental. lab_, survey 
and pharmacy; 3 mechanics: agricultural, typewriter, cash 
register; shoe designers and dress designers; electronic 
engineers, flight engineers, pilots, horticulturalists and 
opticians; and then watch repairers, loom tuners and sewing 
machine mechanics, and well-sinkers (at least 60 ft.) 

Some further notes were added in the 1985\86 edition which may 

have had an impact on those who applied for that yea~---

~ For a training programme to be considered, it should either: 

(i) Dave a cle~ly structured training schedule - showing both 
theory and practical content, organized preferably on a 
competency based training programme 

(ii)Culminate in an acceptable assessment and accreditation 
system reflecting both practical and theory aptitude level 

(iii)Bave clearly stated and realistical set time period of 
training logically proportioned between the practical and 
theqey training 

13 
(iv)Be ~dministered by qualified trainers. 

' 

Several ,messages come across rather st~ongly from this set of 
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guidelines. First, there is a very strong support. for the notion 

of a full professional ·qualification, and for the induction 

necessary to lead to aeabership of a professional institute. 

Second, thert:i is not a very strong steer towards government 

institutions, t4ough their diplomas are aentioned. Thirdly. there 

is a possibility that other courses meeting the approved 

conditions could be agreed by the Ministry. In the event, the 

great bulk of successful applications in 1985 were those pursuing 

induction or examination for professional bodies and institutes. 

Approximate figures for some of the most popular of these were as 

follows: 

Chartered Account.ants (CAs) 
Chartered institute of Secretaries and 
Administrators (CIS) 
Zimbabwe Association of Accounting 
Technicians (ZAAT) 
Institute of Administration and Commerce 
Institute of Bankers (IOB) 
Chartered Institute of Insurance (CII) 

In the technical field, there were large 
numbers of learner miners (152). 
engineering cadets (24) and aasayors 
(11) .. a ~otal of 

Overall 

Approx. totals 
for 1985 

177 

82 

53 
31 
23 
21 

387 

187 

Thi,s means that tho six prof e_ssional assobiations and the threo 

mo~e technical induction periods took by 'far the bulk of the 640 

' su<·,cessful ~ppl~cants in 1985. There were in addition some 15 
' ' 

ot~er professional institutes which had n'umbers ranging from one 
I I • I I 

to :5cve.1. then~ were only two technicians. The other intere::;ting 
' ' 
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P'int that aay be noted is 'that just ten f iras and establisbaents 

were responsible for no less than 211 out of the 387 successful 

applications in the professional field. While just four mining 

companies along with the National Railways were responsible for 

virtually all the technical applications. In other words - like 

the patte.rn of apprenticeship sponsorship - some 2/3 of the entire 

successful applications were drawn from about 14 individual 

companies. 

In terms of the ability of the ZIHDEV levy to act as an instrument 

for privileg:a.ng and encouraging certain activities and 

discouraging others. there are a few lessons to be learned from 

this admittedly rather thin data set. First, the sheer act of 

specifying by name the 20 professional institutes was obviously 

influential in getting·the training managers or personnel managers 

of those parti~lar compai.:tes supporting such activities to apply. 

Equally, however, the absence of any specific reference to 

~ particular courses in the government's technical colleges was 

I possibly also influential in a ne5ative way. In addition, the 

absence of any specific examples of rebateable in-plant training 

may have discouraged training managers from trying to make a case 

for their training centres. They would have been further 

discouraged doubtless by the very heavy emphasis upon long term 

courses and professional qualifications. In point of fact, 

several firms did in both 1985 and in 1986 apply for all kinds of 

,short term (1 day to 1 week) training courses, but these were in 
I 

,general disallowed. ' 
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Possibly learning a lesson froa the pattern of applications from 

1985, the 1986/1 approved rebate regulations have sought to be 

very much more specific. Instead of a one-line reference to 

government institutions and their diploaas (in the 1985 rules), 

there are almost two full pages of very specific courses to be 

taken at the National Certificate leve1 (1); at the National 

Intermediate Diploma ( 19) ; at the National Diploma ( 19) ; and at 

the National Higher Diploma (3). By contrast the suggested 

support for courses offered by professional institutes and 

societies bas shrunk form 20 to 10. The clear thrust of this very 

major change in specificity must be an attelllpt to encourage 

attendance at national training institutions. Unfortunately it 

will not be possible to discover for 1986/1 whether the chan~~d 

direction of the publicity was really effective, since the 

guidelines on what would be supported for 1986 went out just a few 

months before the closing date. It will be a further year bef orP-

it w~ll be possible to gauge any impact. 

A second interesting lesson learnt from the previous years is 

perhaps that industry and coamerces continuing preference for 

short management courses should be diverted into the Management 

Training Bureau (HTB) which is run by the Ministry of Labour. In 

view of the fact that the whole array of tailor-made short ~ourses 

offered by the private and voluntary sector have not attracted 

rebates (preswnably because of their shortness and alleged high 

cost), the following note in the 1986/7 guidelines is perhaps 

indicat,ive of this sam,e concern that the private sector shoul? be 

encoura'ged to use publ'ic sector courses: 
' ' ' 
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R.B.MTB courses have not been listed for rebate because 
they are in fact heavily subsidized by both State and 
ZIMDEV hence the V9r7 low fess, and are for short 
durations, to ai.ni.ai.ze many hours lost to the eaploying 
organizations while addressing specific management 
problems to iaprove the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the organization.4cl4 

We return at this point to something of the adversarial quality 

that bas animated private sector discussion of centralized 

apprenticeship, and here is concerned with the private, sector's 

preference for management course run by the Zimbabwe Institute of 

Management, the Institute of Personnel Management, and many other 

both profit-makiog and non-profit-making bodies. Such courses are 

generally not able to attract rebates, and yet ZIMDEV funds (from 

the private and parastatal sector) were used for the Management 

Trajning Bureau, in the hope that it would attract clients from 

both the public and private sectors. The key issue, it would 

appear, is not the shortness of the courses (to judge from the 

above note) but tl!.eir sponsorship. In terms of in-service 

training of both junior and senior management which many would 

argue is ~ually a higher priority in the private and public 

sectors than the vocational preparation of skilled workers, it 

seems unfortunate that there should be this polarization. With 

the longer courses, there is possibly less of a problem since the 

rebate regulations suggest both the management courses in the 

technical colleges as well as the c1iplomas of the Institutes -:>f 

Marketing Management, Industrial ~~nagement, and Cost and 

Management. Accountants. 

II I I 

Taking the longer view of the role ,of a levy graqt s,ystcm in a 
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mixed econ~, a nUllber of sUPPP'7 points could be made about the 

present impact of the on in-service training and education. 

1. The scheae has achieved some sort of stability in respect 
of apprentices and VTC upgrading which in combination, in 
1987, will probably account for alaost half of the $24 
million likely to be raised. However, we have noted that 
other direct entry schemes are going to pose policy 
dilemmas for government as their nuabers conceivably rise 
to challenge apprentice nusbers: · 

2. On the management and induction training side of the 
scheme, the take-up by employers has been constrained to a 
minute fraction of the potential clientele, and in the most 
recent accounting (1985/6) of grants for these areas, 
884, 000 approximately was paid out. Arguably the take-up 
has been inhibited by the lack of clarity about what coulc 
be rebated, and at what levels. The impression that 
nothing except professional courses leading to recognized 
qualifications is likely to be funded is widespread, and is 

. to some extent justified by the only _available data. 

3. In the most recent years' regulations there is strong 
evidence of encouragement to use national training 
institutions such as the technical colleges and the MTB. 
While this is entirely justifiable, it is also true that 
more.has been written on the chronic shortages of qualified 
staff at these government training institutions than on au.y 
other single aspect of training. So long as block or year 
long release for apprentices and other trainees cannot be 
guaranteed, industry will continue to be tempted to make 
its own training arrangements. The speed with which much 
of industry has appointed training managers is in marked 
contrast with the instructor vacancies in the public 
sector. 

4. ZIMDEV funds have been very significantly in surplus since 
the inception of the scheme. Prior to the 1981 additions 
(of approximately 24 million). there was 50 million in 
surplus. Host of this bad been theoretically allocated to 
building programmes in the technical colleges for the 
period 1986/87, but expenditure had been minimal thus far. 
Many industrialists and policy-makers concerned with the 
quality of training regard the r~ruitment and retention of 
instructors and lecturers at national institutions as being 
one of the first calls on ZIMDEV funds. 

5. Lastly, and possibly as important as any other point, the 
ZIMDEV fund has in many ways had the result of souring 
relations between government and industry and commerce. 
There would appear to have been little consultation on the 
rules and regulations for rebates. Th~ National Manpower 
Advb;ory Council would be one ob·rious :focus for such' 

I I I 
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discussion, bat that ~ had just, in late 1986, begun to 
aeet in a regular w~. and its specialist industry 
comaittees vho could well be charged with detailed advice 
on courses and training within part~cular trades were only 
in the fonu.tion. stage. There is thus soaethicg of a 
policy vacuua, and very little of routine consultation 
aaongst govermaent, e11Ployers and unions on the aost urgent 
training needs by sector. In the absence of such 
aecbaniSllS, it should not be surprising that there is the 
wildest speculation about the utilization of ZIMDEV funds -
much of it quite irresponsible. 

ZIMDEV in transition 

Before ending this section on ZIMDEV, it will be important to give 

some sense of any changes in emphasis duriiig the period 1987-1988, 

especially as this was the year in which the management of the 

funds were transferred along with the technical colleges and the 

vocational training centres to the new Ministry of Higher 

Education. As the administrative changes were only really 

beginning to have effect in July 1988, it is not yet possible to 

detect a direct influence of the new ministry. However, it may be 

worth noting whether the trends that were evident in the period 

from 1984 to 1986 were continued up to the.point of transition. 

Of particular interest may be the question of the size of the 

clientele making use of the funds, alterations in the patterns of 

expenditure. and perhaps any indication that the regulations of 

the fund do have an effect on private enterprise training. 

There are now available ~pproximate figures for those categories 

being reimbursed in' the period up to July 1987. They are somewhat 

different from the patterns in the previous years, but this is 
' 

less due to the firms changing their training behaviour than the 
'' ' 

changes in t'he reg\J'lations. During 1987 the regulations that were 
'' 
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to govern. what 1100ld be rei-hursed for the 1988-period ware issued 

just 2-3 aonths prior to the closiag date,. What this IMallt is 

that f iras could not plan to do things clifferentJ.y it was already 

too late to alter training schws to accommodate to the 

regulations. The saae thjng happened again for the training 

period June 1987 to July 1988. As late as March 1988. the 

regulations were issued that were to govern the period which bad 

almost finished. Applications bad to be lodged by the end of June 

1988. One thing is certain with this ti•ing; the ZIHDEV fund 

cannot expect to influence employers• training patterns in 

advance. 

The implication for the fund as i:t aakes the transition from 

Labour to Higher Education is that. if the fund wishes to influence 

forthcoming training, then the regula·tions for the period 1988-89 

need to be issued in July-August.1988. This is especially 

important if the regulations are going to continue to change as 

they have done in the past. For example in the regulations for 

the period 1986-81, there were a series of fairly aajor changes, 

which training managers would have been unable to anticipate. We 

have already mentioned that support for the courses and 

examinations linked to professional associations had shrunk from 

20 to 10 and in the following year they were to be restricted 

further from 10 to 5. These kinds of rather sudden shifts from 

year to year make pl~nning very difficult, and as they are not 

accompanied by an explanation of the rationale, it is difficult 

even to be certain that courses associated with professional 

bodies aro a ZIMDEV priority. It would seem that the shift in 

12 



these pro:fessioaal rebates is one of the principal reasons wb,y 

rebates for fonaal courses fell froa 844.000 to 196.00 over the 

period of a year. 

We also aentioaed earlier that ZIMDEV was concerned to try and 

aake 11<>re employers use the polytechnic: and technical colleges at 

different levels of 'the national diploma. Large numbers of such 

courses we.re listed. bu.t it was too late for this information to 

have affected the 1986-7 training pattern and it is too early to 

know if the employers who have just submitted their claims for 

1987-8 nave aade 9llCh ase of the college courses. One thing is 

known, however, and 'that is that the nuaber of employers who have 

applied for these formal and professional course rebates has 

scarcely altered. Curiously, the number of employers applying by 

the due date in June 1988 was almost identical to the previous 

year - at 69 in all. This is of course a minute proportion of the 

13,000 circulated. But it is interesting to note that of those 

~ who applied in 1987-8. just over half were different from the year 

before. Rot too ma.ch should perhaps be attached to this, exc<!pt 

to say that the ti.Dy number of total applicants is more 

significant than the fact that half of the previous: year's group 

were either not entitled or bothered to re-apply. 

One of the reasons for the ve-:y low employer response, even of 

those who have applied before, must be traced to disappointing 

results in earlier cl'aims. It is not the case "&hat very large 

nunabers of employer.:. are applying and being disqualified. Rather 

very small numbers of' employers are applying but are in many 
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cases. receiYinc "!ff¥rT Sllall proporti.ODS of their total claia. Ho 

calculations have been done on such data. bat the evidence 

available indicates that total clai.as are mu.ch 110re extensive than 

the few items that are rewarded by rebate. And since the 

preparation of claiais is tiae-consn•ing. It is quite possible 

that one of the major reasons wbJr soae-of the employers who do 

know about the fund don•t reapply is that the investaent of time 

in making the claia is nqt justified. by the return. 

Again, this is something that could be greatly iaproved if details 

of the actual rates of pay were to be annowiced in a"dvance. For 

example, it is not known to prospective applicants that the 

average paid back to saaeone applying for a cours~ or professional 

institute preparation was approximately 600 Z dollars (though much 

lower for some and higher for others. ) Nor is it known that the 

rate awarded for articled clerks (in law and accountancy), and 

miners and engineering cadets is worked out as a quarter of their 

approximate salary. What this means is that trainees in the 

latter mode are awarded a rebate of 2000Z dollars, or roughly 

three tiaes more than those applyi.Dc for course and professional 

preparation rebates. 

The reason is that there are several different sets of principles 

operating across this very small rebate universe. In the case of 

apprentices in their first two years (4 years for •special scheme' 

apprentices), the assumption is that the fund pays the entire 

cost, including wages in the firm, time at college, including 

boarding etc. Thi~ comes to a5 high as 4, iOO Z dollars a year, 
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but is less for bai.rclreasi.Dg and building. ThE: next highest 

category are those who ·are indentured or articled as cadets. 

These are essentially learning on the job, but receive basically a 

quarter of their salary - or roughly 2,000. Then there are the 

group who are recompensed for the actual cost of particular 

courses• exaa fee~, whilst they too are learning on the job. They 

receive an average of 600 Z dollars. The fourth group are those 

e who go for skilled worker training. and these are only paid for 

the time they are actually away from the job. 

In very approxi.aate figures the cost to the ZIHDEV fund of these 

four different categories during the rebate period 1986-7 was as 

follows: 

1. Apprentices ( 1st 2 years and special scheme) 10,691,000 
2. Skilled workers ( to Msasa and Westgate) 678,637 
3. Industrial and professional induction 726,000 
4. Formal and professional courses and examinations 196,452 

In terms of nwa~rs of employers involved in these various 

categories, it is not possible to be very accurate. The last two 

categories, taken together, are those that have only attracted, so 

far some 70 employers per year. The number of employers taking 

apprentices is difficult to calculate, for the reasons given 

earlier, but is probably not higher than 200, and perhaps much 

less. The number of employers using the upgrade system is 

currently constrained by the fact that there are only two centres. 
I 

But numbers have been growing, and for example for the motor, trade 
I I 

a.lone in one centre for the ,first six months of 1988, i:io les~ than 

115 employers sent >1orkers t,o Hsasa. 
I 

These figures certainly do 
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no aean that there are 385 employers involved in ZIHDEV rebates, 

for there are soae fi.raS that appear in all four categories. It 

would. in fact be valuable to put all four groups into a small 

data base, so that there could be information fed to the different 

employers associations, trade unions, and to those planning the 

rebate system for the next years. 

How influential has ZIMDEV been in the training arena? The answer e 
is almost certainly tnot very', or perhaps tnot of all'. But it. 

is difficult to estimate whether apprentice numbers would ha·1..--

fallen further without this form of state· support. The rebates 

may have played a small part in SUP"'.'Ort of the upgrade training. 

but it would seem that the reputation of the training itself h~~ 

probably been as influential. As for categories 3 and 4 above, we 

suspect that the rebate system is almost entirely without 

influence. The few firms who apply were in most cases doing d 

good deal of training anyway. on which they have sought more or 

less successfully to get some money back. They have almost 
I 

certainly continued with their training patterns, regardless of 
I 

their failure at recouping the levy. But for the majority of 
I 

companies, especially smaller and local, the fund is almost 
I 

Jnknown. The levy is simply,another tax. 

I 

Can it realisticc~lY be expected to play a more influential role, 

and how? In the new policy regime, under the Ministry of Higher 
I 

Educat; >n, there may be an opportunity for the fund to play a part 

:in a ,somewhat more collaborative training: environ~ent. It is 

1 real1y not possible to contihue thinking: that the 
11

fund can play 
II I I 
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the role of fine-taming the aanpower needed for the econa..y. And 

it would certaiDl..• be beyond the capacity of those associated 

with the fund to deal with a large volume of requests for 

be monitored and assessed for 

rebate. The only feasible way of handling the political 

necessity to involve aaJ17 more firms in the scheme is to in .. rolve 

the prof~1ssional. cowrcial and industrial associations in 

de~ training priorities for their particular branch of 

industry. 

Once a decision has been taken to move from a few officers in 

governaent deciding what is worthy of rebate to a dialogu4: with 

the parties most intimately concerned, several options are open. 

One would be for each sub group of industry and commerce,- such as 

banking. hotels, construction etc to be presented with the need 

to determine on an industry basis what were the training 

priorities. and to present these for discussion to NAHACO. The 

e major part of the aoney levied from that sector could then be 

open for reiaburseaent within that same sector. Some such method 

would seek to make the particular industry much more accountable 

for its own training priorities. And the state would need to 

accept that in this option most of the money would go back into 

the sector from which it ~ame, paying particular attention to 

ways in which small firms' could be made to invest in training. 
' 

Any such industry-specifi~ accountability for training has one 

major disadvantage from t~e point of view of government; it 

' 
removes the freedom to in~cst the levy surplus in national 
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training facilities such as the colleges, the lfanpowar Training 

Bureau etc. On the other hand it would a1so reaove a good deal 

of the negative attitude to training that is incurred in the 

present arrangements. Obviously there are a lot of intermediate 

positions possible between industry-specific training boards and 

the view of the levy as a tax to be us~ for suppleaenting 

national training institutions. Whatever iaproveaents are made 

in the present position, there would clearly be value in seeing 

if a great deal more interest could be awakened with a pubii~ 

relations exercise which informed employers and trade union 

organisations of past patterns, announced a year in advance t.he 

rules of the game,· and also clarified with employers the 

investment decisions on the surplus of the previous severa~ 

years. 

B.PRivATE AtU> PARASTATAL SECTOR INITIATIVES IN IN-SERVICE 
TRAINING 

One of the private sector's commonest complaints to government is 

that since Independence they have done a great deal of training, 

very little of which has attracted any recognition, let alone 

rebate, from gove..L"Dlllent. The impression given apparently i!:. Lhat 

in the eyes of government many of these private sector 

initiatives have been in competition with national schemes, or 

have even been designed to subvert or circumvent government 

pro~ision. Industry, on its side, may well feel that it cannot 

afford to wait year after year for the government to put its 

training house in order. This is obviously not the easiest 

situatioo in which to attempt. an analysis of in-service t.raininr, 
I 

in industry, since, as'we' mentioned at the outset, the conccp~ 



can be understoocl to be more than just a technical or pedagogical 

issue. 

Nevertheless. there are a number of broad issues which may be 

aentioned. The research base for some of these observations is 

slender. Only a relatively saall numb~r of industry based 

training scbeaes. centres and schools have been visited. The 

views of employer associations and confederations have been 

sought, but it bas not been possible to rev) ~w at all 

satisfactorily the position of the unions on training policy. 

Visits have been restricted to Harare. In view of these many 

shortcomings. the concentration in this much shorter section of 

the paper will be more on the tendencies and trends that would 

profit from closer examination and further research and less on 

detailed discussion of preliminary data. 

Perhaps the first point that needs to be st~essed in the present 

econOllic climate of industry in Zimbabwe is that the skills and 

manpower issues ar~ by aany industrialists perceived as being 

almost the least iaportant factors responsible for constraining 
15 

output. Foreign exchange, materials and spares are much more 

important constraints than labour skills - whether managerial or 

technical. We have in fact suggested at the beginning of this 

paper that·this may be too simplistic a way of stating relative 

priorities. It also seems clear that the absence of spares and 

foreign excbance has wreaked dramatically more havoc in 

organizations with an already weakened repair and maintenance 

ca~acity. There is no more vivid testimony t~ the negative 
I I 
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interaction of these two f a.ctors than the foar ~laae .-aageaent 
16 

study of the Centr.~l Hecbanical Equipaent Departaent. A very 

fragile repair and aaintenance facility can be devastated by the 

need to switch fro. a replacement mentality to the need to adopt 

policies of preventive maintenance. The implications for 

staffing in a preventive maintenance regime are very major, and 

involve every level from management, to accountant to skilled 

worker. .Admittedly the sanctions imposed on the ODI econornv h'1d 

accustomed much of industry to 'thinking local. in teras 

oftechnological acfapt~tion, use of materials etc. But with 

Independence, Zimbabwe lost a great deal of its bard won 

•tradition• of repair, maintenance and technological adaptation. 

Here we shall look briefly at a small number of issues that -~,~~m 

important. Amongst these, it will be worth noting some of t.hc 

developments in job grading and job evaluation - and the 

implications of· these for training as well as for the 

government's skilled worker classes. It may also P.,rove useful to 

give some sense of the diversity· of «industry•, examining the 

different training traditions within particular sectors. 

(i)In-service trainipg of workers o'ther ~ ~..94 

One of the paradoxef. of Rhodesian and Ziababwean history is that 

too much attention in both regimes aay have been paid to the 

skilled worker. For different reasons, but with the same, effect. 

We have already noted that journeyman skill was in deliberately 

short supply in the colonial period, with the result that 

employers actively began to circumvent European skills by 

80 
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£ragamrtecl African seai-~ 1. With Independence• the new 

governaent naturally regarded the Africani.zation of 

apprenticeship as one of its first targets. but arguably has paid 

almost as much attention to controlling this particular tiny 

cadre as did quite different forces in the colonial era. The 

result bas been the continuation of tha tendency towards the use 

of fragaented labour which was seen ear lier. European journeyman 

e unions were the thorn in the flesh of the co!onial employer; the 

regulations. centralization and paraphernalia surrounding 

predominantly African apprenticeship is a thorn in the flesh of 

the Independence employer. Accordingly the attractions of other 

forms of 1.abour became clear . 

. 
The fascination with the Africanizat: .o~ of skill we noticed led 

to the development of four skilled worker classes, to the notion 

of upgrade training, and to ideas about a national grading system 

of labour. This topic is la~ge enough for several research 

projects, but it would appear that the national dissemination of 

the skilled worker categories has not made a great difference to 

the composition of the modern sector labour force, except at the 

margins. We bave 1 noted that the recla3sification and trade 

testing process has encompassed between 10- and 12,000 since 

Independence, but1 it should be remembered from the National 

Manpower Survey t~at there were allegedly 176,000 semi-skilled 

a~d half a million unskilled in the formal sector in 1981. Not 

to mention the' mu'ch larger numbers in the agricultural and 

informal economy.' 

Ill I I I I 
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There has been some progress in some industries in a~ting 

traditional industry-specific job categories to the new order, 

but ther~ appears to'.. be little analysis of what bas transpired 

in this process. We have noted already that the motor trade 
. 

sought to squeeze most. but not all of its existing categories 

into the new grades. The classificatiQn process has not been 

finished but there are a little over 1,000 journeymen (employers 

and employees), some 100 in the band that might correspond to the 

new classes 2 and 3, and some 10.000 in the lowest categories, 

which would include the new class 4, the unclassified workshop 

hands, garage attendants etc. 

A quite different process bas gone on in the building.industry. 

They have retained their traditional worker grades, running from 

1 up to 4; there is then a category which is allowed to do 

certain elements of skilled work; f_inally there are the 

government's four skilled worker classes. These two groups of 

workers have two quite differen~ job pyramids: the worker grade 

pyramid has a huge base ( 10, 600) and a small top ( 600) , while the 

skilled worker pyramid stands ~n it bead: its base is tiny (250) 

and its top (class 1) is quite large (2,200). Indeed the shape 

' of the skilled worker classes, is more in the shape of a T, since 

all the classes except class :i are 400 or less. There is a 

further group of 2,000 appro~imately lying in between. 

The-;e two very different ind~stries thus· illustrate'every diverse 

approaches to the precess of :recat~goriz.ation, and they unde'rltnc 
' ' ' 

' ' ' the fact that class~f ici:tion cannot be separated from the 
' ' 

I 11 I 
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existing relations of production. Equal.1y it is possible to 

.reclassliy skilled operators (or operatives) as skilled workers, 

without this altering the nature of the work. Or it can be done 

in a way that can. em.phasize new career tracks, upgrading 

possibilities etc. On the other hand~ the whole exercise cannot 

be carried on without paying some consi~erable attention to the 

pay lev~ls. existing technology in the industry. and to the 

education ana skill levels of those already in post. 

In the engineering industry, the process of skill fragmentation 

has gone rather far, and the present situatic;>n is buttressed by 

collective bargaining ~greements about skilled wor~er and graded 

job categories. The industry bz.s also been one of the early ones 

to apply the Paterso~ job evaluation system to the whole s;stem. 

This .= s a job evaluation scheme which is rather widespread in 

Zimbabwe (being originally introduced by Anglo-American, and 

based on Prof. Paterson of Strathclyde University, Scotland). It 

~ breaks all jobs down into six bands of decision making: Policy-

making; Programming; Interpretive; Routine or Process; Auto1r.atic 

or Operative; and finally, Defined. The defined and automatic-

bands start with A and B, then the system goes up through the 
11 

alphabet tc F. 

A glance at the Collec:tive Bargaining Agreement (1985) fcir this 

industry which brinGS together no less than 80 pages of graded 

job categories illustrates the way in which these are spread 
18 

across the A and B grades~ with a scattering of Cs. There is 

nnthing particularly sini~ter about any of this, but it must be 
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reaeabered that a job evaluation SJ"Stell aorks by judging the 

skill or decision-waking content of jobs aa they exist. It 

stands to reason that the Paterson system was applied to a 

situation which, as we have said, was alreadJr c:haracteriz~ by a 

long-standing process of fragmenting skill in the colonial 

period. It could therefore be argued t)iat job evaluation systems 

reinforce and solidify the existing relations of production. 

These are of course also powerfully affected. by decisions about 

technology. But it aust be borne in mind that the concerns and 

preoccupations "ith skilled labour status may have meant that 

insufficient attention has been given by government to the 

classification of other workers. 

It goes without saying that an in-service-training system 

predicated on a fragmented skil-1 base is likely to be rather 

different from one that examines a:iew the processes of job 

mobility within job categories. 

(ii) In-service training provision in the private and 
parastatal ~ec...-tors 

It is imp-;>ssible +..o generalize about t..~e pr~vision of in-plant 

training in Zimbabwe. The scale runs from groups like Anglo-

American whose annual estimate of 4 training man days' is costed 

at 4.5 million dollars, to groups with purpose-built training 

complexes (IESA with French tec!hnical assistance). to systems 

where there is virtually no off-the-job traiuing at all. It is 

only sensible here to indicate a few of the trends, especially 

those that might be iwport~.nt for NAMACO and other training 
I 

poli~y groups 'to be aware" of. 
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One of the f i.rst of these has been a realization that the 

educational level of &e workforce can now progressively rise. as 

increasingq the ordinary applicant for work will be some Jdnd of 

fora IV product. Some of the IDOr·3 training-conscious firms are 

currently developing training systems that bring directly into 

the company young people from school, and expose them on a 

contract basis to the rough and tumble of unskilled uork on the 

shop floor before making a very careful decision about these with 

talent and flair and those without. Such handpicked groups ( uho 

survive company selection prat:edures after one or two contract 

periods) are then introduced to training courses which in many 

cases have been given a great deal of thought. 

These are absolutely distinct-from the old practices of learning 

on the job. and are also very different from the apprentice 
. -

system. They involve, interestingly enough, a high degree of 

learner self-direction, in which trainees work their way through 

~ ~ourse maps, career tracks and follow pu1pose-built manuals. The 

emphasis bas to be on a relatively high degr.ee of literacy, and 

on self-pacing, adjusted to the intelligence and motivation of 

the trainee. This is certainly true of the c learner directed 

training• schemes, which are now running in parallel with the 

apprenticeship system ln one or two sites. And in a d;iferent 

way, much of this applies to the Criterion Referenced Instruction 

(CRI) which has come in via some ~f the mining companies, but is 
19 

now spreading out into other indu.stry sectors. 

This latter syst~m co~es from USA (Haeer Assosiates, Arizona) and 
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ib strength and attraction as an in-sarri.ce training systea are 

that it seeks to work backwards froa p~iseb' what a particu1ar 

job requires in knowledge and perforaance to specify the exact 

ways in which those desired behaviours can be defined and tested. 

CRI is not concerned with frills (what are teraed •nice-to-knows 

in the jargon)', but with the very precise specification of what 

terminal behaviours are required, and what earlier skills are 

essential to ensure satisfactory performance of the terminal 

objective. The system is thus concerned with building up a whole 

series of graduated performance checks that will ensure that a 

particular final operatl.on is .done to perfection. In this sense 

it has some important implications for training officers who are 

beset with problems of slipsnod work, inadequate maintenance 

schedules, or with youngsters who are overtrained or 

undertrained. It offers by contrast a vision of a world where 

the maintenance mechanic for a particular sub-system wili have 

mastered all that needs to be known and d~ne in order to do a 

particular job to perfection - and nothing !!2!'.!!· 

It may be somethj ng of caricature to augcest that CRI and similar 

mastery-learning systems are necessarily very restrictive; they 

obviously '..oald be applied to higher levels of performance, 

including apprentice skills. Their peculiar attraction however 

is in the ideal of mastery, accuracy, and cost efficiency. Why 
I 

bot~e~ spending 4 years learning 10 times more than can be 
I I 

appJi~d on the shopf loor? 

I I I 

As, f a'i as their status in Zimbabwe is concerned, these sys t,em::> 
I I 11 

I I 11 

11 I I 
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certainly do qualify for very sari~ attention from the bodies 

like HAHAOO and it& specialist trade ,,._ittees when these get 

eventually set up. They are iaportant because they do take very 

serir.usly the learning needs of workers at many levels. It is 

understood. in fact. that CRI, for instance, has been in 

principle approved by the Directorate of Industrial Training as 

qualifying for rebate. This could.be an important precedent for 

several of the other in-service training systems which are coming 

on to the aarltat. Many of these in fact off er a better deal for 

the operator or semi-skilled worker than what was there before. 

Bat it WOGld be entirely appropriate for such schemes to be 

openly discussed at the training policy comm.itte~s, and for t:are 

to be taken about bow they do and do not intersect with the 

apprenticeship training system and with the VTC :;ystem. It does 

seem likely that this kind o! discussion does have to take place 

on an industry by industry basis, which L.akes it even more 

crucial tlwt. the representational and consultative mech.nii!';ms 

attached to NAMACO get off the ground. 

(iii)Variet.ies of in-service trainiy in the priv. te small 
scale sector - ~ policy issues. 

We have referred to some example of training systems that are not 

in the apprentice or up grade training mode but which have been 

becoming evident in Zimbabwe in recent years. We should want to 

emphasise, however, that these training systems tend to be 

restricted to the larger firms, and within the larger firms are 

more common amongst those that ar-? multinational. This is 

perhaps understandable 'since developments in' trainine appr.oachc.:;,, 
I I 

I I I 

as in, technoloJ:y, can be moved round the var'iou:; branches w 1i thout' 

I I I I 11 I 
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each one baring to develop the sys1;ela fra11 scratch. The 

situation is different for the ..ajority of local firms. whether 

large or saall. Clearly, the larger f iras have financial 

capacity to justify a training establishment. bu.t lacking an 

international pressure to develop training according to 

particular norms, they are obliged to be auch ~re prag111atic. 

Examples have been encounterf'!d in Zi.ababwe of quite large 

companies which do not have an explicit company training policy, 

covering different ::.evels of workers and types of course. Such 

firms may well treat training in an ad hoc manner; when there is 

a conspicuous need for training, it will be organised. But when 

the demand has passed, the training facility will not necessarily 

be maintained. In one case, after Independence, such a firm. 

developed a technical training centre to help with a situation 

where very large numbers of whites bad emigrated. Suddenly semi-

skilled workers had to be exposed to some pre-apprentice 

training. But when the need was passed (and perhaps also because 

the firm's apprentices could no longer legally be picked from 

these preliminary training courses) the traininc facility was 

abandoned. Unlike many of the multinational firms, these 

companies do not yet have any institutionalised commitmen~ to 

training. They may take apprentices or they may not,'but these 

decisions will tend not be part of a training strategy as such. 

Indeed one firm admitted that while taking apprentices, their 

gen~ral tendency was still to train by the time honou'red method 1 

I 

of sittine c~ext \o Nellie'. 
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With the saaller local firas, in sectors like engineering and 

building. there may be .even less of training policy - SOile will 

allege that when they did train apprentices, they were unable to 

holu on to thea, and that through this type of 'bitter 

~~:perience' they have gone back to other methods. What this may 

amount to in practice is the taking on of relatively unskilled 

workers - 'literally off th~ streets' - and exposing the most 

promising of theri to specific skills, e.g. in welding. It may 

9' well be that the contract system of labour recruitment, to which 

we have already referred, is the vehicle used to allow small 

employers to keep new Horke=s 'on probation' until they identify 
I 

the need to move someone to permanent terms. To some employers, 
I 

'it will appear that ·there will 'always be more workers to choose . ' 

'front', i~ some J.on•t prove suitable. This sense of security in a 
I 

:labour surplus is not one that is conducive to major investments 

'in in-service training. By contrast, government policy since 
I 

:rn~ependence has sought to proD'.ote security of tenure for labour, 

e : reduction in the use of casual workers. and to rewqrd and punish 

:those who trained and didn't train via the levy grant mechanism. 

:For these thousands of small firms in the industrial sector, it 
' 

,would be worth asking the question whether the policies to 

' 

,improve the conditions of work and the training of workers over 
I 

,these last eight yea~s have been effective. It would take much 
' 

:more detailed re~ear~h ~han ha::; been possible in this short 
I 

I I I 

, project to analy$e the impact of ,policy on the s
1

maller firm over 
' ' 

,this period, but: it bould be ver~:worthwhile. For ex:CUUple a 
' ' 

II I I I 

,small firm with 50 employees, all ,iold may be pa~ing a, trainine 

'' 
8~,,, 

I I 11 
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levy of soae 40,000Z dollars per year. Bu.t it aa:r have no 
I 

apprentices, .a.de no use of upgrade training, and just send the 
I 

occasional employee for a ~ne week welding course; In short, it 

has no system for recupera~ing any of the 160, 000\ z _.d_c:-llars approximately 

that it has contributed to: the levy funds over the past four 

years. In addition, it may be utilising systems of labour 
I 

recruitment that allow it 'to keep on permanent terms only a 
I 

certain proPQrtion of its 'workforce. 
I 

The government's policy instruments are not having the effect of 

malting this kind of firm more training-conscious. There may be 
I 

no evidence· Of a greater commitment to in-service training over 

the years. But this is not necessarily an argument for exempting 

the small firms from paying the levy. The whole rationale for 

the levy was to increase the pool of .trained people, not to force 

everyone to train. So even if these small firms are not among 
I 

the very small number of companies who have been applying for 
I 

rebates, it could be argued that their needs might be met 
I 

indirectly if the levy system was elsewhere developing kinds of 
I 

skills that could be util'ised. The difficulty with this 1 argument 
I 

is the following. 

It could be that many of 'the 'smaller firms are actually 1still 
I 

running on the formula 0£( expatriate expertist'( in design, in 
I I I 

eneineering, in management and in' sales) and ·African semi-skill. 
I I I 

The only difference from 'the :pre-'Independence may be tihat the 
I I 

non-Afrifan apprentices have vanished, but with their disappearance the 
I I I I I 

I 

bridge 'between shopfloor' skill an'd design w?rk may have 'also 
I II I I I 

II I I 
I I I I I I 90' II 
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gone. The non-African apprentice in Rhodesia as in the me in earlier 

days could have aoved on from his apprenticeship to design work. 

through night school. and then to management. It is not clear 

that Independence has really seen the replacement of the non-African 

apprentice, but perhaps what has happened is a re-ordering of the 

job hierarchies, with job fragmentation on the shopfloor. and a 

greater concentration of expertise in the management team. 

J Without extended case study work on local firms, this must remain 

speculative, but it is often said that management has to work 

cten times as hard as before' and that: African line supervisory 

positions are very had to fill. Both these kinds Gf comment 

point to a possible realignment of semi-skill. skill and 

management which is still very inadequately understocd .. But. 

these realignments of skill and knowledge are crucial to make 

explicit if the role of in-service education and in-service 

training is to be clarified. 

It may be that for the next short while, the small firms have 

correctly identified the impossibility of their being able to 

train and hold on to African apprentices, draughtsmen, or junior 

engineers of a standard comparable to the Europeans. They have 

judged that there are simply too few for this to be a feasible 

strategy. In this respect, the small firms have been suffering 
I 

perhaps a similar problem to the polytechnic and technical 
I 

colleges - ar. inability to attract and hold on to highly 

qualified technical staff. The auth0rities have decided that the 

college problem ca~ only bn solved by '9ituation training' of 

I I I 
I I 11 
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technical instructors and by better conditions. In the saal.l 

firm sector. it has not·been possible for production necessities 

to wait for the education and training system to prepare large 

numbers of skilled manpower. Bence other arrangements have 

probably been made, as we have suggested, to take ca:re of the 

absence of traditional categories of skilled '{non-African) manpower_ 

What this may mean is that when the education and training system 

finally gets around to producing large numbers of trained 

youngsters, the relationships within production may have altered 

so much that they can no longer be accommodated. 

In concluding this section on the smaller local industrial unit, 

we are presented with a major dilemma for in-service training. 

It seems quite possible that the government intentions regarding 

training have had ~irtually no impact in the small firm sector. 

Indeed they may have hastened some of the realignments we have 

mentioned. It would be valuable to analyse much more closely 

patterns of current.training in the s111all firm, and to explore 

ways in which a much wider spectrum of skill can be developed. 

The diversity of skill and expertise in manufacturing is much 

richer in Zimbabwe than in many other independent African 

countries. The challenge for in-service education and training 

is to ensure that this engineering expertise progressively 

becomes indigenised. For one thing it may mean that the smaller 

firm5' voice has to be heard more than at present in the various 

manpower advisory councils. 

'" I I 111 

• 
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In-service training in the tertiary sector 

Like aanu£acturing, the tertiary (service) sector bas a number of 

major distinctions between large and small scale, and • 

DlUltinational and local. These inevitably affec-t ·patterns of 

provision of in-service training. In many ways the whole 

discussion about training has an entirely different flavour to it 

in the services sector than in production. To some extent these 

diff ~rences are a reflection of a very different history and 

tradition of training than in the manufacturing sector. There 

are also some important differences in understandil.•g of what the 

role of tb.e state and of ·the employers zight be in these fields. 

With the !>o-called craft skill for industry there bas been in 

many countries much more discussion about the division of 

responsibility for training. Some of this debate can be traced 

to the influence of guilds and trade unions in the protection of 

skill, and in several countries the shape of apprentice training 

is the result of a very long history of negotiation amongst 

~ workers, employers, the education authorities and the government 

over shared responsibilities. Clearly, one reason why apprentice 

training has been problematic in some developing countries is 

that the relationships amongst these four bodies have been very 

different in the motherland than in the countA.47 to which the 

system was exported. And it is equally obvious that the 

relations amongst these actors differed signtf icantly in a 

colonial, expatriate minority regime from in an independent African 

government. 

We have argued earl'ier that in the industrial sector the 

93 I 
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appreatiae•ldp ~ _.. - ·alepet o..a: ~ ... as 'tile 

toucbstolle of '1"9U traiai.lc' , am1 this 1:be Z9dactian in. 

apprentice ...... rs ._. caest1'aecl as ~ a diainnti.on. in 

the ~lity of ~OD.al pzeparatica. 1lo aach lCNMlecl debate 

takes pliaca ewer 'the preparation of bmlk c1ezb. insurance 

clerks, hotel wai'tera, traiw accowitants etc. To a mRCh 

greater extent tban ·wi:tb illdaatry, it is asswcl that the banks. 

insurance Co91P9Dies, hotels and aocouataDta will organise the 

training of tbeir WDrkfoECe ao that basiws caa be conducted 

effecti~~- This...,.. - almost 'too obri.oas_ a point, bu.t it 

has a coasiA.rable bearing an ~'be issa.e of in-service training. 

For 11m1.Y o1 'tllese 88Z"ri.ce iDdastries, aoverwat's assuaption 

would - 1io be 1iba't the ilMla.stZ7 will tab care of its own in-

service trai.Jdaeaeecls. 

Whereas in sc:me of 'the craft traiainc, ..., have seen a discussion 

of several cli.fferent modes (apprentice, up-~ade, direct entry, 

inplant) • tri:th diffennrt. Yala.es pl-=eci UpoD t:bea, there "ould 

appear w 'be DO .aoll discuaioa ia nQeet of Mnkinc or 

inaarance, botel-llMplaa or llCOOmltaDcF. 9or Us tbere been an 

attempt 1:o .. ._. that all - ncmaita for 1iMM sectors be 

centralised ... -1eat.1 f:na. pool .. wi.tib aw.Natices. 

RilhtlJ' or WftllCb-, tbezel~1:9, tbe 1-pnsaioa. is civea that these 

sectors do aot ....S to be .a carefallJ' •pe>licecl'. The aajor 

baab and tbe priacipal. i.Daarwe CGllPUi•• uu t.rai•.aiac 

••riOU.lJ'. .. do the -Jor hotel croups. Several of these 

institutions are helped bJ' their wider CODDeCtions outside 
I I 

Zimbabwe in cS.Yeloplac traiainc packaps and appr~hes. ,The 

I I I 
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aaU...t.tl- ...t dlB :fo:n.al trai.niac acti:ri:Ues of other serdce 

ilMllultrl-, lt -.:r be worth ex-ining briefb' the .aill tJrpes o:f 

tralaiDc lllld. how, if at all. they may be ld:fectoed by the 

~·· leTF grant system. 

e As maF be i-~ned. the in-house training is hipl,. specific to 

·; 'the partical.ar inda&try and even to the particW.ar bank, 

iDaaraace coms-11,- or hotel group. The relaU.casldp between this 

tralaiDc lllld. the more fonaal preparation £or -1Jersbip of the 

precesslanal institution (where it exists) iii qai1oe complex. In 

" ' 

.,.. baRaaoes 1:bue U,. be quite a st~ ea0aara&1a 1at to 

parsae the external qualification pzocess as wall as -the 

internal. ~example of this is that when janlor o£fioers ill one 

bank si- their articles they c~t tha•sel...s to passing the 

first stace o£ their professional exa1dnatiou.s by the ace of 25. 

This 1-ak ial.so attaches an honorariua to 'tile completion of the 

ez..tnatlw for the Institute of Bank-rs o£ zum.i.-. 

At. 'tbe -.1mt., 'tbe 1..,- srant situatioa ls 'tllat. tralainc costs 

c:aa oal,. be reimbursed for these external professioaal 

•x-iaatlons. The policy question must preu rbl7 be the 

followi.q: 11111 lhould b relatioasblp 1m bet;Plen ~ MOgDt 

lbi1 B lWl'tgtiop HD ~ or«aniH iH 2!!11 in-hopu training 

m Siii • rim\ lbU ll DU :t2 ~ ZUIDI! fJllld U • 11 lpr7 For 

instance, one laree bank has a trainine bDdeet of •round half a 

•illion Z dollars, to which .ust be added the cost 1of trainees 

I I I I I I 



n.. u iilda wot .. ....a the -urat t.aJmn 

- by 1:be 199T aa all -.l~su. It caa be -...recia'tecl that this 

what 'the banb 1lllo qplied .......- to &wt back fzoa ZIHDEV in 

1986/1 the total is 23.SOT I dol~ for 79 individuals. or in 

other words sw 300 dollars for each of 'these people. These 

illdiTi.daala coasist oa).y of 'these who ba'99 been involved in doing 

ex..tnatiaas for 'the Iastita.te of Rahra. 

It is aot difflcalt to he critical of a situation where 

institatiaaa ..,..r al-,.t 'to he ppjp« t!ri.ce for training. once 

diffiealt eitller 'to ~ die ..,cH1..1l--· of the ZIMDEV 

systematic in-hoase training. As soon as the principle was 

accepted that fU.S with a coherent traiDinc system could deduct 

the cost of ~ fza11 their leYT total. maDT of the larger firas 

could .,.r.r nipUU,. abow 'that tbeir tnti ning coats were mach 

hicber 'than tllelr 1.wy 11 -4 ~ i:Mre wodcl be DO levy funds 

deri..a :fna 'ti.a at all. a.,. sac:la priaciple would effectively 

ex1111t 'tile~ .. of~ -i.~. fU.. f1:a11 paying the 

1..,.- at all. 

If • ...,....._r., acme ~it.ion -.re to be Si.,,.. to finas that ran 

t.rainilla ceatres 11 it •ielrt be possiblA to dasip a systea 

whereby., -.. ap to a balf of tbe J,e.ied IU90Ulat coald be 

reiaburaed for the or.-aisatioa of tho~ in-house traininc, 

and the ot:ber half could be retaiDecl by ZIMDEV for the 
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1.t would certaialF - that a aeans shoald be fouad for 

accordiac a WPHe of recognition to ia-boose or in-plant 

• 
Of coarse. the real difficulty with in-house training is the 

eX't.nlle camp1ezl.ty of evaluatinc it against criteria that ai.ght 

8- •pzGCJ!Wi"'9'. In llAllACO there bas apparently been soae 

ed!.sc:assioa of .i..tber in-house trcdniag could be reimbursed if it 

was cl•••d to be of a national character., - not too specialised 

and local. It aight also be arped in a state that is concerned 

wi'tll eqalty "tllat iD-hoase training could properly be reviewed in 

rea1"ICt of g ;,. stegeotnjpg. - For exaaple, bow .aDT of these 

tratntna aa b-hr11, accountants or insurance personnel are 

"'1•1p? It coiald ....i.tT be llelltioned that the ~ruci.al questions 

to be asked of in-house training are the very ones cost difficult 

to answer. l'or instance, there may be a great deal of short tera 

9traininc of baak tellers., or insurance clerks, or waiter, but the 

au:w- ll••• ffft .... of tbeae occupations •.a.J" terminate veIT 

~ .. 80 1illat 'tbere is effectively DO advanc11•11nt. It 1rould 

ai.o.t oen.lalF "9 ~ible to wl:rse same of tbe tertiary 

ooc~w (llOt. ,••ceaaaril:r 'the few sectors that bave been 
I 

~) la ._. diet are aa critical aa an;,tbiac tbat •icbt 
I 

~ ..... ..t•.•a•t 'the eaciwriac iacluat.r:r. Tbe basic probl-
I 

for aaalysia ......er ia Ziababwe or t.be UK is that any attempt 

1 -rioasly to explor. t:.be nature aad assu.pt.ioas .. bedded in in-
I 

'boa.e traiainc would require a areat deal of effort, and very 

' considerable analytical skills. Which is why Zimbabwe has stuck 

I I I I 97 
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A C011Promiae bdwe- the all-or-aothinc qpzoar.h woald be for 

ZntDEV to encoaraee the differeat i.Ddllstrial and C>ll-arcial 

associations to come forward with their own. ~• andations for 

approwed in-house traininc and its relatian& with external 

certification. Thia is not soae~ that can be omeralised 

across cli11ezeat illdastrial and oamael'Cial. poups; ner is it a 

task 'that can- be left to the larce empl079r5 to sort out. The 

maDT saaller finis aeed 'to be iavolTed. The emphasis mist to a 

significant en.at ia'Yolve the dilfereat i.Ddastries in the 

analysis of their traininc situatioas. These trai.Diug schelles 

could con.stitate a basis for a rach more :bafoE98d clialogue than 

at present. Oae of the obri.ou.s rea.saas ~ so few fiJ:as apply to 

ZIMDEV ma.st be that they are not "clear aboat ~ •rules of the 

game' , and h&ve little or no part in determining the procedures 

whereby tlwir applications are jqed. 

In e.z-tntn• 1:lle cli.'9eraity of tratntq qstw 'that industries as 

diffeNat as textiles and clot.Id•& .. RlWt .. alld aato.otive are 

canwatl.y -..~.. it •••• ••Hatt.al dlat 'the whole process 

of jadciac, wndi-U.... mad --1.t:oriq 1»e aot ~ tbaf'. is 

done b,. coYen• 1at alone. Rt iacnaalasly iaftl~ all three aaia 

parties <s~enmeat., emploYers mad workers represeatati•es). It 

would seem t!aat the last of these three O'OGJtS b&Ye until this 
I 

I 

point been conspieuoas by thuir abaeac4t 'tft. ..,y 'of the debates' 
I I I I 

about t.rainiac. 

I I I I I I 
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ial.Uatl.,._ la tzo,af.atne does seea unfortunate. Th.is adversarial 

dJeMslaa la ~IT aCCftlltuated by the absence of a cloc•aeat 

'that looks coolb aacl steadfastly across the entire training 

policy +-el•. Sacha docuaent (which -aicht be the product of a 

id.ah 1--1 Cc isaion on the Vocational f'..reparation of Young 

e People) waal.d 1te able to look .at the coaplwntarities of 

i ~ P1'9SMlt initiates with i.Ddwstry•s i:.iitiatives, as 

"'911 as n 'the rationales for particular industries developing 

~self-reliant training systells. This kind of 

caasal:tatl~ dauc •t would also be able to excudne the scope for 

scme of 1:be zeall7 -jor trajpj DC centres of both goverD11eDt, 

cc-•zce and~ ~inc resources for surplus c-..pacity 

tr•fnin• - la t;be INlll!ler of the Railways Trai.niilC School in 

C.D-s&RVICK TR&IllIRG TBROOGB CORRESPOMDEHCE, PRIVATE COLLEGE AllD 
flliMJUQB TJJAillillG OOHSOLTANCY ORGAMISATIOHS. 

(i)~ eolleces. 

We referred la the introduction to the fact 'that one of the more 

remarkable f eatares of in-service education and traininc in 

Zi....,.. was tbe existence of a relatively sophisticated 

coaf icar~ioa of distance educati~n and face to face instruction 
.1 

throuch pri.ate colleces. In the pre-independence era, t¥re 
I 

were 1 already foar correspondence colloces o~ratinc, the ~~rliest 
I I 

of t.beae beinc the Central African Correspondence Collece :C1954), 
I I I 

II 

followed by ilapld Results College, and the International " 
I I 

'' . 
Correspoadence Sct.ools, al~o in the 1950s. The principal,demand 

I I 
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a't 1:Jaa't tDe ... for - Cl9Dltwdt;r 'to CIGla'Um I ... ic edllcaUon 

ap to the Jaalor seac-Jev l...t. aiw 'tM pwvislaa of post

primu7 edaca't.lan for Africaas was partlcalarq llaited. l'rolit 

the early 1980s 'the co~ ..ai .. caal.d be suppleaented 

by attendance at Rwly CJ:OQps wt1nc to wodc throaah 

co~ -'teri.al.s ia a leanaiaa ~ controlled by 

a mentor. These corr9spoadeace • .....,, ~. c\~ associated 

with the Central African CorreQCllllleDce Collece. and with some of e 
the churches. certafnly aez+e4 't1le •••lls of pre-serYi.ce 

candidates as "811 as tbose who were ahea4y at work and who 

wished to iapr.we their for.al qaal iflcati.oas. Precise data on 

the distribution of pre -mad ia-serrice cli4ft!b o1 the 

correspondence schools is hard 'to a.a ..,. • bat ia geaeral they 

aa.y "be ass• eed to attract a h1ch prop>niaa of atacleats who are 

already workiDg, whether in 1:be fozmal or bdomal sectors of the 

econoay; and of course they are particularly-attractive to 

students who are located far froa opportunities for face to face 

tuition. 

0¥.r 1:be .. riod fraa 't:be aid 1110a w 1ille late 1980s, the pattern 

of provi.siOll bu altered a1-Ulmmt.1T. Tbe early emphasis upon 

upper primary ad jaaior •ecaeda17 aldf'ted ~ tatorinc for 

the fora IV ('0' 1.,,.1) cr:•i-tioaa, mlCl tollea u the co•erwnt 

proceeded wsiYely to expand aecoadary edacat.ioa. fro. the early 

198Cs, the colleces shifted towards 110re vocat.ioaal and 

professional coarsea. With the ••rT rapid .Africanisat.ion of the 
I 

I 

civil service, and the eooftlOGs aeecl for .very level of cleiical, 
I 

&eeret.art.al, and ~rcial ~with the .. 1cration of, 

I I I 
I 
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reapMt .. ~ a ~ 11-aad to u.e~ 1ibe qaali1icaU-.. of 

~- a:t work, especialb as the school sys1;ea was drwtical.b' 

raisins 1:lae aoEmal eatry of :rouag people into the workforce. The 

speed td.th which possession of a nuaber of •o• levels became 

SClPlthf'C ra1:her orilinan meant that a -further aore vocational 

qaaltfica:U.Oll became necessary not only for tho."5e aspiring for 

Jobs. Rt al.so for those who wished to protect an existing job 

aca:last 't1le M•r acac1-;c qualifications of younger entrants. 

It ls aftea ass.mad that 'the comparative advantaee of 

cozx~ colleges is in the fields where there is no need 

f:o deveiop the skills 'through immediate practical. application. 

To· an er:steat W.S is correct. and the balance of cor..1T.ses offered 

by 'the· collaeas ze:flect this. 'there i~ considerabl'~ emphasis on 

clerical. secretarial and book keeping skills, but as we shall 

note shortly. 1:bere bas also been soaething of a shift into the 

~- .....,,_teal. ~tioaal aLd even agricultural fields. 

Bowrnwr. la "tlle late 1980s. oae of the most obvious in-service 

~ of tM correspc:mdeac.e colleces ia to off er preparation 

for tM vzvt-lall•l iastitatio'9.s. Tbere is a very wide array of 

di•••• - laMmtioaal. acme now with Zillbabtre braaches. With 

SOiie 'tile :.Xeet-tiolul are still entirely external; with others 

tlleJ' are DOW locali•ed. and internationally moderated. 

Clualiflcatloaa for •embership of these professional institutes 

and aasociations has certainly become an increasincly iaportant 

el ... nt in the spectrua of in-service traininc. It should be 
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distiJl&aisbed fr. 1:119 ll(leClallsell la-pbn or ia~U. 'traininc 

associated wl& (IU"Ucal-ar (ICOllDab., wvioes ad methods 1a 

which enterprises wish to de9Nlop 1:lle OClllPlt:eDce o£ their 

workforce. The exact relationship \Mttwaea 'these two rather 

distinct fo:ras of in-serri.ce traininc (:fira-specif ic and 

profession-specific) differs from occapatiaa to occupation. and 

in an ideal world the extenaal professional qaal.ilication should 

reinforce what is bebac acquirecl ill 1:lle narrower oa-the-job 

training. There is however DO~~,.... zelationship between 

success in professional ezaeinatioas and p~ion within the 

enterprise - whether this is a pri~ ccmpaftT. a parastatal 

orpnis:ition or a part. of a pablic sector miDistrT. 

In soae fields. such as bapJrfng, there is quite a -tight bond 

between external professional saccess and soae fora of 

recognition within the ~icula.r bank. A nuaber of banks 

require their entrants to haYe entered for the first part of the 

diploma of thB Institute of Bankers of Zblbabwe by the time they 

are 25. S...ral also offer haaorarta mad caa boauses to 

successful stadelrta. It sbaald aot ~ be sarprisiac that 

110re than 500 ..uar. riadeRta are ~ tllese lnstitate 

exaainatioos daroach Rapid Jlesal'ts ColJ.ece. Doubtless S09e 

abo i• deri~ from 't1le fact 'tllat the 

ZIHDIV funds do offer rebates for the eu-haatioa and tuition 

fees of successful candidatec, and for the year 1981. rebates 
I 

were available to 19 in-.. rYiee atadeats. -totalliac,' some 23.500 Z 

dollars. 

I II I I 
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. 
aas 1i1la ~ otllar pm:afwi.CIDlll. 80d.Ries for which the 

Zilllbalzae Association of Accoan1:i:ag Technicians (ZAAT) 
The Institute of a.artered Secretaries and Administrators in 
Zi..,.bwe (CIS) 
Zi..,.bwe Institute of ffanage•ent (ZIH) 
The Bail.dine Societies hsti.tute 
The Iasti:tu:te of Personnel Hanagwnt 
The Claartezwd Iastitate of Hana99aa=:t Accountants 
The Iastitate of Ad.winistration and eo-erce 
The ~ Iasti:tate of· Transport 
The Institute of Ci:edit ffanagement 
The· Iiusti'tde of Certiliecl Bookkeepers 
The Institute of Harbtinc Hanageaent 
The IaaU'tde of Salem nship 
The Institution of Indastrial Managers 
The ImrU.1-te of Txa'Nl lfana"9•ant 
The Soci~T of Ene;ineers. 

This is by DO -ans an exhaustive listing, but indicates the 

range of professional qualifications which can b~ taker. by 

correspondence (a large number of them available through R~pid 

Results). One of the most popular of all has been the 

exa•inatioaa leading to the CIS. The nwabers currently 

red.stered with the Institute are risi.q towards the 3,000 mark, 

of which well ewer 2.000 are pursuing courses by correspondence 

(and -ller numbers are tald.nc face to face tuition with the 

pri._te colleces). 

I 

It WC>Qld be intricuiag to know the scale of participation in 
I I 

these, professional qualificatioua, and to what extent they are 
I I 

beinc,catered for by the correspondence institutions located in 

Zimbabwe,. At 'the moment the information available from the 
I 

ZIHDEV fund is rather sparse, and does not allow a calculation to , 
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professioaa1 •mt-tioa.s aad those parmiJIC 'the siwilarb' -•d 
qualifications at the polytechnic and 'technical colleges (at 

iateraediate diplc:ma. diploaa and hicher diploma levels). We 

have alreadT noted a tendency within the ZIHDKV ~atioas to 

shift. eapbasis away :frc.a the eva•ina:t.ioas oJ the professional 

institutions; £oVard.s the 

national certification available 'tbroac1a 'the 'k.dmi.cal colleges. 

Wi'tbi.n a three year period the mwber of rebateab1e ooarses 

linked directly to professional. i.Dstitatioas and associ.atioos had 

shrunk from 20 to S (in 1987 and 1988). These five included: the 

Leather Institute of Ziababwe; Institute of Bankers; CIS;ZAAT; 

and Institute of Auctioneers. The reason for wa1ri ng the point 

about these very rapid changes in the rebate xeculations is that 

· · the correspondence institutions require tO inv.est rather heavily 

in course devel ~pment if they are to llOUDt one of these 

professional courses. 

At the went, we wOQ}d suaest that thia ia probably DOt a aajor 

iaaue, aiace so few firms either apply or aaccetiafally recover 

funds form ZIMDEV. Durinc the period wbich ran from J'.µy 1987 to 

June 1988, there were ap.in only a011e 10 fi.J:lu that applied. 

FrOll these 70 firas, the data on auccessfal applications are not 

yet available, bat the previous year, the ficures·would succest 

that only some 150 individuals cot rebates for their 

participation in examinations of the Chartered Institute of 

Insurance, the Chartered Institute of Transport, the ls;istitute of 

Administration and Commerc; 
I 

the Institute of BalJ)ters, and ZAAT. 
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con:espaadeace 11e cannot tell. Ba.t what is certain is that a 

si piflcmat n•wher of ti.. did so. ba.t that a very mich larger 

llGllber than 150 -re pursuing all 11a1111er of professional in-

Indeed two of ·the 

professional institutions where we are .awcu;e of the 

correspoaclence figures (for just one college) indicate that some 

,,3.000 world.ag students are active on the books. Many of these 

mast be located in £irms that have not applied for rebates, and a 

nuaber of thea will a1so be in the public sector itself, which is 

not allowed to present its candidates f·:~r ZIMDEV rebates. 

Before we leave this part.icalar section of the discussion (which 

links tbe co~ institutions, with the professional 

institutions and associations, and with ZIMDEV), there are a 

number of points that might be made: 

~ To .aka aay Id.ad of policy decision about reimbursing training 
in pursuit of precessional qualifications, it would be valuable 
to haft fi.cm:es OD the population so involved. 

•· It waald al.80 be ...l.aable to know in what mode (correspondence 
or face to face) sach students were parsaing their studies. 

- Given that both for students and the·correspondence colleges, 
the decision to invest iD a course is a relatively long term 
commit.eat, there needs tO be some collaborative mechanism 
allODP't the ZlltlJE9 fund, the professional institution and the 
tuto~l bodies, so that the apparent arbitrariness of the Z IHDEV 
recula~ioaa caa be replaced by much loncer term agreements. 

- The ~rioua anreliability of manpower planning does not 
succes~ any very elaborate mechanism for estimating total numbers 
requlr¥ in any of these professioaal bodies. On 'the other hand, 
it ·~ld be not.ti!d that the list of' professional associations 
listed ,leans very much 90re towards' the C01m11ercial and financial 
than i1; does towards the fields: of ~roduction aqd :(!ngineering. 

I I I 
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The coxrespoml1ace iasti.Wtions clo ~ aaJ.,. offer ia-serri.ce 

tra1lliDg 'for the professional iDsti'tatlan e••inRiaas; ~ also 

offer thei~ own dipla.as. These are a.ailable for a sildlar 

ranee 0£ vocational subjects to those linked to 'the p1:0fessional 

i.nsti tutions, as well as a good nuaber that are ma.ch narrower and 

110re specific. Thus there are available &abjects like 

saperYi.sion. store keeping, public relations. sales11aaship., 

advertising. personnel manageaent, aarketiag, 

basiaess. secretarial practice, book lmepinc and accountancy and 

business management. The cost of such cuarses varies a great 

deal, depending on whether the course is entirely locally 

"{)rod.uced, on local paper. or whether it is iaport:ed 'from one . of 

the in'ternatioaal systems with a brnch ill tiwhlbwe. The length 

al30 varies markedly from coahies of 28 or more booklets to ones 

of 10 or 12. These differences translate into total course £ees 

that range from 40 to 70 dollars at the low end to 300 to 500 

dollars ( Z} at the higher end. Bu1 there is little doubt that 

for the .,..,.. • there is available to the" stwlent a creat degree 

of material 'that they can work th.roach- Tbe 'tests which are 

built into e.ery lecture or llOda.le in 'the oaanes are a control 

on the aehleve11e11t of the students, as 

system which many of the students ue. 

The fact that many of these courses only curry 'the correspondence 

school's own ~ lploma or other cert.lfic:atioa does ~ see.a to 
' 

affN:t interest in the courses. In ....-ral ~ die reputation 
' 

of the school is ,itself of some wei~·with eaployers. In for 
I I I •I I 

instance the Hotel and Cat.erinc Haaac~t cour~e offered by 

I I II I I I I 
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'lnnwt:la J C.z a ••••• ~. ~ aftt - 70 

zt••··- ... • ta ~Clld.ae fille --~ fna 't..o of 1:be larc-r 

lloMl dw"••. wl ..... -.1~ al.'9 CO'Nri.llc the cost&. Whether 

.., of 'the traiaiag costs of approzi-teb 400 Z per- staclea.t are 

rebateable £raa the ZIHDIN is doubtful, since the levy 

~latiol.s specify hotel keepi.ac aad catering as offered at the 

~. aati.onal and bj eh-r national diplc:.as of the 

The last 81."9& of interest· that shoald be noted with the 

co1zeapaadenoe iastitutioas is 'their recent move into technical 

fields. Tbese Abjects ~d _include el~raaic encineering, 

eleatrlcal endme•riac. radio, audio and TV servici.Dc. autollobile 

-.e;lne-=ims, COilllili'rieben.si.,,. bai.ldiuc, as well as elementary 

garage aanq1 eat, an;aal husbandry, crop husbandry, and !ara 

aanq1a1Dt aad pl•nni na. There is frequently a tendency to 

e ...... t1mt ... technical subjecta caanot be effectively taught 

bT GOftlellltellld•oe. Bat in fact, tbe world over, llillions of 

people (wt of ta... ••••) Jmi.t, MW mid follow patterns froa 

'the prillte4 ..m alaae. So it Roald »erha»a DOt be aurprisinc 

'that ...,. l'MPlA who aat worJd.oc ill car .. • or workshops seek t.o 

lean llO:re abolrt the iobeo17 of. tlae work in which they .. ,. be 

quite well ~ iD practice. :1n Zimbabwe in part.ic:Ular, where 

there baa been wideapread access to SOiie .easure of secondary 
I 

educatioa, ..ala of which baa ~ resulted in sufficient passes to 

pursue =c=demlc education, ther~ is a perhaps natural interest in 

seekiac .a.e 90re vocational qqlification. We still know too 

II I I 
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little ...._ 1ille ~ of 'lilaa•• tlllD JL'1811l'a.d so JL'leadtb 1:o :the 

.....U.illa of 1:ba oorzeS(ICIBdeaae ooll~ mt ii1lue is little 

~ 'tlleir ~ interest ill a ......... d0 P-ee of ~tioaal 

orienQtion. 

An wawple froa July 1988 ~ help to aaderliae this thirst for 

the ,,.,,..ational. c:cwing both froa in-service and scme pre-service 

students. One of the correspondence colleps a&rertisecl SW 24 e 
separate courses in one .ail shot. of wJai.ch all were vocational ) 

except GCE. English Language, and hobbies. The pat'barA of 
. 

respcinse showed that eve,E7 single coarse advertised was 

positivel:y responded to. wi'th the ~oa. ~f hobbies. and 

a.ongat the .ore popalar weze agri.c:al:taze, ba~inc. Enclish 

lancaage, dzessweaking and electrical~- In another 
. 

college, the average Zimbabwe enrolmeau o.er the past three 

years have been as follows ·in these parti.ca.lar technjcal 

subjects: Introduction to workshop eneiaeerinc (58) ; Elementary 

'technical drawing (109); Ele11e11tary llOtor endneerinc (196); 

Electrical (theory) (96). 1'beae lriwls d a_,.,.. 11111' ..- ..all, 

hat if t1iose doi.Jlc 8ome fODI of Wc:hniaal OGU:Se fi: • /• all 'the 

oorresPoDdeace colleps -re poolecl ~. ~ woa1d COiie to 

a ai..U.fioaat total of 1neral +b=-arrM a1'Seftt.ber. 

At the 9IO•ent, this is ma alaost. eatirely anresearched 

constituency. Tbe1 majority of tlMa are ~ 'their own way 

alllost certainly. ' Some are located la ~ri ... in the 
' 

iofoiw.l economy, 1some in small fir11S. ~are sitaa~ outside 

Harare, oat of reach of the few formal t~inC ~ti~i~ -

I 11 
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ill -.1arille ill --. -.. claptoh 1illa alaaraater mid edncatioa/work 

pcofile of tbi.s putical.ar ell-tale. lmClllC tbe questions to be 

~ --.ld be ..._t is the coatri.1-tiaa of zelevan.t theory. 

tEaabllt-sbootinc suggestions and diagnostic advice to soaeone who 

is al.reacb' eQeri.eaced. Partly to gain sw preliai.na.ry leve-:age 

on this lei.ad of question.. a nu-bar of the theoretical aanuals 

borJ.'OWl!ICl fZQa the Ba.rare correspoadence colleges were discussed 

with s=al l croaps of aa-1Pmjcs wbo were operating in the most 

rad1-tar7 oaadition.s in the Wonaal sector. The motor 
. 

-c1an;cs wbo 1Mre in 1;be aidst of hlprovisi.Dg piston rings from 

oaa ..- o£ car 'for another (gemi;ne spa.re parts being ahaost 

aaobtaiAabl.e) • aacl who had the whole -adne perched on a 

'tzw~ :for a worJmench. were completely mipbased by the aotor 

The consensus of opi.Jlion was that although 

they knew perfectly well how to strip an engine, they were 

ao11ett..es at a loss for a particular tedmical term. Their view, 

in abort. was that the aaterials looked releYant and interesting. 

It woa1d o1 oaaae be qai:te aaotber matter to discover their 

l'Z9Cise ~- Bat it was iDtricu1ac to DOte that they were 

1'U'091..t to lie o1 Tal.ae, eY- oat.I.de tbe fomal sector of the 

eco~, wla&N 'tbey m1-bt be -.a:••d to be more easily converted 

into _,..re of pnmeua. 

These COGVeraations with workinc mechanics about' the role of 

trade tbeory raise a n111•ber of questions tbat ~ only' be touched 
I I 

upon iu this abort account. Firat,. a uamber of ;the .,Ptaanics 

point back tO a .... ure of exposure to practical: stucli~s in their 

109 



•• ~ sclaaol - ......... 6at lllf1wed "'-to ..... 1ild.a 

interest d'ter 0 1...-l.. Ga die ~ llwl. ad sa•u hat 

paracloxical)7, the>- are soepU.cal of ·:11e ~ people wllO )...,,. 

school and enter car •enlwnics coarse iD some of 1:lle pri:vat;e 

colleges. on the crdlDds 'that coarses which did not c!eal with the 

repair and aaiatenance of cars that actaalb-~ are li.kel.T to 

be useless. Secood. the -cJutnics are aware of the Talue of 

staDdazd of skill 'that is ..ai.lahle ill &aeh relatiacships, 4"ell - ; 

though they are already very slrilled. On the other band, -the car 

some of their coaa:terparts ill "tbe specialised car aceacies, since 

the latter are asecl to- zeplacinc parts Gil a siacle ..a of car. 

whereas. th97 often haTe to make adaptaticms, baTiDc secoadhand 

parts. and trying to 110r1f oat how auch li:fe is left in tbea. 

In a situation where SOiie of the -jor coastraints to 

productivity ue lack of tools. span parts. adequate space to 

work. aad electricity, t1le pzowlsiaa of rebwaat trade t;heory is 

-..a 'to ow rat:ber low -- die priority li.Rillc. ...t is 

iDtriCQinc. --.ier. is .tast how ..m ~is bet~ in the 
' 

access 1:o further bolr~. 8ll't as we volat Oa't •i....heze in 
' 

this report. oae of i:hiaas which the ata'te bas foaDd ~t 
' 

difficulty in providiae is eveninc and part-time access to 

' 

t.echaical trainiac throuch the techaical collece nea.orlc. Given 
' 

tbat the formal t.eclmical traiainc ..ctOr tinda tt probleeatic 
' 

·covering the needs of the relatively mil· racmber of foml 
' 

traiaees. there ••-• little llkelihooc:l 111. the near fature that 

~ . 
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Wd wit• Cir •1 ) lcwl S-:O• IRHt will .. ...u..ltle to ~ llCJt 

d:lut .. la DI I ,_ .... aEe Z9S11a&d:.e 4:o ,..,.1 tralaiac-

Call•••••me;q. otimrs illt;eres1;ed ill skill ~will 

corz~-

i:o tUie -11-~ioa in a tecJwjcaJ field ma.st raa•in a 

~. aatil perbaps a qaestioanaj re caD So oat with the 

cozzeqaailmce ..terials. amt until.._. of tbP technical 

•cozura11DDllHta• Cllll be Ti.sited oa site. Such a task could well 

be a 1dsll priority for the Correspaadtmce Collece Council, 

~ ia ~ 1:be nature of its coatribution to in-

serri.oe 1:.rabll.llc ill Zillba'b-. 

Before le&'ri..Dc the correspondeace colleces. it may be useful to 

are actually 

e isnolWMI ia the correspoadence .ode in Zillbabwe. The five 

·• 
coU.C- la the fielcl are Ceatral Afri.caa Correspoadeace Collece. 

(whicb alao off era ICS caarsea). Total .aro1-ta in these 

iastl~ are carreatly azvuad tbe 200.000 .uk. Cert.ainly, 

t.be ll&Jority of st.._t.s are still iD t.be acM-ic fields, but in 

a mmber of colleces. very sicnificaat •i.Dorities are now located 

in ca-;ercial aad technical, as well as in the professional 

domains. '-oacst tbe five coll•••• there is now al.llOst. 140 years 

of experience of deliverinC' correspc>ndence education and 

111 I 
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i:rdalDc .... it ...... 'to ...... .a.a ..... ~ 

._. of tlda ...-U- oaald be --. 'IPlll ., ~ ooaatri. ... 

Particalarq .._ the World Baak ill its Sab SaMna .Uri.ca poliey 

paper Oil eclacati.oa is p~ -tM Tiriouea of distaace eclucati.on 

so strongiy. li..,.llMB seeas well placed to illustrate some of the 

lessons that ha'ft! been lea.rat. 

(ii)In-serri.ce emcation a!l tni•in• •rm+~ 
pri.ate colleges 

Another illportant i.nstitational actor in .the field of ill-service 

education and training is the larce croaP. of independent or 

private colleces. There are probably sa•awbere between -40 and 50 

such colleces. and aew ones a.re starting each year_ Han7 of the 
. 

better Jmown ~ tlds group are •a hers of the "'..imbabae Association 

o'f Self-supported Training and Education Centres (ZAS'TEC). All 

but one collece seeks to be profit-aaldng. The ai.x of subjects 

differs significantly froa college to collece. bat in my there 

is a sip.ificaat academic division. offerinc variations of form 

one to fona six schooli.Dc. 

c:o~ col1e~. the face to face c:olleces have moYed 

Such is the d-md for the more popalar of these ca•••rcial an .J 

tedmical coarses that there is literally •IJ.ot-seatiac in which 

one' class takes the pl;ace of the previous class every hou.c on the 
I 

hour. In the extreme' 'Versions of this mode. SOIM 12 classes can 

cet: access to typewri'tinc1 bet.ween 7.30 am and 1.30 pm. Bat in 

tlM' main the throuchput i 1s a cood deal more leisurely since t.h" 

I I 11 I 
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pri...te ooll- u. ott- a•o•flmBb' --. eq•ai,,. ~ 
ei'tlaar iihe t ..... icd oon..- of .,,. ·- or die corzeara.aeace 

institatloas. As £ar as the clisti.actiaa bcma• i-e-aad ia

serrice eclacation mad traiaiac ai:e caaceraed. 'there ii' _.rai17 

a tendency for those atten.clinc the lonaer daT courses to be pre

se~ce trainees. and £or those att4nding eveaiDc classes to be 

at work. The si'taatl.on is not the .- wi:th __. of 'the very 

e short dq coarses EUil by the colleaes - 'to which !18 shall return. 

Bat it is probahq trae to sq t;.hat 'the~ of private -college 

students are in tbe pre-serrice mode, amt a lliaori ty in the in

service mode. Tbe ps:oportioas are iu:obably the other way round 

in the correspomleace colleges. 

ReTertbeless. these eftllli.ng studeau still constitute signi.f icant 

mmbers. and the.total aczoss the private college sector wauld 

probably reach several tbousancl. out of a· very rough estiaate of 

12 to 15,000 in the private· college sector as a whole. The 

content of 'the courses is also a little different from the 

correspondence sector. '!here is a aoocl deal less emphasis on 

exMinationa 1.e•Hnc to •!wbership of professional institutions 

mad associatioas. thoap a mll auwber of collecea offer some 

face to face taltion for CIS aad oae or two other instit.u:tions. 

· A cood deal of the work coaceatrat.a oa ..cretarial mad 

eotmercial careers at dlfferea ~ leTels. In the ·~·· , of 11any 

students th~ Pitaaa:a asad other iaternat.ioaal cert.if iµtion for 

such course~ is still .ore hiehly recarded than the pew localised 

certificatiQn associatecl with ti~ polytechnic and,
1 

te~h.Dieal 
I I I 

eolleces. This is understandable, and is likely to ,e9qtinue for 

113 I I I 
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stWleats parsa1ac tllelr classes at the ~bteclmic bat. hkf•c 

their eXBRieatiw a second tiae t.hroagh "the pri'Yate ~-

There are a mll mmber of private coLleps which ~er mach 

90re Utchnfcal a.d ~tioaal courses. The best ..__ ia the 

Baran reclon are 'the branch of Speciss Collecw at. ....,.., and 

the .ach older llaaomot.apa Techni.caL The latter ~ OD 1 

what it 'teDIS pre-apprenticeship aotor veld:cle, 11bile the fonaer 

COYers motor mai.atea.ance (diesel and petz:ol), radio service; TV; 

auto-electrics; refriceration; tailoring; dres8'ekinc, am 
pattern cattille, and desigaiq. Rone of 'these latter Coarses 

attract cew-tification, yet they reaaia very popular wi:th the 
. . 

largest iaawbeis coming_ to motor aai.oteaance (diesel aad petrol), 

where the filrQr~s come to between 400 and 500 ia 1988. The cost 

of such c:oarses depends a great deal on the number of boars, but 

a 13-14 llOllth course will cost in the recioa ,,f 500 doll.an. The 

ezisteDce of ~ classes and -•bad cl .. w at SptCias is 

teRi.wy to the d-aad by workillc adults to _. moe.s to 

cluHs oat of aoml hours. There is eri.clenoe la tbe 

drntlo:paant of - coll•••• ia 1988 that this clwD'Cl 1a felt to 

be far fra11 satisfied. ror iast'.mace, tbe co~ coll• ... 

ZDIOO, has started a new face ~ face facili~J' te%IMd tbe 

Zillbabwe 'leclmical aad C~rcial Collece. 

"' Perhaps SOIM of the .ost sipif,icaat. evide~, of deaaad for in-

"' service courses COiiea from Harare Polrtecbni~, itself. It aay 

' 
I I I I I ". 
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- 1-1oeasim:lat.e to 1-=J.mle nlertilllOlb to i:M ~c wl'tlala · 

a d.i11C11Sslcm of tbe pr1..-. coll..-. mt ~ is i .. a•ll Gile 

~ tbri.U.. di'ri.sion of 1:he po~c - Adalt ~ioa -

whi.ch ac:taal.b' operates aa a cost reconlrT basis. Lib 'the 

~aelf-SGMOrtiDC• feature of the ZAS1'EC CJ."OQp. this section of 

the po~c oaly rans courses 'that can COYer 'the cost of 

'their lectazers and ccm..-ahles. plaa a pzofit of 20S to 

Under th.is 

d.l~on. a whole series of. ...u.nc coarses ha'"t'9 been run in 

aabjects lib -w+ine shop eugi.wrillc; electrical eacine9ring 
. 

(C.fG 803); me=hanical engineering; institute of the motor 

illdastrJ·; pri.D.ti.nc; aeclJanical enciDeeri.nc +echniciaas. Kost of 

these are aa't.icmal (or interaati.oaal) cerU.ficate courses. There 

are also a whole series af coarses ill ~. pattern cuttinc, 

motor •echudcs, cookery which are llOt certificable., but which 

cl.raw in sicnif ic::ant aaabers. Unlike the regular da,y courses for 

aatioaal certification, these cost COYerinc coarses are 

e calc:alatec:l OD lecturer rates of pa,y not~ different frOa the 

l:Nrtter coll..-. iD the private sector. 

There are la fact some iaportaat policy l•- raised by what 

woald an•ar like 1owo qstw operatiaS wi:tlda tba pol~ic at. 

die .... tt..e. 

are payinc fees which are t.SN or three ti.Ms hicber thaa the very 
' 

subsidised reaular day courses. Approxiaately SOS of tbose on 
' 

the aatloaal certif ica'te ~rses are p&J"laf daeir OND t ... , while 

the other half are beinc rei•bursed by employers. The anomaly is 
' ' 

' 

of course that, there is a,Ctually a disiDCelative for -players to 
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~ paRlal.IJ' aol,,.a cme of 'the loacest-st••Hna PZOblw of 1:be 

teclmical coJ.1..-, slace the lecturers are paid at a rats for 

the jvb whl.cll ea1res it relati'981.y easy to attract good staf;f. 

And aa acldecl ~of the e"YeDi•g tuition at the pobtecJmic 

is that t'brsa .a'l;are atwleats get access to tbe SW hich qwal.ity 

enciaeeri.ae •I tpant; aad facil.ities as da7' students., and to 9allT 

of the - lec:tmers. Tba priYa.te vocatioaal colleges voald 

find it t'lll••iltle 'to replicate this standard of equipment. 

(Total mmht-n in adal.t education at the pol:rtechnic axe 600-

TOO.) 

The last fwtan of the pri~ colleges is the ·recent .we by a 

i.aprovecl basiws aad o ercial t•ractice. The llOSt developed of 

tbe eolleces la 1:bis sphere is Speciss, which throach its 

Training Serri.ces cliYision, offers some 30 different very short 

(om. to fl._ U,.) coarw on the followi.Dc kinds of topics; PAYE 

calc:aJ.atioD; ~skill.a; export procedaNS; tel ..... 

selliac etc. •t..,-t.,.. definition such courses are ..ade use of 

by people mo an ~ worldac. aacl they aw covered by the 

90 to 2tO '9ollan for mie 'to three day courses. aad 't.bet- are all 

very ia~i._. 0..r 1000 students attend such c:oo.rses ia one 
I 

I 

:rear ~ ~ u. drawa from SOiie 350 dif f ereat f izma who have 
I 

ased ~Goan- Oii mon than one bccaaioa. leain tbia speaks 
I 

to the: ~xi~teace of a -rlcet for veQ> specific skills. tailored 
I 

to the: ba.~aess cllaa'te of Ziababwc.' And it is worth aot.iq that 

I I 11 
I I I 
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One CG-lat -.Y be in order in eadinc this section on the private 

colleges. '!bere bas been a tendeDCT in some quarters to see the 

private colleces as profiting froa a certain disarray in the 

public sector i.asti:tuti.oas. For lliUIT ,.ears there bas been a 

difficalty • to vbi.c:h we have alreaq referred, in holding on to 

e the best l.ec:tlues iD the technical colleges and in the 

polyt:eclndc· •. With 1:be transfer of the technical colleges to the 

Hinisb7 m Bi pew; Eclucation in aid 1988, there is already 

evidence tbat lectures salaries in the colleges eo..&e being taken 

serioasl.y. This is a first step, but there is still a good deal 

o'f gz.'OaDlf 'to be made up if the technical colleges -and the 

pol.7tec1mic are to operate in the intensive da7 and evening . . 

routine 'that the Adult Education and Business Studies departments 

have shown to be possible. It is of particular iaportance to 

e potmitial in-service trainees nationally that the colleges become 

lmaiiwa for ii--.t-r&'te eYellinC and da1' course provision. From a 

loacer 'teal ptnpect.ive it will politically be 110re acceptable 

for "1le pd.Tate oollecea to be ~t.ina wiioh a strong aational 

teclwtcal collece systell than with ODe wbi.ch is regarded as 

cheaper bat ..all l-• effective. 

(iii)~ Training through~ Privat.e Rec;tor's 
ffanact!leftt Training and ConsultanP,. Operations. 

There is oae very prominent feature of' the .ain Harare news: 'aper, 
' ' 

lbs Berald, and that. is the constant advertisinc of cour!»~S hy 
I I 

I 

the correspondence collece, t~e priva~e colleces, and a nun.ber of 
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nwroas. aad it is _,.. indication of tile C*lilllWti:ti,._98S 11f.'thia 

the market 'that there were OYer 40 ~ts in a si.ncle 

paper ewer a two week period. This bas the effect. aatarally. 0£ 

waldng the privcrte sector of training a good deal more visible to 

the public than the govermaent sector. · These am...rti.sam 0 ats 

stress the salary. leadership and competi.ti"Ye advantage of the 

courses: Profitable faraing; the qui.ck eccJDGmi.cal way to 

success; learn to earn; train at hoae for a better career; will 

you be one of tc.orrows leaders? Train for a success£ul off ice 

career; this is the time for you. your company or iastitu:tion to 

aove u.p your imrestaent for the future .•• etc 

But in addition to the private· colleges and correspondence 

colleges, there:_ is a significant nuaber of advertiseaents from 

organisations such as the Zimbabwe Institute of Management ( ZIK) , 

the National <:c:-ercial laployers • Association of Zimbabwe 

(NCEAZ), the Zillbabwe Institute of Engineers; Hanageaent and 

Skills Tratntnc (MAST); and c.:r. Tulley ('the computer company). 

Otbera 84hert.ise more tbroach the j~ dedicated to 

wanacwnt, persoanel, trade and induatzy. BDt in total they 

come to a rather large croup of orpaiaations, offerinc different 

aspects of in-service traiaiDJ(. They ~ perhaps be broken down 

into the followinc categories. 

I 

Fi~st there are t.._. p~ofessioaal institutions and associations. 
I 

T~ical of these are ZIH and the Coamercial Employers Association 
I 

I 

(NCEAZ). The lat~r ,
1

t.Dd to offer short courses on some of the 
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~ 1:apl.cm tillat--. ~ ahne for the Speciss Training 

Sar•laes. - sach as ~ecti,,. saperriaioa. selliac on the 

tele(lb•e; ~ioai&t skills; mad indastri.al xelations. ZIM 

al.so offers caarses oa supervi.&ion.. bu.t its comparative advantage 

is clearly across the whole wanagwnt spectrum. In this sphere, 

it offers "W9ry short coarses, as well as courses that span a much 

loapr period, bu.t are made up of one ~ a month, with 

assi-•ata- The Zillbabwe Institute of Engineers bas also just 

entered this wanagaaent aarket. 

The seconcl g!.'Oap o£ training arrangements are those associated 

with a particular~. where coarses are linked to the 

p&Ricalar pl.'Odact for which 'the ccmpany is known. Thus computer 

:franchise hoases pat OD courses on word p~..essing, systems 

anal.75is, pzogr eeing .etc. C.F. Tulley is just one example of 

where short courses are on offer not only for the firm's clients 

but for other sectors also. 

A third and sli.chtly dilfer.mt aoc:lel is where the originally 

:finl-~ ~ific trainiag ha& spilled out f.roa the confines of the 

o..M119.- and is Oil of:fer to other in'terestecl f ir11&. In the Del ta 

O"oaP of cowpaales, there is now a fally developed vocational 

trailliac cea1:er, which is not only serYiDC the needs of the group 

bat is tald.~ in trainees for other firms. Still within Delta, 

the Mandel Traininc Center is an ex.daPle of centre that serves 

its own croup'1s ellPlOFees, acts as a training consultancy for 

other fir.ts, and also offers its preaaises for other oraanisations 
I 

to carry out ~raining funet~ons. Handel ~phasises the ' 
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saperri.sory and -•a•1at ...-eta of *"!lei•, as ...U. • 

dealinc ill particalar ~. soch as •• 111ai.ch U!e off-.1 to 

the work :fozce ill general. .Acai.a 'tbere is ~ crntrlap wi.iih the 

kind of coarse by Speciss. bot there is a wider ~ety of 

prOvision within the wanagemen.t s(lben. Courses are tnica11.y 2 

to 4 days. aad cover such.specific topi.cs as: t1ae -apagwat; 

worker's co-wittee effectiveness; perfoaaanoe_appraisal; job 

evaluation; 6M siaulation; effective reczaitillg, and maDT otbers. 

A variation on this sw kind of spill-over traj ni ng fxaa the 

company's Olm needs to the servicing of other clients can' be seen 

in the training consultancies associated with the major fi.nu of 

chartered accaontau.ts, such as Coop8rs- aad trbraad and Price 

Waterhouse, and Deloitte, Baskins and sell.&. Tbase :fi..J:lls, have 

aoved oat beyond their original area of awliti.ac, accounting and 

finance to enter the field of manageaeut trainjng, and h'lllaa 

resources cleYelopment more generally. Price Waterhoa.se DOif has in 

its hwaan resources consultancy framework a stake in the KAST 

Orpnisation (Management aDd Skills Trainin•) which is 

headquartered in London, as well as in tbe &: Coasaltiac Group 

which lat.ter civea it access 1:o ~ -----•nt.. 1lt al.ao 

~& developed a t.rainj ng rel.ati.oaahip with tba Caafedera~ion of 
I 

Ziababwe Iadustries. Ia it.a carreat· liatillc of train; ac, courses 

2'.nd facilities available, it n•mbers tbe followinc: ••aacwa.t 
I 

... d leadership skill&; fiDaDCe, audit. tax and coaputera' 
I 

Ji>roduction eaciaeeriac. iocludillc maiuten•nc.e ••nacwat~ 
' 

~rsoADel maaacement and trainiuc; aarketinc skills. Within, 

~hese broad fielda, many very short eouraes are on. offer• as, well 
I 
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- a•mil.'td.mc aerri.oes WW i;M ' = ~ pro£ile of a 

fba. n.. clieata for _.. .-rriaes ._.ar to be dnnna fn. both 

paraRatal aad priYate sectoor&. 

Al.'tllouch we have 981ltioaed Price Waterbaa&e, we CCMtld as easil.y 

mne ze:ferzed to a mmb9r of othera, si•ilarl.T involved in 

--.•••R trai.abag as diffeEellt level&. Oae of the rapid 

deoleloin 1aa bas been 1:he fira of H.B.B. (Haapower Builds 

Bmdws) 1lld.ch.lias aade a part.icalar iDroacl in video-based 

~icm traiaiag, as wall as a series of very specific skills 

( doable-ell'tzT book-keeping; bal.ance sheets) and 11e>re general 

In late J'ul.y 1988 the latest 

arriTal oa. the training consultant stages was Organisational 

Tra1aiag for Development, 'the naw trai.aiDc ara of the Anglo 

Aaeri~ Corporatioa., again resulting fraa a spillover from their 

existing training for the group to offerinc training to companies 

outside the group. 

What m:e we to maJre of all these mag<Wt orcasiisations, 

tacladi•• 'tbe .....,. we haYe not -tioaM sach as Louis Allen 

As~. 'tile lDBtitute of Persoaael ..__iwt, Bn•an 

ReSGaftleS, etc? Is there arisU.. the.._ 'thirst for manaceaent 
' 

traiaiac as we have ideatifiecl ia -. other levels of training? 
' 

It woald be iapossible more ltbaA to raise a few issues without 

pursuinc in-depth research into this pheno.enon of management 

traioi.nc. But we could sucpst a nuaber of areas that might be 

worth exploring. First,, and most obviously, there is a sense in 

which man-.wat is the aexti frontier for African advancement. 
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16.:th 1:lae MriCMisatlaa of ""-" pmbU.c •eatlor, die .... 1at. 

1eftls of the pri....te sector x sin a ~ attonaU.-.. ob.ieaU,,,. 

:for 1111117' A:fricaa&. So there is ~ ~ :f.na 'dlat 

qaarter to attend COGrS· ·s 'that dir:ectl.7 rel.ate to the job skil.l.s 

o'f the field. At the saae ti.ae, with the emergeace of the 

relati"817 isolated Rhodesian white---• at to 'the .ach wider 

illtenaati.oaal ac::cess -associated with Zi.ahabae' s Indepeadeace, 

there was suddenly an opportunity. to beoaae apdated oa .._,.of 

the t:echni qaes which had becaae ~ -aaelace in Borth America and 

Klllope_ An additional factor operatilag here ml1' have been ·the 

aeed to switch from the protected aa.rlmt of UDI to a much greater 

export orientation in the 1980s. 

Bat there are probably a series of 110re ~lex aspects of this 

flowering of. aanaeement training opportunities. At some- levels 

it would seea that the aspirants are driving the c product' , in 

the sense· that young upwardly mobile Africans are d..audinc 

) 

wmaewu.t training. There aBT even be a sense in which in the e 
c:a.rreat wace restraillt it i& - as ca perk' to be sent OD a 

sbort coarse, tdd.ch llQ' cost S8'l9Z'al. llmMll*l dollars. ADotber 

possible explaatioa of 'this f larr,- of -.er, .apecial.iaecl .aaort. 

courses i.15 that tbe -••C•••llt task baa beea f~eated, ill a wa,r 

parallel, to tM f~oa of skilled work tba .. refel*l to 

earlier.' If there was any truth ill this, it WOGlcl need to be 

explained in terms of a defensive atrateo bJ' exist.in& 

-.aacwnt. 

I 

Some of 1the mure thoucht.ful analysts of , the uaacwa:t. t.railliDC 
I 

I I 
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d.....U.ca la Z'wblme 1~ 1ile a.rw - often be'ac a.at o:f 

step with the ia-serri.ce 1;raini• -•ds o£ particalar CCIQJ•niea • 

..... tJ.y ~ a.- aa saa1a coarse 8"" wlwl they bave 

not 'been .arlmd CIQ't by eowpanies :for exposure to new tecbniqaes. 

Indeed there aay nOt even be a -·c-ent training plan within 

the C'J'llN'D1' _ In this "CIT• the courses 9117 often be certilicate

dri~. with participants ~ situations of which they have 

In tenas of ill-

} serrica traiDing Oll'PC>rtmdties. ·the situation currently Seemi to 

be particularly rich. but we are st.ill very far from an adequate 

explanatioe of what is drivinc the system. and what is the 

effectiveness of the product. 

As with oar cc-ents on 1:he private colleges. so now with the 

private wanageaent traiujng. there must be soae relationship to 

what is being at.tempted .in the public sector. We noted in this 

accomit t~t the Hanagwnt Traini.Dc Bureau ran courses which 

were heavily subsidised by 'the state and by ZIMDEV. aml which . 
W8.re ...at to appeal to the parastatal and private sectors. 

Despite ta.... sabsiclies. the MTS -ldaa ••-• to ficure in may 

carreat discaa•loa. of pri.ate sector ••·•-t trainiac. In 

..Witioa to the lft'B aanclate, 'tber9 ia appareatly an intention 

td:tldn 1:be Parastatals Ci:i r i-ioD to -..lop a unit ct.dicatecl to 

the part.icalar probl ... of ..r..tat.al eanaaement. Bow this will 

work out aad relate to tbe current utilisation of private 
I 

-••,.....t·consultaaci•• by the pamtatals is -.ot cl~a,, but 
I I I 

acaia, as vith the polytechnic courses, it will,be iapo~tant to 
I I 

euore that there is not1 a clarinc, pp between the i.,ac~ of 
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D.111-Wflal: nuns ... mum DI !IS nae SOL IDWIH: nm 
C11ALLD1m 10 SCllJOLS MD 1'0 :ftlMAJ. 1'llADDIG DBTitOTI<m 

The last section of this paper coa.taias a few ob.senratioas on ia

servi.ce trainiag aacl education seen froa the perspec:ti'Ve of the 

client. and particalarq 'those clients who are aot situated in a 

major COlll"8llT wi:th a whole anaratas of training officers. 

trai.aiDc -anuals aad oacoi.llc traiah•c ~- !Ids czaup of 

po'telltial clients aaT short.IT consti'tute the balk of all fona IV 

leavers (since only a mll proportion of these will cet access 

to same of the systeas ~ have tbas far been preoccupied with). 

It must also include the o;ori.DC numbers of :romag l"90Ple 

carJ:eD.tly -worldnc in the infoz:aal eco..,.y. and for wboa there is 

no formalized access to in-service trainiag or eclacation. Since 

those vorling in the formal econav are predo-;aantly aa.le. this 

client group should contain a large nUllber of YOUDC women. 

Tbe school systea baa. siace its •irtual aai.TerSaliza.tion at the 
. 

aecond•ry i ... 1. been awriaecl of tile likely fate of its Pl'Odacts 

relddac form IV ...t. l...tac to face a variety of aacertaia 

ftrtu~5. TNit "._.r abseace of iD-serri.ce traiaiac facilities for 

t1lose who are DOt ill Joba has -t. that. the Mi•istry o1 

smc.t.ion has deciclecl 'that tile acbools ahould at. leaat. in SOiie 

wsure help their pupils to aat.i.cipate the clellends of a world 

without. ready acc.sa to jobs, or work experience. Accordiacly in 

die new struct.are aDd coateat. of eclacat.lon, there is a co..lt.ent. 

to offer in the pre-service mode SOiie orientation to a world 

' where 100,000 YOWIC people will be coepet.lac for 1.000 
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'lllare are .., ~ E 1 nti• 6'r tld.& part;i.malar eqaati.ma. Which 

ls_... lt ls ••east cenaiab aot the cw that scbaols should 

1oll°" one model of pre TOCatioaal. preparation. there are 

~ a ...a...- of ...-is .. 11 h-n 'to the edacatioa. policy 

cc 

e zwa school.a; 'the prw.$lcal aab.jects ... ia tbe theozetical. 

~mode; 'the siwsia cm daajp iierhaoloo with which 
I 

....-rat teacllers are aow ~; mMl the lliBllT YOCati.oaal. 

~ts la acbools, micb die lliaiatq of LabcNr was 

ilrtezested ia, followillc the St. Pet;ers model. In addition, 

1'bne ue 109 wt diaQace ~t:.ioD models asiac 'teclmica1 

kits, in 1:be - er of1 IDISCI~ 

In what is frankly a quite new educa~ion situat.ioa, there is 

clearly no J;'Oom (aad iDdeecl no evidence) to juclce any of these 
' --.ls, in ..tvaw, a YQc•-t.ic-al acbool fall.41Ci.ea. But as they 
I 

a-t pl•lll!ed~ the p]•,..rs Deed oaasciwb ton-ind tltmsel~ 

tllat tllm.r Priori~ c* ot. Glib' IMt .o too pzapue sdlool ch:i.l.drea 
I I 

f- 80llths r..taaiaD Of tt.e. 1beir i- of life aft.r .cbool 
I I 

' 

wt abo lDclade a piotare of fOZll IY papi.ls ..terille SOiie of 
I I 

I 

~best lmOwn fins a. coat.~ workers at the very lowest. 
I I I 

leYels (as Dow), and llaYiac the opPe>rtulli ty to prove tb1•selves 
I I I I 

bf' their a"t~itades and orte111;atiod to die practical etc. , llo 
I I I I I I I 

question he,n of ~·co:tl•t.iac reaission of uytbiae, but. of 
I I I I 

cett.inc a ~hance :to start at. I the tiot.to.' ana ent.r aOll8 of I t.be 
I I I I I 

I I I I 
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cities or in 59a1Jer to.ls. 

There has b.- llO work -... at all ia u.bahwe on the pattern of 

in-serri.ce ~ and eclDcati..aD of tlnse who are can:eatl.T 

eagaced in self-..plOJ"lleat or - lahoar in the i.D£onal 

~. Bor has t.llne beea aDT sipifi.cant atteat.'ioa p......, w 

other wodmrs in both pri.ate and public• sect:ors who are very far 

£roa being caasidezed as candiclates for ZDlmV 1'9bates as 

articled clerks. lea.mer winers or wba'teYer. Bat what is 

surprisiac alloat ...a tbe wt 11111"8dicial exaeinatioa of i.a

ser'Tice trainiac awonpt what could be cal.led o.rdiDaz7 workers. 

or the worki:nc poor, is how dedicated large numbers of tbea are 

Amoacst a randam .... 1. of .... 50 YoallC people world.De in the 

iafoml ecafti"" wt:th 'their f..tliea. ia co-operativea or Oil 

tbeir OllD w -.to. a •icldficmat ldaority -.r. ._peed ia 

pivfeasiaaal ..._lot 1at. Sw W been 'to OxTco to tbe W.lclinc 

Skills ~. others __. planniac to att:.ead Mbare•a varioaa 

~tional tnit•••c oeatns. others acaia were earolled oa wll 

business courses wiioh _,.. of the ...,. correspoadeace colleces 

and tutorial coll .. es. &c.e had bN.rd tell of Belvedere ud 

Hsasa aacl wen .,.._rille ~ to· cet. access. aat ill tbe aaisa theT 

had already a radaer deYeloPed .. P of ia-.. rvice provision that 
I I I 

could be acea-oclated'to their verr full workiDC times (usually 6 
I I I 1 I 
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or T ._. a ..- at 1:be aodplace). 

We do mot wish to cive the illpressioa that the informal. sector 

-alta-ica, fabricators. and car breaJrars in~ Ba.rare locations 

of Magaha, Hbare, and Gazaland are VeJ:'7 different in the pattern 

of 'tbeir aspi.ratioas froa thei.r counter.parts entering the foml 

ecoDI..,.. The,.- participate, bo"tb groups, in a rather powerful 

e 'cal'taze of self-i.aprovemeat. • and are therefore aware of 

- ~ortaaities for further traininc and eclucation. Of course to 

acme extoeat., 'the di&01.SSion of edu.ca:tion and training issues _ 

-onpt workers vi'thin the infoml sector has been facilitated 

._. t;be ra1:her rapid aove of recent fora .( school leavers illto 

self empl~t in soae of these urban loCa.tions. 

Little quantitative work bas been. carried. out since the Informal 

Sector Stwb- Seaio.ar in Septeaber 1983, and the ILO-SATEP study 

of the following year. but the education level of the recent 

e entrant. to tile sector has certainb risen, and ~ conjunction 

with tllat, it .. Y well be that tboae who have attained 2 or 3 •o 

1-..la still feel tbat DOt. very mach academically separates tbea 

1zaa those wbo &'Gt access to SOiie fom of further educatioa aAd 

traiaiac. Bence the quite wide aprNd interest in further study 

tbat we referred to in tbe section oa correapoadeace education. 

But one thine that has not developed yet ia any systea of 

iafonral apprenticeship. Thi.a is aot to sq that TOUDC peopl~ 
' 

' are not learninc on the job,, but the tendency is still appare,ntly 

to teach relations rather than those who are not kin. There ,~eem 
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1:o 'be ao •c al .. (la ~ ... a ~ .. ,.,, of " ::c 

people ~ for skill· llOCl'li•itlaa. as ..._.... elaewbere oa the 
. 

continent. Sw discasaioas wii:h otmiars --1.d ~'that such 

legislation. Indaecl there WOtll.d also seea to be a hesitation for 

the same reasoa .._... t:akinc on emplo"as and payiag the. ..ich 

less than the m••i.w wage. Iastead, vi- there is a lot of 

work. an additiaoal person will be taJrea for that task. If this 

is u.d9ed the pattern bl 'the i.Dforaal sector, it 110Uld be· an 

interesting example of both the f oml and i.Df oml sectors 

•contracting' workers 1or particalar tasks• to avoid the 

legislation. 

. 
The specific needs for ill-service training within the informal 

sector are very bard to clisentaucle from the wider 

infrastructural coacerns. Very large m1.,bers of owners work on 

saall plots or astaads 'that have been allocated within a walled 

COlllPOQDd in llbare, bit 'there they lack many basic facilities. 

such as powar, JJ.Pt, aad apace, and sllelter. 

quality of 1:M prodact of aerric:e is affectecl bJ<' these 

CODditioas. Bat 1:he lack of basic ballcl-operated 11aebine tools, 

for cattinc, beadinc or sbaplac metal Ls abo affecti~ the 

quality. There coald 'be a very iu"terestiac study done ia the 

inf oraal sector of the machines used for twistina wire into the 

shapes required for fenciac. These wadbines, fitted with 
I 

electTic ~n, ha¥• beea 9ade ~D the 'formal incha•t~ial .-ctor 

but th~y a~e now .anatac:tured by'iDfonlal sector fabricators, 
' ' 

withou~ t~e electric 90tors. ~re ar• now 'larce numbers of such 
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-••*' ID ..... -- wli;h local des1- wl wljut 

~ -- of ~ do ·the jo1t £or tlldch ..-.,. wue d•ri•ml • ....._, 

are w tnb' pat ~r- One of the fabricators di .... ed bis 

t..atouest ill trJ'inc to get an attacJment to tile fiZll that IWle the 

p~ oaes. acquiring a certificate froa them for· CQltplteDcT. 

and 'thaa ca-ing back to make higher quality •w:hi-- This i.a

serri.ce aspiration underlines the diffical.ty of i.D-serri.ce 

~ in the informal sector: there waald almost certaialy be 

eqa!pn 1t in the foml factory setting that. was partq 

r...-.ible for the greater accuracy of the 11acbines llalle 'there. 

So 'tile ill-serri.ce training could mean exposure to and aari.rcm.aat 

'ta hMJiotd.ca).ly not reproducible in a t 3x5' stand ill the iaforaal 

'The implications of this kinu of.example emphasise the 

' inevitability of most in-servica traini.nc in the Udonaal sector 

' beiac restricted to what can be learnt on the job. Lacking 1:he 

~riate aachines tools, accurate aeasurwnt, aad a t10rbbop 
I • 

~inc. 'the informal mechanics are in-serviced on the job in 

' __. a1d.lls as exteaporisinc, maki.DC do, and fixiq thtnp ap. 

Bat~ this, many of them do have a i.Dterest in~ iD 

some way a scheme o'f 'further education and traiainc. 

, Ia S09e ways the characteristics of t.his map of in-service 

trailliDC aacl education are very different froa the llOdels with 
I 

which we have :been concerned earlier in this paper. It.a 

principal ,fea~ures are that in-service traininc or education 

needs to iake :place outside workinc hours, that its pace needs to 

I II J ?.g' 

-. ··. 
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lie la 'tile 4l I I lftll1 af .... cll8* ... mK tM 1-ti.t:at:;laa Gff.n.c 
i.t. wl ~it mr ...t 1:D ils••d aa -11-1-rn••c ra'tller 1:1ma 

direct last.ncU.aa. ~c:allF. 1:be ,,.ry t:hinp which the 

public sectior 1 .. u:tatimaa ~ fi.JMl it hariest to deli.ver -

taitioa i.a die ..-dDcs or at wea'-'ds. are the very ~ngs tlvlt 

the pri....te ~ 1zaia1.11C caatres and 'the correspondence 

ID the c:arZ9llt crisis of instructors 

at the techaical ool1e .. s. the hazdest slats to fill are those 

for the eftlllilc cl-••· 

As the scbools becfn to. s'barpea ap the ..,,.; ncs of pre-service 

preparatioa for 'the :facilt1oati..oa of later patterns of coatjn11ing 

education aDll tratntns. t;bey coald do worse than analysing what 

seftral 'tho-SllDlls a1 :foaa IV l~ are actually studying and 

learning aff-tbe-job (and without jObs) in Zimbabwe i • 1988_ The 

question ooald theD be asked whetber the schools cculci anticipate 

SOl98 of this. aad 1:bas eaae the trmasitioo from full-tiae !"'tudy 

111 sacb aa ea-..., of job RUICi.'toJ'., 'tbs acbools will be very ill

adYiaecl to nail "their ooloan to a particular aast. a particular 

vocational Q'll.-.. widcb triil ba¥e the approval of any sincle 

authority_ Tbeir oltlicatioa. ra'tber. aay be to orient younc 

people to wllat 1:be onortaaity strac:U.re is really like after 

for11 IV. Wlurt is a 9TC? What possibility of apprentice5hip? 

What is the work aacl stady pattern of the DDF centres? What are 

SOiie of the: 11•••• of approved corresponde~ colleces? How can 

ooe take P~1:.a.. whilst still at school? In one way. the moat 

Ill I 
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.tteat.l..,. ~anal preparatioe of~ .. '. ,ple waald be an . . . 
~ :fi.rst rat.a text, annaal.ly redsed. which sba•od who 

.-t 1 .. 1ze after school, and how many peapl.e applied for what 

optiams. fta't could be aore vocational than the straal• to bUT 

GDe ldhe-

0. die other haacl, schools should expect to help children orient 

e 11:11:11•-•l'ftt& to the practical. to the aecbanical, ta the 

; ... ~. and to the technological. There mast be just a 

11""18 bit of truth in industry•s criticiSllS of youngsters as 

iarnff!.ci.eatly conditioned to technology. But ·this kind of 

:feel H.ari.tT with the technical need not be attellptecl only via 

tealmtcll subjects as conventionally conceiTed. It coald as 

n·'4)7 be acquired by •tinkering' over the whole :four years o-f I 

secondary on a single project in applied science or design 

teclmoloa _ If youngsters in school were exposed to a critical I 

ezaeination of informal sector technology, through work 

experieace visits, or through group projects, they could well 

.,.Ure a perspective on technological adapt.ion which would be: 
~ tiffereat fro11. trying to follow an old vocatioaal carricuiua 

1a a Dall ~tioaal setting. 

'lbe llll'ortwe of situatinc the analysis of the aatioaal 

proYision of in-service training and education finally within , 

this user perspective is precisely because this potential 

clieatele is ..ac~ larger and more diverse than the small numbers 

cettiac the full' advantace of the rebate systea at the country's 
I 

national institutions. This potential' clientele .ay only' be able 
' ' 
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to dford a te. ~ of car -rtamics, ~ oal.7', or a f .. 

~ of weldba iDstzaiaUaa.. llanM ia the acc.recli:tation aad 

traini ag Centres ~ the Hiaistries of Education and Labour, i. t 

au.st be reae.bered that the in-service needs of tens of thousands 

of younc people (and adults) are being .served by the present 

s)PS'tea. 1'bere is 811 araaat aeed for tbe state to develop its own 

apparatis of ewmiDc coarses in all its aajor teacbi ng 

institutions, f.raa uni.WJ:sity to college to VTC. Many thousands 

of students woald turn to such facilities once they became lllOre 
. 

of a eoi.Dg CODCenl. Bat as the -State moves more in this kind of 

direction, 'l:hHe is certainb' lmCb. to be learned from the present 

pattern .of low coat, Gser-orieated in-service training and 

education, aYailable 1:broagh the welter of small and large 

colleges. 

In conclusion: 

We end wi'th a qaotatioa aad a co•nt: 

tteam.bile tM .kthori.t,.-is becomiac increasingly 
comri.aced 1:lurt. there is a need for centralized co
ordinatecl "CODtrol of all traiaiag efforts throughout the 
COODtzy. There are ~ well-.eaninc orcanizations 
eaten.. tbe tra1aillc fielcl INt some appear to have 
inadequate obJ9cti"8S, vitJa consequent dissipation of 
fiaaace aacl effort. Lack of co-ordiaation and overall 
direction is leaclinc to duplication of effort and 
indivicluals are beille tantalized by trajninc which in 
many cases will not fit thell for the employment which 
they seek.21 

This quotation i• taken from the first pace of the Annual Report 

2f. the APPrentL;eship Training mad Skilled Hf~power Development 

II I I I I 11 
I I I 
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aao 1i1le ~tlcesb.ip Authority was apparently frustrated at how 

m1Cla trai.ai.ag was going on that they were not able to coatro1. 

It was ia .._ WaJ'S a good thing that they were unable to control. 

so.....,. o£ the independent training initiatives. since there was 

pnci.ows little training available throqgh the fol:llal channels. 

Tod,q. ~ course. things are very different. but it is- still the 

e caae 'that £al.ly subsidized vocation.al training is for the few 

I rai:her tbaD the many. For the foreseeable future. the State is 

1ml iJrelr to be able to afford to organize in-service traiai.Dg for 

-. 
I 

'the...,.. bat as its own capacity increases. it will beccme 

iDczeasincl7' important to be aware of the totality of iA-service 

trai.alDc and eclacz.tion offered by different bodies, and 1:o be 

ab1e seasiti"Vely t? examine and plan for complemeatarities. 

E. OCllCLUSIOlfS AND RECOMMEt."DATIONS ON INSERVICE TRAIMDIG. IN TBE 
OOiiilT OF INCREASED PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR COOPERATION. 

e The ~1- gf generalisation 

Ia ~ the data for the previous sections. it was DeeeS&arJ"' 
I 

to .- 'tlw: views of a large nwaber of different con.stitueacies, 

the "°rld of education aad trainj nc. By 'tld.s 

point. in oar discussion, it must be evident that it is aot 
I 

posa~ble loosely to talk of industry, of goverll88Dt, or about the 

trai~iac constituency. There is no such thing as a sincle 

cons~itaency in any of these fields. Within the world of 

indu~try. tile spectrum contains some of the largest industrial 

conc,erns in Southern Africa, such as Anglo-American; it also 
I 

con~ains regular b~anch plants of other multinationals; and it 
I 

contiains a lar•e n~mber of local firms. These latter are both 
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large and rn 11. Bat .._ 'the mdl9ft o:f th•ae 1'9CQ1ar Sllill.1-

scale finis ue l.ara- bl CGl(BU'i&Gll with.._. of the Iii~-

industries that are starti.ng ap ill thaT stands and enclosures all 

over those parts of Bara.re where they can gain a :foothold. And 

even in this informal sector• there are major distinctions between 

the entrepraaeur with a zegalar plot, a :fall tool set, soae 

assistants and a steab clieatel.e. mad the petty producer with no 

pe~ent work site and whose tools are carried to and froaa from 

his daily work. 

In pursuit of this data we have iaterviewed in firas where the 

training was part of a whole separate establishment, and where 

there were trainjnc packaces ad.justed to the needs of the 

W'.:>rlcforce t and trai ni DC budcets 'that Were larger than the turnover 

of entire finas. Other quite large and productive firms with 

strong export orientation have winiaal training establis~ents. 

This is not to say that there is DO trajujng system in operation. e 
There is. but it does DOt reside i.D a fall tiae training of£ icer, 

training protocols etc. And other finas acain are so small that 

the very aotoion of a .eparai;e tral.Di.Dc ~ion is unthiokable. 

When the spread is ao wide. it is difficalt to conceive of 

r~endatioaa that ooa1d CU'Z7 we1-)at across a whole industrial 

category. 

When it comes to tbe traininc coaatituency. there is a similar 

diversity. As we have seen there are cove~nt training 

' institutions at aost levels from manacement training to , 

t~chnician, to craft level. Hdwever, there is by no means a 
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~ WWII Db' on "traini.llc- There is a 'W9Z7' atzaac Pri....c:e 

1zabdac world, .- of it organised by particular pzofessi.oaaJ. 

wt empl.OJ'91" orcaaisatioas; soae of it by private col.l.eces 

(.i..t:laer face 'to face or by correspondence) ; aad sc:ae by private 

coa.salioaDc:T organisations. There is every evidence tbat the 

priTa'te training world is continuing to expand,- fue11ed 

iacEWas•nc13" 1'y the l.arge nuabers of young people eaergiag fzoa 

9 tbe seaanial7' school system and requiring S4lae more vocational 

e 
\ 

lar&e mad~ diverse provision of training, it is difficult to 

CGDCei-.e o£ ~ generalisations. 

l'ina]~ wi1id.n 'the government sector itself, there is not aD,J"t:hing 

as sillpl.e .. a single government training system. Hot only are 

there traiD.ing ectntres linked to many different ministries·, ba.t 

even wi:thin 1:he llinistries with which we have been closest 

coacenaed (Labour and Education) , there have been major changes of 

Z'eSpOllaibility for partic:Ular training institutions over the 

period of tids research. Inevitably the different ministry 

traditloas ~ ed•urtioa and trainiq will a£fect tbe iastitotiOD& 

which a.. been effectively transferred from the Ministry of 

Lahoar to 'the lfiaistry of Richer Education. 1'be9e trwfers bave 

'takm plw at a tt.e when there was the beciaaiac of a real 

at'tellpt to think throuch the relationships bet.ween the QNrade 

trainiac facilities, (which were inscrvice) and the new style 
I 

traininc centres. such as Belvedere. which seemed likely to accept 
I 

intakes that were pre-service. 
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established centres. Almost all 'the ilurtd:bluoaal. actors on the 

government side are in. a sta'te of traasitiaa.. and thus their 

likely i apac:t oa 1:lae total traiai.nc eari.zawat is hard to 

estiaate. In the bace secondary schOol- sector. for exa.ple, 

there are at least t.o separate ~iolUs at work which vill 

need farther clarl£icatioll. Tlleze are the schools currently 

piloting a -..rsian of a m· ~ .... 1 IT oriented cu.rriculua. 

bat 11a117 of 'the questioas aboat 'the extent and depth of their 

vocatioaaliaa r•ai n unclear. TlleD 1:bere aze all the other 

secondary schools for which the aini.stry bas suggested that there 

be a basic leftl ·of 'technological understancling. or in other 
I 

words an accepteace 'that techaoloa u .an ordinary part of 
I 

general education. ·Apart frc. the scJlools, there are important 
I 

relationships between the teclmical c:Olleges and industry to be 
I 

worked out, as well as issues relatinc to the pre- and inservice 

functiODS of sach institutions. 

I 

PrincipJ.es - •• , ut:iops ill tn'n'nc no- s1etions 
I 

When so 1111111' of tbe f.astitatioas cmar.ec1 with traininai are in 
I 

transition. what aay be apsq:vpri.ate aa:e DOt a set of very specific 
I 

reeo-eaclatioas about parti.calar iastitutiona. but. rather a nwDber 
I 

of principles that aay provide the direct.Joa for aore detailed 

1,. 
I I 

IbJ! inseparability of preservice l.lll!! intervice arste•s of 
,training, 

I I I 

The ,first, principle evident in the s~dy of traininC, in Zim~abwe 
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is 1iM 414J>n-&'cc m•i• I '• --·- die pre- ...r iaaerri.oe •«•• 

.......... .,.t 

groups of 

scJmol ~ fer £al1 time institutional training in the 

llC••z•lae ..... tild.a will. iaeri.tably i.apact on apprentice 

e a hers. 
I 

•••' b', if the process of taking on apprentices was 
I 

; ~ ... llft..d. ..I 1A1Q1' of the recent restrictions Oil 

' I 

-.J.o,ers• -1.ec:tioa ra•oved. that ai.ght encourage many more £i.ras 

to 1oMl9 OD ~ ~- Which would in turn affect the planai ng 

o£ .....m.oe v.•••nc. 

Bllt we ...,,_ •....-I ~ that deciding about the appropriate 

llix of pze- mM1 iaaerY1ce training is not a technical problem. to 

be sobrecl by mere ~al studies of the labo•.ir market. It may 

well be the case. as a DUllher of external agencies would argue. 

'that ~V.·1 ~ sboal.d be as far as possible workplace

baaecl rather t1aaD achool- or institution-based. 'This tends to 

~id •~. a.id is of course dramatically cheaper. since the 
I 

employer is caatributinc to the costs of training. But as both 
I 

ltiaistera of Edacation have pointed out earlier in this study. 
I 

tralniac located in the workplace not only requires there to be 
I 

places to work, bat it also demands employer willingness to take 
I 

on, and train school-leavers. Just as the expansion of' secondary 
I 

education "•• not the result of a caiculation of' industry's 
I I 

absorptive :capacity, so ~ the expa~sion of tra:ining 

opportupi ties is not pred~cated on a, n4rrow defi,ni tion 'of 

I 
, -:t? '" 
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secondarT selMlols. it la iaeri:Altle t:llR a 1-a fa t-c ~post

school traininc opportuai.ties will. be 1•._b- la 'the preserri.ce 

aode. But both the imrestlleat la wll'Wh2F ~toion. :for all. and 

the ~xpected vicieeinc of traiai•c opportaai.U.. for school-leavers 

are partly articles o:f faith. Tiie as~ sarzoapedinc these 

prograws is that a better ................ i;pelzaa woa:•torce will be 

an iaportant element i.D expandl nc ~. -.rt.aal:taaze and 

commerce. Bat both aini stri.es are aca'l:a1F ~ tlaat 1:he national 

investment in education and 'traiaillc ls a Oft 1:bat can go sour if 

levels of skill and lmowledce. To ...... ~ ~ to one that 

by Zimbabwe in 1989, eclDcatioa. cm& be .... -- a 'ti.me-bomb' if it 

results in very large nuabers of J'OUDC people eacadng in 'low 

productivity, non-wace e.plo,..aat'. (l>atr llallllarskjold, 1989). 

2. 

Another pria.ciple baa become clear ewer 1ibe i-riocl of the first 

independence decade aad that ia that tbere are lild.ts upon 

governaent's ability to influence patterns of trai.Di.Dc in 
' 
' 

industry. This is particularly becm .. trailled mpower can be 

' 

produced in a ,larce, nuaber of ways. l'or ia.s1;aace in the colonial 
' 

period it was ,produced princi~lly by i-"crat.ioa. In t.he early 
' ' . 

months of t.he,Inde1>41tndence period it. was.widely thoucht. t.hat a 
' ' 

radically al~red apprenticeship system would chance eaployers' 

discriminato~ use ~f appreotice trainiac. With the benefit of 
" ' 

hindsicht, it,c:an b~ seen that the easiest el ... nt to chance was 

II I 
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~•Dial a Sl•lU... of ool.aaiaJ QIE-toia•vt., ..... tila 

---- .... - t1 ...... fillat ..... llltF well ...... a... cloSe to 

Si.nee tile appreatice t.rai•"W 

........... 1lr ............. aalT 1'417 to pzvchlce skilled laboar. it 

W SGGll ~ t:laat empl~ who bad traditionally taJren OD 

-rwt.la•• we Ml• to sabstitute altemti:ve foras of trah11iac, 

iacl.wltas tile - wz:ade traiaiag provided by eovermaaat. Others 

e W9nt a1tl.e 'to Jlft'fl.t fzaa 'the abanclaat supply of better educated 

i ~ ~looHac ~of school, my of whoa were .ore anxious 

to~ a foothold ill a &oocl fira, whatever the tem and 

camlitiams, ~ 'to secure an. apprenticeship. At the very ti.Ile 

'that ti1le q;5 ..t.la1 Hp coa&ac:t was beinc fenced around with aore 

aml m ni .. lat.t.ams - ~ of t:bea aimed to iaprove the quality 

of 1ille ~ ..a 'die security of the apprentice, a very 

cU1fenat la.acl o1 caatract labour systea was being ac!opted by many 

-.ployera. 

e 
• Otller 9-iPio,.n ..._, laad been accustomed to usinc the colleces for 
I 

of1"""'1L• ~ V-lel• of 'their craft level workers foaml 

tllftlall.U.. 1a ..aariJ1c •lac:ea at the richt point in their 

~ ....... 1-. aDCl 'they too becan to make other arraacwats. 
I 

.a.d C.rt.aialy tbere were other eaployers who soucht to substitute 
I 

~locr for labau.r, wbea it becaae obvious that skilled labour 

~ PftW• •sriea•lYe 1:o train, and, because of the new labour 

laws', difficult to shed. 
I 

In ~11 of ~ different ways, it is apparent that over' the 

dee~ Ziababw~an, industry has been prepared 'rapidly to rethink ' 
I I 

II I I 

I I 

' 
I I 
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its QttZo-=ll t.o 6a tralalae fd Mt)I .. 1-m.r ... - pRtienas 
I 

and pachps an~ ia pt..,._ Aaaom"~•1.,. as·'tbe decade 

comes 'to an end.. and 'the ~·s a.a tJwiald'IC Gil training 

policy is still DOt settled. theft is ao ~ tllat -. 
I 

industries bne adopted - WQ"S of tni•in~ - tlOrkers. It is 

DOif blperati..- for ~t 'to ~ trhese aew iDi.tiativ~s. 
I 

and eqaally it is i,.-rati"R for~ 'tO Glllderstand 
• I 

~t•s caaceras to traia ~..ala l.aEpr aambers of young _, 

people than ha"R hitherto been p·l1'•-i.1slllcl 'for.' 
I 

We have areaed ~t- this accouat 1:laa't qprea.ticeship figured 
I 

too centrally i.a ~t•s thinlrtnc ~ 1dch quality 

-.ocatioaal ~ioa. lbat baa_._. al-oat mmot.i.ced in 
I 

I 

g~nmeat deterwina:tion to .aintaill ap;pzeRticesbip mmbers has 
I 

' 

been the· emeqeaqt of what could be called: •a eovernaent 
I 

apprentice'. , This new style of appreatice'really bas the 
I 

' 

Registrar of Apprentices as bis employer, amt altbouch he may be 
I • 

at'tacbed to a iaarastatal, 1:hm:e ia .,.. .ri.cleace 'that his status 
I 

I 

is closer to ,preaerri.ce than 'to .laMrri.oe.: 1D tbe sease that the 
' 

ccn-rnasat 'bas peraa.clecl certa1a fl.m to -take oa recruits surplus 
I 

I 

to the f ina' a reqair-eata iD o&'der to obt:aia a eoocl traininc 
' 

eDviroa.ea.t. , 

' ' 

3. GoverpM!!t'1 'N""mive aclvaata«• ~ .. ma~ the small 
U!I •icro entervriu secton iMa ~SM laue scale 
industrief. 

I I I 

It was na~ral that eov•r.....t should ... ~ fi~st to deal with the 
'' ' 

larce scale sector, since there were very'cle&r anomalies in 
I I I 

I I I I 

recruitaae,nt ~t needed to ,be s0rtecl oat. ' lloW.ver, it •icht be 
' ' ' 

' -

I I I I I I 
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....,..U.c1s)alp SJ'S'te. alld OD the %Dm9 l'mad. to the detr1-at of 

tbtnlrlna a1lcMat the potoeutially aach larger nuabers 0£ YOUDC people 

who 11929 'b•st-'na to ..tor the iafonaal and aicro-enterprise 

sector. Parac'-oxiaal 171 the ~t is in a auch better 

posiUaa 1io iaf),aeeee trajnjng policy in the very small scale 

sector thaa it is iD the larce scale. Or, putting it rather 

di.ff~. if 'the gowewt•s COQCerD is with the a.ass of yowag 

people 1eari.llC sdtool, 1:hea it is likely to be able .ore easily to 

a11ect iobe 'traiai.ag and work environment in the informal and 
. 

~ sector than in the branch plants of 

.U.tiDat1aaals. · Arguably also, the larce firas are already 

o l:tted 'to tral.DiDg - the discnssicm is only abou.t the -chanisa 

1io be preferred. Wheftt&S in 'the informal: sector. some positive 

initla1-ives 'by ~t could draaatically encourage this 

sector, and shape its growth • 

•• h8"9 said earl1•r 'that creation of places at secondary schools 

or in 'trahal.nc lllsti'tu'tioas is aeaerally much easier to achieve 

than tlae creation of Jobs. The oae exception to this may be in 

the aicro-enterprise sector. Unlike the modern industrial sector 

when 'tlae capl:tal reqairecl 'to create a siacle job is very larce. 

the capital required to make a whole series of aicro-industrial 

estates is very small. 1"he sugcestion here is not the creation 

of llOdern, s .. 11 scale industries - which elsewhere in Africa 

have proved very probleaatic, and have involved considerable 

dependence on external donors. Rather it is the provision of 

secure areas on a' sit.e and service basis for the t.housands of 

I I I . -.. 
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work units. 

with large scale indastries. 'IMlt eri.deace fzaa other countries 

would suegest t:hat ~t policy cma bmre a CE9&t deal to do 

with a positi'ft ~t for ~- Ia tbis 

respect. the specificalb' trai•i•C issw aze less COllC8rlled with 

the systems of oa 'the job tnf•hlC la 'tile iDdllst:.ries +he.selves. l 

Hore likely the ecwenmeat can pla.F -~ zole bT 

encouraging access to ~ ceatftts dar1Dc tbe ....U..C. and by 

~DC it possible for wodmrs ha -11 aad ldczo industries to 

take trade tests. Tbe baslws of faclliioatillc 'tbe pzocress of 

saall scale inclastrT is of coarse ~ wi1:h a creat deal more 

than the provision of easily accessed iaserri.Ce training. !Nt if 

the gove.ament is concenaed to follow tlu:oach OD 'the 

deaocratisation of secoaclary education. thea systems for updatir.g 

separate frma the so-called ...S.ra aec:tor. 

4. [l:S!!! 909plt"iop SQ c:ol•+emf.cm ia SM pgblic Md nivate 
trainipc lfCtora, 

Another thread that has rua th.roacb thia accoant has been the very 
' 

rapid develoi-eat,of private traiainc, delivered throuch colleges 
I 

I 

and throu.rh diata.-ce traiai.ac inaiit.uti~. In SOtM respects 

there has been an: adveraarial quality in the relationships 

between the publi~ ,~ private traininc sectors, but more 
I I 

recently it h&s ~~n aclmowledced'that the roles of the public 
' ' 

I I I 11 
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~ wl ..,... lllcr1_t_ tlem·w' for -.ocatiaaal aad ~ 

..-1ff~ 1" aohool l....rs. Certainly SOll8 parts of the 

pd~ sector an. •xpmwi•e. bat aBDT others are relatively low 

cost. especiall,. 'the correspondence institutions. and it is cl.ear 

~ "tMT ~ IMrl•c ased by~ young ·people. both in the 

iwrri,ae allll pnserri.ce modes. It is iaportant to .note that 

e tJds incl.ades ~ people who are working OD their OWD account 

ill 1:119 ill:foneel sector. ID several ways, this low cost part of 

tba .,ri.Ya'tie aec:t:ow: caald 11911 .repay further research, for it 

se-s pnbable 1:11.at the correspondence sector could be a very 

valaable 1IMU..cat:or of the demand for further qualifications froa 

people loaa"9d aatalde 'the main centres of population. The 
~ . 

coll- oaald be mraged rou.tinely to collect infomtion on 

·the emplopallt or sell-employment status of their many thousands 

of trai.Deea. since this wculd be a very useful addition to our 

lcnowl~e of 1:he profile of inservice training. 

5. '•rtn lonrg pt coopepti00 in inservice training. 

A farther 't';a••• mad perhaps the aost i•portant of all as a focus 

1or rec.a mdatloas, is the crowtb of cooperation between the 

eov•zm;1nt .DC1 tbe iadastrial an~ co.aercial sector on training 

prorisloa. We laaYe acrtecl tbat there bas been, in some measure, a 

history of sa.picioa aacl resentment on both sides, and 
I 

partiealarly in respect of the apprentice training regulations, , 

and the levy-grant acheme (ZIHDEV). Hore recently, however, 

there 1are indications of an awareness that the traditional 

mechanisms for education-industry liaison do need to be 
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streactheaed- At .._ llOlat. t..~ ls P••dlale 6ft v+••• as a 
country with a stzo~ ~ .._ 't:lma __,. ..... r A:fri.can 

countries. aad with ~ richh •-- 'NB W••• ca.14 padit froa 

the exaaple of seYeral. uther lliddle iw--ciat caaatri.es ill Latia 

Aaeri'-~• Asia aad the Middle East. and coal.4 desi.,. a national 

training agency with the sipi£J..c.at ...U.-~ status of 

such institutions in these other zeciams. s.c1a aa aaencY, being 

neither part of a line lli.aistry nor aa. ead:.eas1oa of the 

eaployers' federation would be in a pou:U.ma. to ran the levy-

grant operation, and or&anise edacatioll-i.adastry cooperation at 

many different levels of the trai.Jd.Dc ~- Theze would 

certainly be aeri.t in ZialAbwe flXPloriac the poteatial. 

contribution of such a aatioea•l trai•"• .... CJ'• It coald be 

especially valuable iD developiq ~ traiaillc .policy at 

different leYels, and for ensuring 'the collaboration 0£ both 

private and governmental i.nitiati~s. as "811 as external 

assistance. 

6. The coptribqUop 121. .,,.,...., cJna1o• 
trainipc sec;tor. 

One of t.be traditions ot which Zhma-. has bee justifiably 

proud ~ince Independence bas been a nlactaDce to becolle 

dependent upon foreica aid.in a sector aa crucial as education 

and traininc. This i• not to say tlaat external doaors have not 

been iaportant siace OSAID, CIDA, Frend.I Cooperation, GTZ. SIDA 

and ODA have all IUlde contributions at dif f ereat. times to parts 
' 

of the technic:al and vocat.i~l t.rainiac establishment. The 

absence of a sincle national 'body responsible for the 
' 

articulation of traininc pol~cy has however been a disadvantage, 
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a 4st:- •a•• .. P•-21N1-•a•1tra• ~ cU.d aot a11 clearb ~-

n.., caa be la .-rt. .....-1 for this. since there bas not been 

zewH ~ ...u.ble a aatiaaal trai.ninc policy documen~. to which 

tbeir aid ooald be directed. The result bas been that the 

OOldizillat.i.ODS of 'the Yarious donors cannot be easily assessed as 

part f4 a W'ter plaa. Bmt now that hi gber technical and 

9 ~J.od,cal traiDi.Dc are part of a single ainistry. it aay be 

: ~ 1:Mt er:lt'tealal donors will be able more readily to 

I I I II 

r9apGlld 'to a aatiallal. analysis of training requirements. 

T. lp""'e S;Ajpjpc fE1!! the perspective of the users. 

It ~ be ~ to caaclude -this section on recoaaendations 

by· zwtamina 1io tbe cli.eats of i.Dservice education and training. 

Zf......_ bas )lad a lODC bi.story of workers seeking to iaprove 

their ceaeral aDcl professional qualifications through their own 

effort.a mMl J:lleir own finance. This tradition of self-

positive one. and ideally it is soaething 

~needs to be aaderstoocl and acknowledced by agencies -

iadustrial - that are developing 

~ of llmerri.ce traiainc. However rapidly governaeot 

...wea to ~ aa infrastructure of colleges and training 

C8Dtrea at tlae JOSt..;.••COlldary level. it. cannot be expected that 

more th.a a f ractioa of the tens of thousands leaving schools can 

be acca aCJdated Oli CoY•rJUMmt or industry scheiaes with all their 

coat• covered. The very creat majority in the future as in the 

past will aeek to arrance and finance their own preservice and 

inservice'courses. 
I 

And in relation to,this huge clientele, the 
I 
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available at prices aad. at tj•as ~ ~- wadr.era cma ..,age_ 
The authorities will need seasitirity to ...U.1:or the £inancing of. 

courses, so that a gulf does not 4hmtlop bet:.wsm. a V9E7 saall 

number of trainees for whoa all costs are covezed through ZIMDEV 

or other funds, and another group. VerJ" mK:h larger. which has to 

find all the costs 0£ its training_ 

At different points ~ this do> aat we ha-.. noted the 

complexity of provision, the di£ficultJ" about lmowing what 

courses were available. hov to gain an app.nm.ticeshi.p. how to get 

access to direct en.try training ill the colleeas etc etc. "1hat 

would appear to be lacking is a simple ~ 'that could be 
-

used in the later years of seconda· r· school 1:o indicate to would-

be leavers the nature of provision· and rocrt...es into· the various 

courses that are offered. To be useful this would need to be 

updated each year, and ideally aiclit i.Ddicate the relationship 
. , 

between the nuaber of places aad the n•wirer of applicants in the 

previous year. Such an ilwen'tory waal.d be aa important element 

in any attempt to de•ocrati.se the al:9a of traiaiac. and it would 

be particularly appreciated by t.boae who are located in the small 

towns in the rural areas, as well as -the ~ 7omac people who 

are working on their own account bat wbo wiA 1:o coatinue their 

education, and gain professional qaalificatioaa. For Zimbabwe to 

become the learning society it aspires to be. an efficient 

inservice traininc system will be •saeat~. The foundations of 

such a system exist, but "Che major provid~r. in '-OYernment, 
I 

industry and ca.merce need to di.scuss their colla~,ration in 
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* We retain the naaes. Ministry of 'l.clacatioa, aad tlini.stJ:]r of 
Labour. Manpower Planninc aacl Socia1 Welfare (shortened to 
Ministry of Labour) for our discussion of eYellts during 1987. 
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